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The Newarl archdiocesan pilgrimage poses on the steps of St. Peter’s Basilica beforethe public audience with the Holy Father July 16.
The Holy Father welcomes Archbishop Boland at the public audience July 16 in St.
Peter's. The Archbishop and the priests of the Newark pilgrimage were also re-
ceived in a private audience on July 17.
Heed Lesson
Of Lourdes,
Pope Urges
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope Pius XII has urged pil-
grims to Lourdes to heed the
lessons the Blessed Virgin
Mary taught in her 'appari-
tions.
The Pope's exhortation camein
a message sent to the Marian
ahrine on the feast of Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel, July 16, the day
which marked the 100th anniver-
sary of the last apparition at
Lourdes.
“In this age troubled by pas-
sions and afflicted by so many
visions,” it said, “raise your eyes
to God so that you may judge the
things on earth with greater
clearsightedness and calm.”
THE MESSAGE took note of
the millions of oppressed people
“from whose hearts man would
tear the knowledge and the love
of God and burden them with
servitude to mere earthly ambi-
tions.”.
The Pontiff pointed this out
»s a reason why the Blessed
Virgin Mary’s messages of pen-
ance and prayer still have need
to be heard.
He exhorted the pilgrims to
“pray because the spiritual needs
of the world are great . . . pray
because the apostolic labors of
the Church are so immense.”
“Offer sacrifices in her behalf.”
he added, “in proportion to the
greatness of her tasks.”
Brooklyn Missioner
Named as Bishop
SEOUL, Korea Rev. James V. Pardy, M. M., of
Brooklyn, veteran of the Korean missions and former U. S.
Army chaplain, has been named Titular Bishop of Irenopoli
and Vicar Apostolic of the new Vicariate of Chung Chong
Puk-To in Korea by Pope Pius XII.
Bishop-elect Pardy has been
serving as Vicar General of the
Maryknoll Fathers here. He be-
comes Maryknoll’s ninth living
Bishop, and the 13th in the so-
ciety’s 47-year history.
THE NEW BISHOP was first
assigned to Korea in 1932. Arrest-
ed by the Japanese following
Pearl Harbor, he was imprisoned
until repatriated in a prisoner
ol war exchange. Upon his re-
turn to the U. S., he became an
Army chaplain, serving in Europe.
Following discharge, he was ap-
pointed educational director for
all Maryknoll training. In 1950,
he was reassigned to Korea as
superior of Maryknoll mission-
aries.
Bishop-elect Pardy was born
In Brooklyn Mar. 9, 1898. He
attended St. Francis College,
Fordham University and Cath-
olic University of America. He
entered Maryknoll in 1925 and
was ordained in 1930.
The new Chung Chong Puk-To
Vicariate is located south of the
Seoul Diocese.
To Stymie Russia
Jesuit Theologian Says U. S.
Should Take Greater Risks
NEW YORK (NC) A prominent Catholic theologian
has urged the U. S. to adopt a more aggressive policy toward
the Soviet Union to “seize and retain the initiative in world
affairs.”
Rev. John Courtney Murray, S.J., declared that “it
would be prudent even to create
situations of risk for the Soviet
Union situations in which the
risk would be too great for it to
take.”
Father Murray’s statement was
contained in a pamphlet on "U.S.
and the Free Society,” published
by the Fund for the Republic.
The pamphlet also included a
paper by Walter Millis, military
historian and Fund for the Re-
public staff member, and an
abridged version of a discussion
of U.S. foreign policy among a
number of leading scholars, ed-
ucators, journalists and public of-
ficials.
FATHER MURRAY, professor
of theology at Woodstock (Md.)
College, also insisted that the
U.S. must cease to make “sur-
vival” the exclusive issue in its
military policy.
He stated: "The communist
leadership has no slightest in-
tention of making ‘survival’ the
issue to be settled by force of
arms . . . Survival is the- one
thing it is not willing to risk.
In contrast, America is not pre-
pared to resort to arms until
the issue of ‘survival’ is raised.
Survival is the only thing it is
willing to risk.”
The Jesuit theologian began his
analysis of foreign policy by
pointing out that "Russia is
unique as an empire, as a man-
ner and .method of rule
...It is
organized and guided in accord-
ance with a revolutionary doc-
trine
...It is therefore inherent-
ly aggressive in its intent; and
it considers itself destined to sole
survival as an organizing force
in the world of politics.”
Considered as a nation, Father
Murray stated, Russia is not nec-
essarily hostile to this country.
Instead, “only Soviet doctrine ex-
plains the peculiar nature of So-
viet imperialism and shows it to
be unappeasable,” he said.
HE WARNED THAT American
leaders must acknowledge the
fact of Soviet dogmatism and re-
alize that as a result of it “Soviet
leadership is not subject to
changes of heart.”
Tbes, for eiaaple. when the
capitalist world "professes its
desire to he friendly, lost,
peaceful, cooperative, etc., such
professions cannot but be bo-
gus” as far as the Soviets are
concerned, he said. For them,
“historical determinism will not
permit the capitalist world to
be other than hostile, unjust,
aggressive, and warmonger-
ing.”
Father Murray added that the
West can expect communist lead-
ership “to yield only to calcula-
tions of power and success; force
and the prospect of success by
its use are the determinants of
Soviet action.” '
‘This expectation would clarify
the problem of negotiations,” he
said. "It would suggest that we
put an end, as quietly as possible,
to the Wilsonian era of diplomacy
with its exaggerated trust in
world assemblies and in spectac-
ular international conferences ...
If and when any agreement on
disarmament is reached, it will
be reached directly between the
Kremlin and the White House,
without the confusing assistance
of 25 additional nations.”
THE ESSENTIAL aggressive-
ness of Soviet doctrine. Father
Murray declared, does not per-
mit the U.S. to pursue a policy
of “disengagement.” Communist
imperialism, he pointed out, "con-
tinually probes for every vacuum
of power and for every soft spot
of purpose. This is why ‘disen-
gagement’ as an American pol-
icy could not be other than dis-
astrous.”
On the contrary, he main-
tained, ‘‘only the very opposite
policy is safe —a policy of
continuous engagement at ev-
ery point, on all levels of ac-
tion, by both tactical and stra-
tegic moves.”
He continued: ‘‘Soviet doctrine
as a whole dictates a policy of
maximum security and minimum
risk. Risks can and must be min-
imum because the dialectic of
history decrees that the capital-
ist world, though still powerful,
is decaying ... The Soviet Union
cannot be provoked into taking
risks that exceed the piinimum.
"We may safely invert the So-
viet proportions. Our policy
should envisage a minimum of
security and a maximum of risk.
Only by such a policy can we
seize and retain the initiative in
world affairs.”
IF THIS ANALYSIS of the sit
uation is correct, he declared,
the danger of "all-out sneak nu-
clear attack onthe United States"
has been “vastly exaggerated.”
But on the other hand, he con-
tinued, ‘‘the danger of limited
wars has been underestimated "
Father Murray urged that the
Soviet Union "be confronted by
power, steadily and at every
point.”
On the Inside...
THE PRESENT CRISIS, its causes and remedies, are
discussed in an editorial, “Christ or Crisis?”
on
Page 6
And in Pope Pius’ encyclical letter on Page 4
BIRTH CONTROL and confession prompted a question
answered on pago 6
JORDAN, much in the news today, is described
on Page 3
VOCATIONS and suggestions for fostering them are
discussed on p a gp 2
FAMILY LIFE and marriage experts met last week.
Their remarks are reported on Page 5
Pope Greets
Archbishop,
200 Pilgrims
By Anne Mae Buckley
ROME Rome is a many-colored chameleon sunning
itself on the wall between antiquity and today.
Here an ultra-modern railway station faces the baths
of Diocletian where Romans relaxed centuries ago.
Modern shops nestle against the
third century wall of the Emper-
or Aurelian. Motor scooters trace
a noisy path around glorious Ren-
aissance fountains by Bernini and
| past buildings that Hear the mark
of Michelangelo’s genius.
Women wear tonged Grecian
sandals with the latest in che-
| mise dresses. People living in
dark flats in forgotten buildings
| fill their balconies with jungles
of gay geraniums. Music lovers
hear “Madame Butterfly" in the
ruins of Caracalla's baths which
date back to the year 206.
Here Catholics can hear Mass’
in the Pantheon, built before the
birth of Chirst; or in the Church
of St. Agnes on the spot where
the saint was martyred; or in
the Catacombs; or in any of sev-
en basilicas.
AND HERE in Rome one can
see the Vicar of Christ, Pope Pius
XII, surrounded by guards and
chamberlains in medieval dress,
and hear him speak wisely to
the 20th-century world.
Such was the experience of
Archbishop Boland, 16 priests,
and over 200 pilgrims from the
Archdiocese of Newark on July
! 16.
! We assembled in St. Peter's
: Square with Archbishop Boland
| before 10 a.m. After posing on
| the steps of St. Peter’s. Basilica
| for a group photograph, we en-
j tered the basilica built on the
I spot where St. Peter was mar-
| tyred. We followed Archbishop
| Boland and took our places in the
j very front section close to the
| platform which holds the Papal
| throne.
The gold and marble magnifi-
| cence of St. Peter's defies de-
| scription. Built during the 16th
i century, it contains the work of
some of the greatest artists the
| world has ever produced Mi-
| chaelangelo, Bernini, Donatello,
i and dozens more.
As we waited, red clothed Pa-
pal chamberlains bustled out; the
Swiss Guards clad in medie-
val costumes of gold and red
rand trttrtr took -up their »t»-
I tions near the throne; more and
| more people filed in for the au-
dience.
AT NOON, hundreds of lights
bathed the basilica. A flurry of
excitement began at the door and
spread to our group at the front.
Finally a sudden cry of "Viva
Papa” ‘ Long live the Pope!”
His Holiness had started down
the aisle carried in his proces-
sional chair by eight Papal
chamberlains.
Bursts of applause and more
shouts of "Viva Papa" accom-
panied the Holy Father each
time he paused on his way to-
ward the throne. Eager hands
offered him zucchettas white
skullcaps worn by the Pontiff—-
which he patiently accepted,
placed one by one on his head,
and returned to the giver.
Finally the Pope reached the
platform before the main altar.
Smiling broadly, he ascended the
steps with the agility of youth
retained through more than 80
years. There, the Pontiff wel-j
corned us, reading the names of
about 50 pilgrimage groups in
their own languages first the
Italian group, then the French,
then the American.
WHEN HE READ out the name
of a French group, he was greet
ed with a serenade by 12 white-
clad little boys facing him from
the balcony at his right. As the
high, clear, young voices contin
ued through several verses, the
Pontiff watched intently and
tapped his foot in tempo with
the song <
We heard the Pope welcome
our own pilgrimage and found
Contemplation Is Essential,
Pope Tells Cloistered Nuns
VATICAN CITY Pope Pius XII, in a broadcast to
cloistered nuns in 3,200 convents throughout the world,
said each of them must seek God in different ways, accord-
ing to her own background, culture and capacity.
At, the same time he stressed that genuine contempla-
tion of divine truth is essential for
the contemplative nun and with-
out it her life would he “of no
avail."
"In the same way as the hu-
man body, although it has all its
organs but Jacks a soul, is not a
man," explained the Pope, "so
too all the rules and the exer-
cises of a religious order don't
build a contemplative life if con-
templation itself the vital prin-
ciple is larking."
THE pope-8 talk was the first
in an unprecedented series of
three "invisible audiences ' 10
100,000 cloistered nuns in all parts
of the world Communities every-
where had been instructed in ad-
vance by the Sacred Coogrega
tion of the Religious to procure
radios so that the nuns could
hear the Pontiff's address. Ilia
second and third talks will be
given July 2fl and Aug. 2.
Pope Pius spoke in French,
but translations of his talk were
later beamed by the Vatican
Radio in other langnagrs. in-
cluding Faglish and Spanish.
A network of nine countries
was booked up fnr Ike spreeh.
The Pope gave a description
of the nature of the contempla-
tive life, citing St Thomas Aqul
net, who taught that "the object
of the life of contemplation is
principally divine truth, the ulti-
mate end of aU human life."
He noted that SI Thomas
(aught that this contemplation,
"far from enclosing itself in s
soulless mteliectualism," actual
iy bfings the heart into play be-
cause it springs’ from love, he
it love of knowledge in itself or
love of the thing known
. Tin: POPE STRESSED that
the contemplative life consists
above all "in prayer, meditation
and contemplation," so that
"nuns unite themselyes to Cod
and that all their thoughts and
all their actions are penetrated
by Hu preseme ami ordered to
ills service If this is lacking,
the apirit of the contemplative'*
life will suffer and no canonical
prescriptions can remedy it
"
The Pontiff said that "undoubt-
edly the contemplative life not
only consists in contemplation ...
but contemplation must occupy
the first place." He reemphasised
Now in the News
Jehovah's Witnesses Meet
By Rev. Henry G.J. Berk, D.ec.Hist.
father Reth ho,ds a tint torate in Chunk History, and is pro-
cessor of
that suhjeit at Imtnasulate Conception Seminary, Darling■
■ ton.
A world convention of Jehovah’s Witnesses is sched-
uled for New York's Yankee Stadium and Polo Grounds
[from July 27 to Aug. 3 At the last assembly. July 19-26,
1953, on the closing afternoon 91,562 crowded into the
'stadium while 25,240 waited outside Since 1953, the
Witnesses have increased from]
510,228 to approximately 640,000
Of these, 189,517 reside in the,
U S A , the rest in 161 other coun-
tries.
Founder Charles Russell set up
known for thrir refusal to salute
the flag, for the condemnation of
blood-transfusions, for door-to-
door evangelism. In the US.
alone in 1!)56 they devoted 26,000,-
000 hours to public witnessing
and distributed 27,000.000 maga-
zines along with 8,000,000 other
pieces of literature.
Their polemic is aimed prtmar
ily at the Church, hut Protestant
denominations are also censured
That the Witnesses are emphatic
is evident. That they are correct
in their theology Is quite a dif-
ferent matter.
WHAT TIIKY believe can be
read in their publications. They
admit that there are many* gods,
yet contend that the true God is
distinguished from the others by
the personal name, Jehovah
This name, they say, was taught
by Jesus to His disciples even
Zion's Watch
tower Tract So-
ciety in 1881
His successor,
Joseph Ruther-
ford (president,
1916 to 1942).
adopted the
present name
in 1931. The
destinies of the
organ l i a
tion have been directed by Na
than Knorr since 1i)42
Popularly, the Witnesses are
though it does not appear in our
New Testament. "The evidence, '
explains their New World trans-
lation, “is that the original text
of the Christian Greek Scriptures
has been tampered with
"
The tract The Trinity, Hi
vine Mystery or Pagan Myth?”
ascribes the Church's trinitari-
an dogma to pagan corruption.
Only Jehovah is God. Ills Son,
the Word, is no more than a
creature, though the first to be
created. The lloly Spirit Is not
a Person at all, but God's ac-
tive force in accomplishing His
purposes.
Man is by nature a material
creature "Jehovah* Witnesses
do not believe in the . . , immor-
tality of the human soul" de
Clares the tract "What do J W
Believe'*'’ By. special favor, Ad-
am ami Kve would have lived
forever on this earth, however,
their sin brought sentence of
death Death ta absolute nothing-
ness, defined (in ' Make Sure of
AU Things’* > as "the utter ces-
sation of conscious, intellectual
pr physical activity, celestial, hu-
I man or otherwise
"
I Since Adam's day, all men
| (with a few exceptions since
1918) have been dying this kind
of total death But Jehovah per-
mitted the human race to contin-
ue on earth as a reply to Satan’s
boast of turning men away from
God.
Certain humans recognise Je-
hovah’s supremacy and thus
become His witnesses. To ena-
ble these latter to live forever.
Jehovah caused Ills created
Son to exchange his sjiirit con-
dition for that of a material,
mortal man and to be born as
Jesus.
At the baptism in the Jordan,
Jesus was anointed anew crea-
ture with heavenly hopes His
death has ransomed men from
total death. This is not in any
sense the sacrifice of a Divine
Person. "That which is redeemed
...
is what was lost” (asserts
"I<et God be True"), "namely,
perfect human life, with its rights
and earthly prospects . . A
perfect human life (was) sacri-
ficed for a perfect human life
lost.”
Jesus was rewarded by being
Via Radio
Pope to Address
Health Congress
VATICAN CITY (NO Pope
Pius XII will broadcast a mes-
•• > deleea.es to the first in-
ternational Catholic Conference
on Health, to be held in ifrussels
July 27-Aug 2
it will be transmitted by Vati-
can Kadio in a hookup with the
Belgian broadcasting system. It
will be timed to coincide with
the end of the Mass in the Na-
tional Basiliea of the Sacred
Heart in Kockelberg which will
open the conference.
Theme of the conference will
he Christianity and Health.'* It
has been organized by the Inter-
national Association of Catholic
Physicians, the International Fed-
eration of Catholic Pharmacists,
the Catholic International Com-
mittee of Nurses and Medical
Welfare Workers and the Inter-
national Federation of Catholic
Hospitals.
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 9)
this again, declaring “the prima-
cy of meditation, of contempla-
tion of God and of divine truth is
above all forms of organizations
and federations this is what
We want to underline and recall
with all of Our authority.”
HE TOLD THE nuns that for
the contemplative life it is neces-
sary for each to follow with the
closest attention the instruction
given. In this way, he said, all
would achieve a degree of un-
derstanding and penetration in
proportion to earlier formation
and capacity.
He said it would be equally
wrong to aim too high or too
low, j»r to attempt to follow a
way that is the same for all
and demands of all exactly the
same effort.
“Superiors responsible for the
formation of their disciples,” he
said, “must be competent to fol-
low a middle road, not asking
too much from simple souls nor
driving them to surpass the lim-
its of their capacity.
“Nor can a young girl of good
education and advanced in cul-
ture be kept satisfied with the
sort of contemplation that is suf-
ficient for those not trained in
the same way. At the same time,
do not force the Asiatic or the
Afftcan to take exactly the same
religious attitude as Europeans.”
POPE PIUS urged that in the
formation of contemplative nuns
superiors should follow the writ-
ings of St. Teresa of Avila. He
said: “It is better to follow an
experienced theologian rather
than a mystic deprived of true
theological wisdom.”
St. Terpsa of Avila was a 16th
century Carmelite superior who
wrote textbooks of mystical pray
er that are regarded as master-
pieces of Spanish literature. Can-
onized in 1622, she has been
hailed as “one of the greatest,
most attractive and widely ap-
preciated women the world has
ever known.”
The Pope noted that “not sel-
dom are the 'invectives’ of St.
Paul quoted against the wisdom
of the world in order to oppose
the legitimate desire of nuns to
arrive at a degree of the con-
templative life consistent with |
their own aptitudes.”
"But that means,” he added,
“not understanding the intentions
of St. Paul, who did not do any-
thing else than denounce vain,
pretentious human learning. The
desire to possess an adequate
spiritual formation has nothing
reprehensive in it and is in no
way opposed to the spirit of hu-
mility and renunciation that sin-
cere love of Christ’s cross de-
mands.”
POPE PIUS said he had been
moved to give these talks by re-
quests of nuns from many parts
of the world who can’t leave their
cloisters to come to Rome.
“Many times, perhaps, you may
have ehvied the happiness of the
pilgrims who have crowded into
vast reaches 'of St. Peter’s Basili-
ca or into-the halls of the Vati-
can,” the Pope declared.
“How could you fail to be
present in Our thoughts and in
Our hearts, you who are a pre-
cious part of the Church and
who are called on to partici-
pate more closely in the mys-
tery of the Redemption?”
He recommended that nuns re-
call the history of cloistered or-
ders as described in his 1950 en-
cyclical Sponsa Christi.
People in the Week's News
Cardinal Tisserant, dean of the
Sacred College of Cardinals, has
celebrated the 50th anniversary
of his arrival in Rome to work
for the Holy See.
Msgr. Emanuele Clariiio, coun-
selor to the Apostolic Nunciature
in Paris, has been named Apos-
tolic Internuncio to Pakistan.
Rev. Thomas Savage, diocesan
director of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine in Manches'
ter, N.H., has left for Europe
where he will conduct a series of
catechetical institutes.
Msgr. George D. Mnlcahy, for-
mer Chancellor of the Harrisburg
Diocese, has been named rector
of Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary, Em-
mitsburg, Md.
•Abbot Bonifax Jansen, 0.5.8.,
of Brazil has been awarded the
Great Cross of West Germany’s
Order of Merit in recognition of
his work for Germans in Brazil.
Rev. Robert J. Henle, S.J..
dean of the Graduate School at
St. Louis University, has been
elected chairman of the board of
the newly-formed Jesuit Re-
search Council of America.
Field Marshal Lord Montgom-
ery of Great Britain, Deputy Su-
preme Commander of NATO, was
received in private audience by
the Pope.
Rev. John C. Ford, S.J., of
Weston (Mass.) College will be
visiting professor of theology at
the Catholic University of Amer-
ica during the 1958-59 academic
year.
Rev. Avery Dnlles, S.J., son of
Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles, is going to Rome for
graduate studies in theology at
the Gregorian University.
Msgr. Luigi G. Ligutti, execu-
tive director of the National Cath-
olic Rural Life Conference, is in
Rome to reorganize the work of
the Secretariat of Permanent Ob-
servers of the Holy See to the
UN Food and Agricultural Or-
ganization.
Rev. Charles Burton Mouton of
the Diocese of Lafayette, La., has
been named attache to the Apos-
tolic Internunciature in Iran by
the Pope.
Msgr. H. Francis Davis of Lon-
don, vice postulator of the cause
for Cardinal Newman, has issued
an appeal for personaldocuments
written by the Cardinal and now
in the possession of others.
"Msgr. Pierre Veulllot, French
attache to the Vatican Secretari-
ate of State, has been made a
Knight of the Legion of Honor by
the French government.
Bishops ...
Bishop John J. Russell will be
installed as Bishop of Richmond,
Vs., in Sacred Heart Cathedral
there* on Sept. 30.
Bishop Adrien Larribeua,
M.E.P., Titular Bishop of Dusa,
has been named Vicar Apostolic
of the newly created Vicariate of
Chung Chong Nam-Do, Korea,
fchich has been entrusted to his
order, the Paris Fbreign Mission
Society.
Died
. . .
Hugh J. Blakley of Chicago,
66, advertising manager of Ex-
tension Magazine for 28 years.
Prof. Giuseppe Armelini of
Rome, 70, member of the Pontif-
ical Academy of Sciences.
Mrs. Mary Ann Cunningham of
Syracuse, mother of Auxiliary
Bishop David F. Cunningham of
Syracuse.
George Glasgow of Broadstairs,
England, 66, convert, author and
journalist.
Summer Departure
Postponed by Pope
VATICAN CITY (RNS)—Pope
Piu* XII decided to postpone
leaving for his summerresidence
at Castelgandolfo because of ‘‘the
exceptional delicacy of the pres-
ent international situation," the
Vatican Radio announced.
The Pontiff had been scheduled
to leave for Castelgandolfo on
July 19. The Vatican station did
not specify when he would take
his departure.
WOOD-CARVING: From a
a pine tree, Venezuela’s
modern sculptor Jose'Luis
Ulibarrena has carved this
likeness of Our Lady of the
Banana. He has gracefully,
combined the native beau-
ty of a creole girl with one
of the main products of the
Venezuelan seacoast.
Used Cathedral
Asa Hideout
ARMAGH, Northern Ireland
(NC) Church authorities have
deplored the use of St. Patrick’s
Cathedral here as a hideout by
three men arrested after placing
a bomb outside the Armagh po-
lice station.
The men were arrested in a
confessional by Royal Ulster Con-
stabulary officers.
After the arrest Belfast police
j officials consulted church offi-
cials who then accompanied them
on a search of the cathedral
grounds. They said they found
evidence that an underground
chamber, originally intended for
inspecting the cathedral’s foun-
dations, had beenused as a tem-
| porary hideout.
Police said they found rough
bunks, a small quantity of fuses
and a copy of a recent Irish Re-
publican Army (IRA) manifesto.
REMEMBER the Fifth Com-
mandment, "Thou shalt not kill,”
j when you drive.
Ste. Anne’s Shrine
Prepares for Feast
STE. ANNE DE BEAUPRE,
Que. (NC) Thousands of pil-
grims will flock to this world
famous shrine of St. Anne on her
feast day, July 26.
Cardinal Leger of Montreal
will preside on the eve of the
feast and during the feast day.
The Cardinal is Papal Legate for
the year-long observance of the
tercentenary of the shrine’s
founding.
Home Called Seed of Vocations;
No Monopoly for Big Families
NOTRE DAME, lnd.,—Sec-
ularization of Catholic homes
is the greatest handicap in the
promotion of religious voca-
tions, Bishop Albert R. Zuro-
weste of Belleville, 111., said
here.
Addressing the 11th Vocation
Institute of Notre Dame Uni-
versity, the Bishop stressed
that the home holds “first
place” in fostering vocations
to religious life.
“It must be Christian, not
half-Christian and half-pagan,”
he said.
CRITICIZING parents who
condone grade-school "dating”
and dancing, Bishop Zuroweste
declared that such premature
social activity lessens the like-
lihood of religious vocations
and "must be stopped.”
"The grace of vocation is an
extraordinary free gift of God
which is given to comparative-
ly few,” he pointed out, recall-
ing Christ's words to His Apos-
tles, ‘You have not chosen me,
but 1 have chosen you.'
”
Bishop Zuroweste told more
than 200 priests, Brothers. Sis-
ters and laymen at the insti-
tute that they must not concen-
trate too much on an individual
in promoting vocations.
"Our efforts should be ex-
tended to all who come under
our care provided they seem
possessed of the moral, mental
and physical attributes de-
manded by the Church.
"It is well to remember,” he
added, “that our own personal
lives, our adherence to rule,
our practice of virtues, espe-
cially charity, our obedience,
our loyalty to Church and su-
periors speak louder than
words and have more lasting
effects than sermons."
AUSO SPEAKING at the vo-
cation institute was Rev. Jo-
seph H. Fielder, S.J., visiting
professor of sociology at Notre
Dame He declared that the
majority of priests come from
middle-class families, graduate
from a hometown high school
before entering a seminary,
and have at least one relative
in religious life. '
Father Fichter based his con-
clusions on four separate sur-
veys of young men attending
major Catholic seminaries. Two
of the studies were completed
recently under his supervision
He diwlosed that 00% of the
seminarians are sons of mid
dle-rlass and upper-middle-
class parents who have white-
collar jobs or are in the man-
agerial or professional fields.
one out of 10 comes from
families with below average in-
come. he said
Disputing the notion that
Ktiy vocations flourish ha
_ i Catholic families. Father
Fichter said that about half at
the vocations come frumVam
ilies with four children or few-
er.
"The smaller families,” he
said, “contribute more than a
third of their children to the
service of God, while the larg-
er families contribute only
about a fifth.”
VOCATIONS DO “run in
families,” the Jesuit scholar
observed, since two-thirds of
the seminarians surveyed have
one or more relatives in the
religious life. He attributed this
not so much to the personal ex-
ample of the older persons,
however, but to “an attitude or
frame of mind toward the con-
cept of vocation among mem-
bers of a family which already
has received a vocation."
Father Fichter, who heads
the sociology department at
Loyola University of the South,
New Orleans, also pointed out
that vocations “run in parish-
es.”
“There exist parishes in this
country,” he said, "some of
them established for more than
50 years, out of which not a
single priestly vocation has
come.” While the parochial
school continues to be a "rich
mine” of potential vocations,
the record of Catholic high
schools looks even better.
IN THIS COUNTRY, Father
Fichter said. Catholic and pub-
lic high schools produce twice
as many priests as do minor
seminaries. “It appears to be
a question of major moment
when we discover that the mi-
nor seminaries on the ■ high
school level are producing few-
er priests than the Catholic and
public high schools of Amer-
ica,” he stressed.
Father Fichter concluded
that the source of priestly vo-
cations "is the typical Ameri-
can Catholic teenager, who had
all the splendid and exciting
qualities of such youngsters,
and who had enjoyed and prof-
ited from the normal expert
ences of the modern youth in
our society.”
Pick Indian Film
BERLIN (RNS) The Inter-
national Catholic rilm Office
(OCIC) awarded it* Berlin Festi-
val Prise to an Indian motion
picture. "Two Eye*, Twelve
Hand*.”
3 Firms Lose
Mail Privilege
WASHINGTON (NC) Use of
the mails was denied this June
to three California firms charged
with distributing obscenity, the
Post Office Department an-
nounced here.
In the second of its planned
monthly statements on “fraud
and mailability cases," the de-
partment listed the firms as Re-
gal Art Company, Los Angeles;
Personal Film Club, Van Nuys;
and T-R Productions, Los Ange-
les. All can appeal the ban to
federal courts.
The three firms mailed films
described as obscene by the post
office department. One of them
also mailed photographs and a
second also mailed colored slides.
One of the firms sent direct
mail circulars advertising its
wares to thousands of persons
throughout the country, including
youngsters. A postal spokesman
said the department’s investiga-
tion of the firm began after it
received hundreds of complaints
from parents about the unsolicit-
ed circulars sent their children.
Joule Appointed
At Dental School
JERSEY CITY Appointment
of Dr. William R.' Joule of Arl-
ington as professor and head of
the department of Orthodontics at
Seton Hall College of Dentistry
has been announced by Dr. Mer-
ritte M. Maxwell, dean.
A native of Kearny, Dr. Joule
graduated from the University of
Maryland Dental School in 1934
and did post graduate work in
the department of orthodontics of
Columbia University. He served
with the U. S. Army from 1942
until 1945. A fellow of the New
York Academy of Dentistry since
1938, he has published three
papers in the field of orthodontia.
New Science Building
WORCESTER, Mass. (NC)
Ground has been broken at Holy
Cross College here for anew
$1,157,000 science building. A fea-
ture of the building will be a ra-
diation laboratory having heavy
concrete walls and a solid lead
door.
Places in the News
A liturgical music workshop
will be held at Boystown, Neb.,
Aug. 17-30.
Benedictines in Spain have
been placed in charge of the gi-
gantic mausoleum erected in the
Guadarrama mountain range by
the Franco government to honor
those who died in the Spanish'
Civil War of 1936-39.
The Sacred Heart radio and
television programs, originating
in St. Louis, plan a series on
Serra International.
A Russian Mass for world
peace was offered in the Slavo-
Byzantine Rite on the Fordham
campus in New York.
The Rural Letter Carriers As-
sociation in Ohio has urged pas-
sage of legislation to prevent the
mailing of obscene material.
The Fund for the Republic in
New York has announced appro-
priation of $4,000,000 for a three-
year extension of its six-point
program which includes a study
of ‘‘Religious Institutions in a
Democratic Society.”
An international congress on
medieval canon law is in prog-
ress at Louvain University, Bel-
gium. <
Communists in Colombia have
inaugurated anew drive to infil-
trate labor unions there.
Catholic Press Day will be ob-
served in Argentina July 27;
A Pax Romana spokesman,
speaking in Geneva at the UN
Economic and Social Council,
suggested a billion dollar annual
fund to promote social progress
and better living standards in un-
derprivileged countries.
A day of special intercession
was held in Ireland for success
of the canonization cause of
Blessed Oliver Plunket, martyr
and Primate of Armagh.
A recent survey shows that
Catholic school facilities for men-
tally retarded children in the
United States have tripled in the
last five years.
A diocesan community arena is
being constructed in Steubenville,
Ohio.
The First Catholic Slovak Un-
ion will hold its 33rd annual con-
vention in Detroit Aug. 24-28.
Franciscans will mark the cen-
tennial of their < arrival in the
Midwest with a series of special
events starting Sept. 14.
A statewide campaign against
indecent literature is being or-
ganized by citizens’ groups in
Indiana.
The ceiling of the Church of
San Silvestro, national church for
English Catholics in Rome, has
collapsed.
Catholic University of America
in Washington plans to expand
its special course on administra-
tive and teaching work in higher
education.
Trappists from St. Joseph’s Ab-
bey, Spencer, Mass., are nego-
tiating for land to found a com-
munity in Argentina.
Anew Vincentian seminary has
been dedicated at Montebello,
Calif.
Cornerstone ceremonies have
been held in Mexico City for Our
Lady of Guadalupe National Cen-
ter for a Better World.
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Holy Father Talks
On Contemplation...
(Continued from Page 1)
For Girls
Entering the
Religious Life
Missals Prayer Books
Office Books
New Testaments Bibles
Following of Christ
Spiritual Reading
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LEBANESE: CHURCH: a typical Catholic church in Lebanon—St. George’s Church
at Dbaye, dedicated in the summer of 1957. A former American pastor, Archbishop
caul Meouchi, native of Lebanon, is the Maronite Patriarch of Antioch. American-
orn Bishop Eustace J. Smith, O.F.M., who as a novice was once stationed at St.
Bonaventure Monastery, Paterson, has since 1956 been Vicar Apostolic of Beirut
for the Latin Rite Catholics of Lebanon.
30 Franciscans Receive Habit,
38 Pronounce Simple Vows
LAFAYETTE Seven young
men from this area were partici-
pants recently as 68 Franciscans
took a step forward in religious
life in two ceremonies held at
St. Raphael’s Friary here.
On July 14, Very Rev. Celsus
Wheeler, 0.F.M., Provincial of
Holy Name Province, after cele-
brating a high Mass, officiated as
30 candidates were invested in the
brown habit of the Order of Fri-
ars Minor, and began their canon-
ical novitiate. The sermon was
preached by Rev. Colman Power,
0.F.M., of the Franciscan Retreat
Band. Father Celsus was assisted
by Rev. Peter,C. Sheridan, 0.F.M.,
novice master, and Rev. Reginald
G. Baliman, 0.F.M., assistant no-
vice master.
Among those receiving the
habit were Thomas A. Foerch,
St. John’s parish, Bergenfield,
who will now be known as
Frater Benjamin Joseph, and
Philip Hollis, Holy Name pa-
rish, Garfield, whose name in
religion is Frater Conrad Jer-
ome.
The following day, July 15, 38
young men who had completed
their novitiate a* St. Raphael’s,
pronounced their simple vows be-
fore Father Celsus. He was as-
sisted in the ceremony by Rev.
Peter R. Biasiotto, 0.F.M., and
Rev. Seraphim A. Sullivan, 0.F.M.,
both of Washington. THb sermon
was preached by Rev. Patrick
Howard, 0.F.M., director, Fran-
ciscan Retreat Band. The novices
were presented by Rev. Peter C.
Sheridan, 0.F.M., novice master.
Local men making their sim-
ple profession were Fraters
James V. Garde, Daniel P.
Daggett and Paul G. Sinnema,
all of St. Anne’s parish, Fair-
Lawn; Jochim L. Mcßriar, Holy
Angels, Little Falls; and Bene-
dict V. Scarfia, St. Anastasia’s,
Teaneck.
Buddhist Monks
Visit Pontiff
VATICAN CITY (RNS) Two
Buddhist monks from Thailand
had a lengthy private audience
with Pope Pius XII.
They were Phra Bimaladhar-
>ha, rector of the University of
Bangkok, and his secretary. They
said they had come to Rome to
discuss with the Pope some Bud-
dhist doctrines that have “an an-
alogy with Catholicism.”
F*ope Pius earlier received 10,-
000 persons from 14 countries at
a general audience in St. Peter’s
Basilica. They included a group
of newly-ordained US. priests
who
completed their studies at
the North American College in
Rome. Also present were large
groups of officers and men of
the U.S. armed forces.
Confirmation
Given 1700
Korea ~ More than
1,700 persons, ranging from 10 to
80 years of age, received Confir-
mation when Bishop Harold Hen-
ry, S.S.C., Vicar Apostolic ofi
Kwangju, Korea, visited here.
The ceremony gave an indica-
tion of the Church’s steady
growth on this island, the largest
of the thousands off the rugged j
coast of Korea.
Cheju has a little more than
7,000 Catholics out of a total pop-j
ulatton of nearly 290,000, Statis-
tics show, however, that an in-
creasing number of baptisms are
performed each year. In 1957
alone, 2,551 adults were baptized.
Another 3,255 are now taking in-
structions.
DRIVE as if your life depended
on it.
Crises Mark Jordan, Traditional Holy Land
AMMAN, Jordan (NC) Jordan, where British para-
troopers have arrived to help keep the Middle East’s revo-
lutionary crisis under control, is the Holy Land where
Christ was born, was crucified and rose from the dead.
Somewhat larger than Maine, Jordan is a Moslem
country with a small Christian
minority. Catholics number about
34,000 in a total population of ap-
proximately 1,500,000.
Most of the Catholics are de-
scended from Orthodox schismat-
ics who returned to the Church
during the 19th century. They are
about evenly divided between the
Latin and Melkite Rites.
JORDAN HAS BEEN the scene
of .many Biblical events, begin-
ning in 1849 8.C., when Abraham
and Lot came out of Egypt and
settled near the Jordan River.
Sodom and Gomorrha, which
were destroyed by brimstone and
fire because of their wickedness,
were located in Jordan, near the
Dead Sea.
Lot's sons, Moab and Am-
mon, forebears of the Moabites
and the Ammonites, occupied
southern and northern Jordan.
From Mt. Nebo (Mt. Abarin, in
the Bible), overlooking the Jor-
dan near Jericho (now property
of the Franciscan Custody of the
Holy Land, which on its top has
built a chapel dedicated to Mos-
es) Moses contemplated the
Promised Land.
The*Ammonites and Moabites,
who had lost the land to the
Amoritcs, continued to consider
it as their own and waged con-
stant war against the Israelite
occupants. God, therefore, raised
up certain captains, known as
Judges, of various tribes, to de-
liver the country from “foreign
nations’’ (1354 B.C.—The Book of
Judges).
ABOUT THIS TIME Rooz, of
the tribe of Juda, married Ruth,
a Moabitess, by whom the right
line of Judas descended by Pha-
rcs to David. Thus a gentile from
Jordan, who became a convert to
the faith of Israel and was great-
grandmother of David through
her marriage with Booz, was one
of those from whom Our Lord
Jesus Christ sprung (Ruth IV
18).
Saul, first king of Israel, de-
livered Jordan from the Am-
monites and David, his succes-
sor, conquered Amman, thus
assuring possession of the
whole country.
After King Solomon's death, the
Israelite tribes of Jordan joined
the schismatic kingdom of the
north (905 8.C.). For two centu-
ries the whole land became a
battlefield where Syrians, Israel-
ites, Judeans, Ammonites, Moab-
ites and Indumeans succeeded
one another in victory.
The Assyrians eventually sub-
jugated the Israelites and led
them into captivity in Assyria
(529 8.C.—4 Kings 25). The Mo-
abites and Ammonites again took
possession of the land, but as the
Prophets had foretold, were at
their turn conquered by the Chal-
deans, the Persians and the
Greeks.
Aflcr Israel was released from
captivity, some Jews again tried
to resettle in Jordan, but the
country, then under Greek domi-
nation, offered them scant oppor-
tunity of labor and peace. The
Maccabees made several expedi-
tions into Jordan with a view to
delivering the Jews and actuallyj
conquered western Jordan (still
under Herod's jurisdiction in Our
Renovating Basilica
MONTREAL (NC) A $l.-
400,000 renovation of the Mary
Queen of the World Basilica here
is nearing completion after four
years.
Lord’s days).
But the Roman Pompey, who
conquered Jerusalem in 63 8.C.,
restored the rights’ and privileges
of the Greek confederation and
put an etid to the Maccabee in-
cursions. In 106 A.D. all Jordan
became the Roman Province of
Arabia.
IT WAS IN Jordanian territory,
about the River Jordan, that St.
John the Baptist started his mis-
sion as forerunner of the Lord,
baptized Jesus and was finally
imprisoned and beheaded by He-
rod.
The Gospel tells us that Je-
sus, traveling east from LaTte
Tiberias, often went through
the Decapolis, a confederation
of 10 independent and sover-
eign city—states, of predomi-
nantly Greek religion, language
and culture, which were all in
Jordan except two.
Jesus spent the last months of
his public ministry in Perea, near
the Jordan. Some of the most
impressive parables such as
those of the Prodigal Son, the
Lost Sheep, the Unjust Steward,
the Rich Man and Lazarus, the
Pharisee and the Publican, the
Marriage Feast and the Hidden
Treasure were told by Jesus
in Perea.
After his miraculous conver-
sion onthe way to Damascus, St.
Paul, longing for intimate com-
munion with his Redeemer, spent
three years in the Transjordan-
ian desert, between Damascus
and Petra and Sinai, before re-
turning to Jerusalem.
DURING THE destruction of
the Holy City in 70 A D., the
Christian community of Jerusa-
lem, mindful of the prophecies of
Christ, took refuge at Pella in
north Jordan and there founded
an important Christian center.
Christianity thus gained a firm
hold in Jordan at the cost of
many martyrdoms, as evidenced
by the ruins of many churches—-
often pagan temples or Jewish
synagogues converted into Chris-
tian churches. These churches,
called "martyria,” were later
ransacked during the church-
building renascence encouraged
by Emperor Justinian (483-565).
The Roman “Felix Arabia,”
including Jordan, was almost
entirely Christianiied and had
as
many as 35 episcopal sees.
But the seed of Arabian Chris-
tianity was sown on stony
ground. Heresy took root here
and in €l4 cimi the invasion
of the Persian Chosroes 11.
He was finally driven out but
the decaying Byzantine Empire
could no longer hold its positions
and finally gave way to the Mos-
lem invader. Thus, in 635, Jordan
became the easy war prize of the
Mohammedan armies. The great
monuments of Jordan's flourish-
ing Christianity were first de-
stroyed by the invaders and then
by the earthquake of 746.
The following 13 centuries of
Moslem domination reduced Jor-
danian Christianity to a spiritual
and material wilderness. Half-
savage Moslem tribes from Ara-
bia and Syria frequently raided
the area and endeavored to wipe
out every vestige of Christiani-
ty. Many oppressed Christians
embraced Islam and became no-
mads themselves. Others fled the
country with their clergy.
THE CRUSADER domination of
Transjordan (1099-1187) repre-
sents a brief interlude in this
long period. Saladin captured
Jordan and the country reverted
to its primitive state until 1920.
After World War I, the San
Remo conference entrusted the
mandate of Transjordan to Great
Britain. In the same year, the
Emir Abdullah Ibh Hussein as-
sumed the administration of
Transjordan under the British
High Commissioner. In 1925,
Great Britain recognized the ex-
istence of an independent govern
ment under the rule of the Emir
Abdullah.
Then, in 1946, Abdullah final-
ly became the first monarch of
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jor-
dan and in 1949 extended its
boundaries to include Arab Pal-
estine.
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Text of Encyclical Asking Prayers for Persecuted Church
NCIf'C News Service
Following is an English translation of the encyclical letter
"Meminisse Juvat" (Most Mindfully Recalling) of Pope Pius XII
im which he nrges Catholics to worldwide prayers for the perse-
anted Church end reminds that only by a return to Christian pre-
cepts can men found a just society.
Venerable Brothers, greetings and apostolic blessings.
We deem it advisable to recall that when new dangers threaten
the Christian people and the Church, spouse of the Divine Savior,
We, as Our predecessors have done in past centuries, turn Our
prayer to the Virgin Mary, most loving Mother, and We invite all
the flock entrusted to Us to place themselves confidently under
her protection. • i
And while the world was assailed by a fright-
ful war We did everything to exhort the cities,
the peoples and nations to peace and to recall the
minds tom by contention to mutual agreement in
the name of truth, of justice and of love.
NOR DID WE restrict Ourselves to this but,
seeing that We were about to exhaust human]
means and resources, We, with several letters of
admonition, instituting a holy campaign of prayer,!
invoked heaven’s help through the powerful in-l
tercession of the great Mother of God to whose'
Immaculate Heart We consecrated the whole human family togeth-
er with Ourselves (Acta Apostolicae Sedis, 1942, pages 345-46).
At present, though the warlike clash of peoples has calmed, a
just peace does not however yet reign. Men have not been brought
together in brotherly understanding. Latent seeds of discord in
fact insert themselves and from time to time threateningly erupt
and hold minds in anxious trepidation, so much so that the fright-
ful weapons now discovered by human genius are of such inhuman
power that they can drag down and submerge in universal exter-
mination not t only the defeated but also the victors and the whole
community.
t'ZZr* ■ - ,
*
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But if we examine with thoughtful minds the causes of so many
dangers present and future, we can easily see that the decisions,
the forces and the institutions of men are inevitably destined to
fall short wherever the authority of God—which enlightens minds
wjth His commands a%d His prohibitions, which is the beginning
and guarantee of justice, source of truth and foundation of laws—-
either is neglected or is not given its just place or even is sup-
pressed.
Just Society Based on Christianity
EVERY HOUSE not based on solid and sure foundation col-
lapses. Every intelligence not enlightened by the light of God sep-
arates itself little by little from the fullness of truth. Discords
arise, increase and grow, if citizens, peoples and nations are not
inspired by fraternal charity.
Now only the Christian religion teaches this full truth, this
perfect justice and this divine charity which eliminates hatreds, ani-
mosity and rivalries. It alone has been entrusted by the Divine
Redeemer with the way, the truth and the light (Cfr. John 14, 6)
and it must insure that they be put into practice with all its
strength.
THERE IS NO DOUBT, then, that those who deliberately wish
to disregard the Christian religion and the Catholic Church or who
endeavor to hinder them, to disregard them, to suppress them,
thereby weaken the very bases of society or substitute for it others
which absolutely cannot support the edifice of hqman dignity, lib-
erty and well-being,.
It is therefore necessary to return to the precepts of.Chris-
tianity if one wishes to form a solid, just- and equitable society.
It is harmful and imprudent to come into conflict with the
Christian religion, whose eternal duration is guaranteed by God
and proven by history.
ONE SHOULD REFLECT that a state without religion cannot
have moral rectitude or order. The formation of minds to justice,
charity and obedience to just laws depends on it; it condemns and
outlaws vice; it stimulates citizens to virtue, indeed controlling
and regulating their public and private conduct; it teaches that the
best distribution of riches or wealth may not be obtained with
violence and revolution, but with just regulations, so that the pro-
letariat, which has not yet the necesshry means and opportunities
of life, can be lifted up to a better condition with the happy solu-
tion of social strifes.
In this way it brings a valuable contribution to good order
and to justice, though it was not exclusively instituted to create
an increase in the ease of life.
Therefore thinking over these things with that outlook of mind
which places Us above human differences and which makes Us
paternally love the peoples of all races, We bear two things in
mind which create anxieties and worries for us.
Christian Precepts Being Ignored
We see in fact on the one hand that in not a few countries
Christian precepts in the Catholic religion are not given necessary
consideration.
CROWDS OF CITIZENS, particularly those of the less educat-
ed people, are easily attracted by widely publicized errors, often
vested with the appearance of truth. The, flattery and incentives
of vice which disturb minds with fatal influences through publica-
tions of all kinds, through cinema and television entertainments
corrupt especially incautious youth.
Many write and spread their works not to serve truth and
virtue
of
to give readers a true diversion but to excite turbid
passions for the purpose of gain or to offend and soil with lies,
calumnies and abuses all that is sacred, noble and beautiful.
Very often—it is sad to state—truth is distorted and public dis-
play is made of false and shameful things. It is necessary there-
fore to see how much damage is brought upon society itself and
how much harm is done to the Church.
Church Oppressed in Many Lands
On the other hand, We see with supreme pain to Our fatherly
heart, that the Catholic Church, whether of Latin or Oriental Rite,
is in many countries oppressed by serious vexations.
THE FAITHFUL and clergy are, if not in words, certainly in
deed, brought face to face with this dilemma: either abstain from
professing and publicly spreading their Faith or suffer the conse-
quences, even grave consequences.
Many Bishops already have been expelled from See cities or
prevented from freely exercising their ministry, or imprisoned or
exiled.
In short, one fearfully recalls “I will strike the shepherd
and scatter the flock” (Matt. 26, 31; Cfr. Zach. 13, 7).
Furthermore, the newspapers, the magazines, Catholic publi-
cations are almost completely silenced, as if truth were the ex-
clusive dominion and decision of him who commands, and as If
aivine and human sciences and the liberal arts had not the right
to be free so as to be able to blossom to the advantage of the
public welfare.
The schools once opened by Catholics are forbidden and abol-
ished. Others have been created in their place which either do not
teach notions of God and religion at all, or which proclaim and
spread maxims of atheism, a£ often happens.
MISSIONARIES, who have abandoned their homes and their
sweet native lands and who have undergone serious and numerous
discomforts to give to others the light and strength of the Gospel,
have been expelled from so many places as harmful and danger-
ous individuals.
Thus the remaining clergy, numerically out of proportion
to the territorial extent facing them and often hated and perse-
cuted, can no longer provide for the demands of the faithful.
We see with sorrow that Sometimes the rights of the Church
are trampled on, rights which include, in the mandate of the Holy
See, the right to choose and consecrate Bishops destined to govern
legitimately the Christian flock —and this causes the greatest
harm to the faithful
-r as if the Catholic Church were an internal
matter of but one nation alone, dependent on the civil authority,
and not a divine institution destined to embrace all peoples.
Despite these serious and painful anxieties there is however
something which provides great comfort to Our paternal heart. We
know in fact that the greater part of the faithful of the Latin and
the Oriental Rites remain attached /with all their strength to the
inherited Faith, though they are deprived of that spiritual help
which their pastors could administer to them, were they not pre-
vented.
Many Faithful Still Steadfast
THEY CONTINUE therefore with courage and place their hope
in Him who knows the weeping and sufferings of those “who suffer
persecution for justice’s sake” (Matt. 5,10); He "does not delay
in His promises” (II Pet. 3,9), but will finally console His sons
with the just reward.
We exhort therefore with paternal affection in particular
those venerable brothers and Our beloved sons who are pressed
In every manner, even underhandedly and insidiously, to loose
the firm, solid and constant union with the Church and the
most strict loyalty with that Apostolic See without which such
unity cannot have a sure foundation.
No one in fact is unaware that in some places this unity is
plotted against and attacked with deceiving opinions and all the
arts.
But let all remember that the Mystical Body of Jesus Christ,
the Church, must be closely joined and knit together through ev-
ery joint of the system according to the function, in due measure,
of each single part (Eph. 4, 16) until We all attain to the unity of
the faith and of the deep knowledge of the Son of God, to perfect
manhood, to the mature measure of the fullness of Christ (Eph.
4, 13) of which the Roman Pontiff as successor of Peter is by
divine disposition established vicar on earth.
LET THEM REFLECT and remember these very wise words
of St. Cyprian, Bishop and ma/tyr:
“The Lord spoke thus to Peter: I say to you that thou art
Peter and upon this rock I will build my church . .
.
(Matt.
16, 18). On him alone He erects the Church
... We must firmly 1
•hold and defend this unity, particularly we Bishops who govern
in the Church
. .
.
“Also the Church is one and it extends widely over a great
multitude with the unending increase of its fruitfulness; in the
same way as rays of the sun are many, but the light is only
one; and many are the branches of the tree but the trunk is only
one, which goes deep into the ground with strong roots; and when
one spring of water produces several rivulets, though it would
seem that their number divides with the abundance of the over-
flowing water, there is however only one source.
“You can pluck a ray of the sun but the unity of the light
is not divided. You can tear a branch from a tree but it can
no longer bear fruit. You can cut off a stream from its source
but it will dry up.
“Thus also the Church, inundated by the light of God, casts
its rays throughout the whole world, but there is only one light,
that which spreads everywhere, and the unity of the organism is
not divided. It extends its branches over the whole world with
luxurious richness, it pours out abundantly flowing streams every-
where, but the trunk is one and the spring is one . .
“And he who has not the Church as a mother, cannot have
God as a father . . . Who does not preserve this unity, does not
preserve the law of God, does not preserve the faith of the Father
and of the Son, and has not life and salvation” (Cyprian De
Unitate Ecclesiae, 44). ’
THESE WORDS of the saintly martyred Bishop will be of
comfort, of exhortation and of defense, especially for those who,
not being able to be in contact with the Holy See, or having it
only with difficulty, find themselves in danger and have to over-
come various obstacles and deceits.
However they must trust in the help of God and not neglect
to invoke Him with fervent prayer. They must remember that all
the persecutors of the Church—as history teaches—have passed
as a shadow, whereas the sun of divine truth never sets, because
"the word of the Lord endures forever” (l Pet. 1, 25).
Christ Predicted Persecutions
The society founded by Christ can be attacked but not defeated
because it derives its strength not from men, but from God.
Indeed there is no doubt that it must be martyred throughout
the centuries by persecutions, contradictions, slanders, as hap-
pened to its Divine Founder, according to prophecy: “If they have
persecuted me, they will persecute you also" (John 5, 20).
BUT IT IS EQUALLY certain that at the end, the Church,
like Christ Our Redeemer, who triumphed, will have a peaceful
victory over all enemies.
Be confident, therefore; be strong and constant. We exhort you
again with words of St. Ignatius, though we are certain that you
need no exhortations:
“Be you pleasing to Him for whom you fight . . . May
none among you become deserters. May your Baptism be as an
armament, your faith as a helmet, charity as a lance, patience
as a covering armor. May your works be your treasures, so that
you may deserve due mercy” (St. IgnaUus to St. Polycarp).
Furthermore the most beautiful words of Bishop St. Ambrose
give you a sure hope and unshakable fortitude: “Grasp the helm of
Faith so that the stormy tempest of this world will not disturb
you. It is very true that the sea is vast and immense, but fear
not; for He hath founded it upon the seas and hath prepared it
upon the rivers” (Psalms 23, 2).
“Therefore it is not without reason that the Church of the
Lord remains unmoved in the midst of so many waves because
it is founded on the apostolic rock and perseveres on its founda-
tions, unmoved by the furies of the sea (efr. Matt. 18, 18). It
is battered by the waves, but it ia not shaken. The world may
break, resoundingly about it, it nevertheless has a safe port to
welcome weary seamen" (St. Ambrose,,2nd epistle).
II
As once in apostolic times, when Christians somewhere suf-
fered special persecution, all the others, united by the bond of
charity, raised their prayers and supplications to God, Father of
Mercies, with united fraternal accord, so that He might give them
strength and bring about as soon as possible better times for the
Church,
IM THE SAME WAY today, venerable brothers. We hope that
u»e help and divine comforts implored by your brothers may not
be wanting to all those who in the regions of Europe and eastern
Asia have been tried for so long by an adverse and painful state
of affairs.
And since We trust so much in the patronal intercession of the
Virgin Mary. We express the ardent wish that in every part of
the earth Catholics during the novena which usually precedes the
feast of the Assumption of the august Mother of God into heaven,
should raise up public prayers, particularly for the Church which,
as has already been1 stated, is in certain areas vexed and afflicted.
Request Prayers for Persecuted
WE NOURISH THE HOPE that the Virgin Mother, proclaimed
by Us during the 1950 Holy Year, and not without divine will,
assumed into heaven body and soul (cfr. dogmatic bull "Munificen-
tissimus Deus,” AAS 1950, pp. 753 and ff.); she whom We solemnly
declared Queen of Heaven and to be venerated' as such by all
(cfr. encyclical letter "Ad Caeli Reginam," AAS 1954, pp. 625
and ff.); finally she to whom on the completion of the centenary
commemoration of her apparition at the grotto of Lourdes to an
innocent child as the benevolent giver of gifts, she to whom we
invited the multitude of pilgrims to benefit from her maternal
graces (cfr. apostolic constitutions "Primo Exacto Saeculo,” AAS
1957, pp. 1051 and ff.,. and encyclical "Le pelerinage de Lourdes,"
AAS 1957, pp. 605 and ff.)—We nourish the hope with certainty
that she will not in any manner put aside and reject these Our
wishes and the universal prayers of Catholics.
Strive therefore, venerable brothers, that by your exhorta-
tion and example the faithful entrusted to you may come to the
altar of the Mother of God on the established days in as great
a number and as prayerfully as possible, who "for the whole
human race has pletaded salvation” (St. Irenaeus, Contra Haere-
ses, 3, 22).
With one voice and one heart let them implore that the free-
dom of the Church may be recognized everywhere—that freedom
which serves it not only for the obtaining of the eternal salvation
of men but also for the confirmation of laws with due conscience
and for the consolidation of the foundations of civilized'society.
Special Intentions of the Novena
Let them implore in a special way the patronage of the Blessed
Mother that the holy pastors who are kept from their flocks, or are
impeded in the free exercise of their ministry, may be reinstated
as soon as possible, as is befitting their proper state; that the
faithful disturbed by deceits, errors and discords may reach com-
plete accord and charity in the full light of truth; that all those
who are in the uncertainty of doubt and weakness may be strength-
ened by divine grace so that they may be ready and willing to
suffer anything rather than break away from the Christian faith
and Catholic unity.
May the Individual ‘dioceses—and this is the object of Our
ardent desires—have their own legitimate shepherds. May they
promulgate Christian law freely in all regions and among all
classes.
May youth in elementary and high schools, in workshops and
in the fields not be ensnared in the ideologies of materialism, athe-
ism and hedonism, which weaken the flight of the mind and rob
virtue of its vigor. May they instead be enlightened by the light
of evangelical wisdom which urges them, lifts them and guides
them toward all that is best.
MAY THE ROAD TO truth open everywhere and may no one
place obstacles in its way. May all understand that nothing can
resist truth in the end and that nothing can lastingly oppose
charity.
Finally, may missionaries return as soon as possible among
those people whom they have won to God with apostolic zeal
and the sweat of their labors, and who they ardently wish
to make progress in Christian civilization even at the cost of
difficulties, sacrifices and sufferings.
D
the toithful implore these things of the Divine Mother.
But let them not forget to ask for forgiveness for the same per-
secutors of the Christian religion in keeping with the impulse ofthat charity for which the Apostle of the Gentiles did not hesitate
to say, Bless those who persecute you” (Rom. 12, 14); nor should
they neglect to pray that they be given the heavenly graces and
u" d,rk ”e” ,nd ■« '»•
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But as you well know, venerable brothers, Christian reform of
customs must be added to these formal prayers, without which
our prayers are vain sounds which cannot be wholly pleasing to
God.
Through that tender and ardent charity with which all Chris-
tians love the Catholic Church, may they not only raise their
pious prayers to heaven, but may they also offer sentiments of
penance, virtuous works, sacrifices, sorrows and all the pains and
bitternesses, all those hardships which are a necessary part of this
mortal life, as well as those to which one must sometimes submit
freely and with a generous spirit.
Moral Renewal Will Aid the Church
..
Th™ g.h this desired moral renewal, added to suppliant prayers,the faithful will not only make themselves pleasing in the sight of
God but they will also benefit the Church, which they must lovs
as they would a most affectionate mother.
MAY THERE BE REPEATED among them, every time cir-
cumstances demand it, that spectacle which was described With
such marvelous and expressive beauty in the letter to Diogenes:
“The Christians
...are In the flesh but they do not
Jive according to the flesh. They live on earth but their cit-
izenship is in heaven. They obey approved laws and with their
tenor of life exceed the laws themselves. They love all and all
persecute them. They arc ignored and condemned. They are
put to death but they are vivified . . . They are mocked and
in the midst of their Ignominies they glory.
“Their fame is distorted and turned as testimony against them
minUhln6 ' ' ' They , conduct themselves as honest men and arepunished as criminals. While they are punished, they rejoice as
those who are exalted” (Letter to Diogenes, chapter 5)
b«iv ih»°rhr!VXpresS
a" Vhis briefly- “Whal the soul >* to the
body, the Christians are to the world” (Ibid).
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GRIFFITH’S
ANNUAL SUMMER SALE
A Partial List of Pianos
in this SUMMER SALE:
grand pianos
Bremhech, mahogany now $395
Waba«t mahogany now 495
Cabin A Sou, mahogany.......now 545
Brambach, mahogany now 695
Undrman A Soa. mahogany....now 695
CaMa-NaUon, mahogany now 745
Rraoieh A Bach, mahogany... .now 795
Kaaho, mahogany now 1.095
%abiway, ebony now 1.600
SPINET and
CONSOLS PIANOS
Vlaton, aptnot. mahogany... .. .now |I9S
Oathraoeen, apinet, mahogany, .now 395
Vtolm, apiael, mahogany now 435
Llllir.conaola, mahogany now 435
Variitaer, apinet, ebony now 47S
▼wrUtaar, apinet, mahogany... .now 475
Vinter, apinet, light walnut,...now 475
Viator, apt net, blond now 4*5
blond
now 495
, apinet, Louia XV.,,.now 495
ola, mahogany.., .now 495
fariluer, apinet, b10nd.... ~. now 545
OF RENTED, USED
AND SAMPLE
PIANOS
• All Full Keyboards
NOTES)
• Well-Known Makes
Here it a wonderful opportunity to
obtain a apinet, conaole or grand
piano at much leaa than you ex-
pected to pay. Wo are marking
down all our rented, uaed and aam-
ple pianoa to that they will sell
quickly and we will have room for
our fall itock which will begin to
arrive in September. You can take
delivery now or when you come
back from your vacation. Pay only
a amall amount down now. A bench
ia included In the price and every
piano it told with a guarantee.
, eoneoU, mahogany., .now 545
, apinet, mahogany,
doner, aeaaola, Loaii XV ,
'nriitaer, aptoet, chert* . ..
, ebony.
, .now 595
. . now 645
. . now 695
.. now 79$
FIU OUT - TEAR OUT AND MAIL
Gentleman lam interested'in the following Piannt.
Plcttc •••nil me full information on lh« tim-h and ion-
dition'
(•rimll
~
SpinrU Slid consoles *6aaaaa*6..aaa.aa
Name
VdtlrrM a . . . . 4 a
Phone
"Th* MosJt Cantor of Now Jenty”
GRIFFITH PIANO COMPANY
imNWAV MPtIUNTATtvn
605 BROAD STREET* NEWARK 2, N. J.
t MArfcot 3-5110 Open Wothtoaday evening* until ♦ Saturdays until 3:30
SI. JOSEPHS VILLA
'•LAIRIDIN," PIARACK, N. J.
Ouatt Hauta for Woman and
Ratroat Hauta
Artlatlo French Chateau of breath-
taking beauty tn the Somertet HUla.
Ultra • modern facUltloa. Healthful
climate. Excellent masts. Open year-
round to Convalescent*. vacationleto
and permanent rueiti.
Retreats from September to June,
except the Thankagivtng. Chrlatmaa
and New Year's Waokanda. Dart
and Evenlnga cf Recollection.
OlreeteO by the Utter* of It. John
the Baptist. Plapack g-633* 6161.
A
Start from tho bottom
up . . . with now ear-
pott from BREHM'S.
Broadlooms with last-
ing beauty
Honest value prices
Visit our NEW RUG
SELECTOR ROOM
Show room open Tues.
and Thurs. till 9.
Plenty of parking
333 North Broad Street
Elizabeth, N. J.
Elizabeth 3-8300
Expert Cleaning and
Repairing too.
3
46
\%
Pit Hill
YEARS OF
SOUND
MANAGEMENT
CONVENIENT
OFFICES...
IMXENMHb MMi A Itfiy Da.
OmftalAN-Mlalto
CUFFS* PAMi 740 AndirNO Am.
Op—ftaa gnu IblaeM
TEAMCH Cede Une at UniA*.
Own » at 4 dado
HUUm FMKiZD Deed Am.
On»f»i>h Mefan Wan.
* 4«M4MMr|NN*,NI
* Janagf fwmrdd to Us/M0
GOT THOSE
NEW-CAR BLUES?
Pick your par: com* to us: gel the cash.
We'll finance your purchase with a low-cost
Aulo Loan, whether the car you cjwoee is
new or used. Your dealer gets cash and
you get the bargain! Rates are so low-,
monthly payments are easy. You need not
be a depositor.
THE TRUST COMPANY
or NIW JIRSIY
Jersey City • Hoboken • West NewYork
Weehowfcen • Union City •
tt—
Overpopulation Theory Scored
Family Life Experts Suggest
Better Marriage Preparation
BUFFALO Adequate preparation and stricter re-
quirements for marriage were among policies suggested
here to bolster family life. The suggestions were made by
speakers addressing some 1,000 delegates attending the
26th annual convention of the National Catholic Confer-
ence on Family Life.
Besides those recommenda-
tions, delegates heard a ringing
attack on Malthusian theories of
eventual overpopulation. The at-
tack was delivered by Bishop
Joseph A. Burke of Buffalo at
the convention luncheon.
ADEQUATE preparation for
married life “requires a sex ed-
ucation which is part of general
education,” Brother Gerald J.
Schnepp, S.M., of St. Mary’s
University, San Antonio, told the
delegates.
“Sex education properly given
will put sex in its proper per-
spective,” he said, “and develop
wholesome attitudes as contrast-
ed with the distorted notions
that result when sex is learned
from pornographic literature and
evil-minded companions.”
Citing the need for better mar-
ital preparation, Brother Gerald
pointed to statistics showing a
rise in mixed marriages and the
continuing high number of di-
vorces.
“Repeated studies have in-
dicated that the proportion of
separations is higher for mixed
marriages than for Catholic
marriages,” he said. Yet, he
declared, 30% of all marriages
in which Catholics are involved
are mixed mariages.
As for divorce, he said that
although there has been a de-
crease in the divorce rate be-
tween 1950 and 1955, the “prob-
lem is still a major one in terms
of the number of people in-
volved.” In 1955, the ratio of di-
vorces to marriages, he said,
was one to every four.
Another reason to stress ade-.
quate preparation, Brother Ger-
ald declared, “is that more is
expected of marriage today.
Dream changes to disillusion-
ment more quickly and more
often. The result of these and
other changes is that the learn-
ing of family roles by appren-
ticeship to parents and grand-
parents is no longer possible or
at least is very difficult.”
CALLING FOR stricter mar-
riage requirements was Msgr.
Irving A. Deßlanc, director of
the NCWC Family Life Bureau.
Several dioceses, he noted, have
been requiring- attendance at a
minimum of 10 pre-marriage lec-
tures before sanctioning mar-
riages.
“There have been virtually
no divorces for those who took
the courses,” he said.
“Marriage courses are needed
to raise the level of happiness j
of future marriage. Marriage is
not just a duty. It is also in-
tended by God to be the source
of great joy here on earth, but
those who marry must learn
what love is. They must be more
family-minded, less individual-
minded.”
BISHOP BURKE assailed at-
tempts by ‘‘so-called” men of
science to “frighten” humanity
by emphasizing the threat of
overpopulation.
“If 'we have faith in God,
He will not punish those who
follow His command to be
fruitful, multiply and fill the
earth,” he said in an obvious
answer to birth control propa-
ganda stirred by overpopula-
tion theories.
“We who are blessed in the
Faith believe God has a hand in
human affairs,” the Bishop said.
"Those who raise the spectre of
overpopulation confess their lack
of belief in human ingenuity.”
THE CONVENTION adopted a
resolution reaffirming “complete
acceptance” of the Supreme
Court decision calling for an end
to racial segregation in schools
and calling on the government
“to implement the decisions of
the-judiciary by positive steps.”
Another resolution expressed
“ca'tegoric and unequivocal op-
position to segregated hous-
ing,” recommending that state
legislatures enact laws “forbid-
ding segregation in all housing
projects” receiving government
assistance.
Delegates also committed the
family life movement to a more
direct concern with the needs of
Negroes, Mexicans and Puerto
Ricans because of the discrimi-
nation to which these groups are
subjected.
Catholic colleges, high schools
and Newman Clubs were urged
to sponsor marriage preparation
eounses for all students. Dele-
gates recommended that such
courses should stress the hus-
band’s role in and that
similar courses should be given
to nuns because of the part they
can play in forming proper atti-
tudes toward the Christian home
Other resolutions recommend-
ed that Catholic women partici-
pate in political life on local,
state and national levels; that
American law schools make mar-
riage and family law courses ob-
ligatory; that Congress study the
possibility of instituting a family
allowance
system; and that state
legislatures provide scholarship
programs in which the scholar-
ship can be used at the college
of the student’s choice
WELL REPRESENTED: The Archdiocese of Newark had a large delegation at the
26the National Catholic Family Life Convention in Buffalo. Grouped here are, left
to right, seated, Mrs. Thomas Heiser, Mrs. Virgil Richter, Msgr. Irving A. De
Blanc, director, Family Life Bureau, NCWC, Mrs. James Collianni and Mrs. Roy
Gilsinan. Standing, Rev. Edward Rischmann, chairman, special events committee
Newark Cana Advisory Board; Thomas Heiser, Rev. Alphonsus Croake, O. Carm
Rev. James F. Johnson, Newark Cana director; James. Collianni, Roy Gilsinan, and
Rev. Gerard Murphy, S.J., of St. Peter’s College, chairman, policy committee, ad-
visory board of the National Catholic Family Life Bureau. Also attending were
Rev. Dominic Marconi, St. Anthony’s, Union City; Rev. Joseph M. Doyle, St. Thom-
as the Apostle, Bloomfield; Rev. Edmund Rigney, St. Anne’s, Jersey City; and Rev.
James McKenna, St. Paul of the Cross, Jersey City.
Convention Quotes
From Marriage Experts
On ‘Romance’ “Roman-
tic practices, when adminis-
tered in a .proper and mature
manner, are more important
for the continuance of a happy
marital relationship than for
stimulating the process of
courtship ... A continuing dis-
play of mutual affection is a
necessary ingredient for prop-
er growth and development.”
—Dr. Alphonse H. Clemens, di-
rector, Marriage Counselling
Center, Catholic University of
America.
•
On Love “Husbands and
wives must learn to love each
other, not a fictional picture of
what they think each could be
if they really tried.”—Rev.
John Fahey, Winnetka, 111.
•
On Role of Husbands—“Hu-
sbands must learn to see in
themselves God’s chosen instru-
ment for the salvation of their
wives and children. Because
their marriage is a vocation
and because they- have been
granted sacramental powers,
God uses them and turns all
their natural powers as hus-
band and father.”—Rev. John
Fahey.
•
On Role of Wives “Wives
must bring themselves to un-
derstand that their role is a
life-giving role not just in
bringing children into this
world, but by preparing them;
for the life of heaven.” Rev.
John Fahey. ,
On Leisure “Our amuse-
ment industry studies man sci-
entifically in order to be able
to give him not what he ought
to have but,what he wants to
have. In cohtrast to that, hob-
bies and creative free-time ac-
tivities are on the wane. This
is a most important aspect of
the problem of present-day
marriage»and the family.”
Dr. Karl Stern, psychiatrist and
chief of St. Mary’s Hospital,
Montreal.
•
On Capacity to Love—“The
most important prerequisite for
the vocation of marriage ir the
capacity to love. Nobody is
born with that capacity. It un-
folds gradually with the evolu-
tion of the human personality,
and a surprisingly great num-
ber of people remtin on the
wayside. They do not fully
reach the stage of maturity
which is characterized by free-
ly giving of love
-Without an
immediate expectancy of re-
turn.”—Dr. Stern. i
•
On Community Life “The
community re-enacts the fam-
ily relationship on a widerscale.
...If some of our modern
communities are sick, it is be-
cause many of,their families
are sick,. . . A community is
people. It is only as good and
only as efficient as the people
that motivate it and control
it . . .
“(A) duty fells uppn our fam-
ilies to participate in the com-
munity, to deliberately and
with full intention set out to
make of the community the
image of the ideal family, to
make of the community a gen-
uine, living adjunct to the fam-
ily.”—James T. O'Connell of
Upper Montclair, Under secre-
tary of Labor.
Central Society
Convention Set
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (NC)
—“Catholic Initiatite” will be the
theme of the annual convention
of the Central Catholic Union of
America and the Catholic Wom-
en’s Union, to be held here start-
ing Aug. 2.
Officials state more than 350
persons are expected to attend
the joint convention.
'*■ The Central Catholic Union,
formerly known as the Central
Verein, was founded in 1855 as a
federation of benevolent societies
to aid German Catholic immi-
grants.
Today its principal work is-
promoting social justice. The or-
ganization has about 68,000 mem-
bers in 815 branches in 16
states..
Asks Total Immunity
From Liability Suits
TRENTON (RNS) Total immunity for religious,
charitable and medical groups in negligence liability litiga-
tion was urged by a Catholic spokesman at a hearing of the
Assembly Judiciary Committee here.
The committee held public hearings before drafting a
permanent measure granting
such organizations immunity in
negligence suits arising from ac-
cidents. It would void a State
Supreme Court decision, made
last April, which reversed a cen-
tury-old doctrine giving the or-j
ganizations immunity.
John J. Rafferty of New Bruns-
wick, representing the New Jer-
sey Catholic Conference, remind-
ed the committee that these non-
profit groups work for the com-
mon good and perform a service
to the public. ThiKhas been ac-
knowledged, he said, by the state
through tax exemption and by
the federal government through
grants for building and moderni-
zation of hospitals.
“THIS RECOGNITION,” Raf-
ferty declared, “offers grounds
for exemption from liability in
tort. The people make donations,
the state grants tax exemptions,
and the federal government
makes grants, not to create a
fund for the payment of jury
verdicts, but for the continuance
of the charitable work
. ,
.
Gov. Meyner this week signed
a stop-gap measurewhich limits
liability to $lO,OOO and rune
to June, 1959.
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FROZEN FOODS
3 tom 50c
WELCH'S FROZEN CONCENTRATED
grape juice
* 6 01
Orange, Blackberry, Raspberry or Lemon
fruit sherbet 2 -50 c
PERFECT SALAD COMPANIONS
freshly made narbest salads
Fruit Gelatins, Potato
PIMENTO. RELISH,
SCALLION, REGULAR
fresh
cream cheese
* 50c
large eye,
WISCONSIN
fancy
swiss cheese
OY THE
pitci k. JVC
it''
Salod, Colo Slaw, Moca- Nmuri.
ronl Salad, Cucumber ~1'!.“,
Solod and Pickled Beets.
29c
CLIP THIS VALUABLE
.
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COUPON WORTH
OVIN FRISK
KINGS
ENRICHED
WHITE
BREAD
FULL
POUND
LOAF
s
vv:
o'.
voc <
«p'
1 »vo* .
tS*
l?c
100 FREE
KING KORN
STAMPS
Kings
.ii pr*f##ct.veJuly 14.
IS. Mr m< W* r«Mr»«
m« r.«nt to i<m>t eueMi-
ties. Nut rueeene.eie f*r
tpeo4|P4B««el • r r • r s
. terry, no llimfi «*th #•«
eretSe*. milk. *r creei*
ewrchesee.
supermarkets
uIAMI
*4 cintsal aV.
Cur. U. Cm— *4.)
WITH PURCHASE OF $5 00 OR MORE
sijuy|T
“■ ”* NEWARK
i» t—»«• i•" “
AiN
v «rr»i montclai*
I VAUtr SO ’
HACMNSACK let fAMAIC
(el t«i««w4 u«'
MAPLIWOOO
S4A/UWCCO 4*
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KING KORN
STAMPS
PiiA forrloH
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/ood nihrr tkmm Klmaitlurr Samar
mark*! aamdra* Salmrja Jml
pm CWlllrUli
Crly
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REALLY rKESH
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
V INF -RIPENtD on NEARBY FARMS
slicing tomatoes l.
CRISP FIRM .
iceberg lettuce 2- 29c
A SALAD FAVORITE
cucumbers r.r 5c
•T*<
<&
9
gour dailji bread
muiHRKMUWin
monks bread
m
11mmmWH«
A LOAF OF MONK’S BAUD IS
AICH ENOUGH TO Ml A...
MEAL IN ITSELF
The Trappist monks who dcvclope4
this delicious loaf eat no mcit, fish, of
eggs Bread is the backbone of tbdf
simple dtet.'Only the finest ingredients
are used. Trappiscs have been famoof
for their home-mids bread for niM
hundred years.
MUmimmm
Christ or Crisis?
Last week two events in different parts of
the globe served to throw into high relief the
unhappy state of the world, and the only sure
remedy for its ills.
On Monday, July 14, Pope Pius issued an
encyclical letter (“Meminisse Juvat”) devoted
In particular to the sufferings of the Church in
many lands. Reminding us of the Holy See’s ef-
fort* for peace during World 11, the Holy Father
referred to the cold war that followed: “At pres-
ent, though the warlike clash of peoples has
calmed, a just peace does not however yet reign.
Men have not been brought together in brotherly
understanding. Latent seeds of discord in fact
insert themselves and from time to time threaten-
ingly erupt and hold minds in anxious trepida-
tion” because the frightful weapons of today can
“submerge in universal extermination not only
the defeated but also the victors and the whole
community.”
And what is the cause of this pitifully un-
happy state of affairs? Mankind lives under so
dark and heavy a cloud because "the authority
of God
..
.
either is neglected or is not given its
just place or even is suppressed ... It is there-
fore necessary to return to - the precepts of
Christianity if one wishes to form a solid, just
and equitable society” among the nations, no less
than among individual men.
While copies of the Holy Father’s letter were
being prepared for transmission throughout the
world, events in the . Near East were giving a
painfully sharp illustration of how “seeds of
discord” may “threateningly erupt” and cause
the most “anxious trepidation” and threaten
“universal extermination.”
On that same Monday an army revolt in Iraq
overthrew the government of King Feisal II who,
together with the Crown Prince and the Prime
Minister, was shot to death in cold blood. The
disorders in Iraq had such repercussions in near-
by Lebanon, already disturbed by insurrection,
that its President, Camille Chamoun, that very
day, sent an urgent appeal to the United States,
asking for military support without which his
government “would be unable to survive" the
pressure of pro-Nasser forces operating from
neighboring Syria.
President Eisenhower responded promptly
and vigorously to this threat\to a friendly nation
and to the peace of a part of the world of the
greatest importance to the West; within a few
days some 7,500 marines and soldiers were in
Lebanon, a great fleet cruised off its coast, and
other military units were made ready and avail-
able. The swift action of America (joined by
Britain, in support of Jordan)
-
was in gratifying
contrast to our shameful failure to do anything
when the brave people of Hungary in the Fall
of 1956, were not only threatened, but brutally
overwhelmed by what are basically the same evil
forces that now threaten the peace of the Near
East.
As proof to right-thinking minds, at least
that it was not'acting for any selfish purpose,
the United States at once asked for an emer-
gency meeting of the U.N. Security Cpuncil, so
that it might there propose the creation of a
U. N. force which could take over the protection
of Lebanon and-enable us to withdraw our troops.
After prolonged debate which showed com*
munist Russia as masterful in propaganda, but
even more as utterly unfit for association with de-
cent peoples the American plan, though sup-
ported by the votes of nine nations, was wrecked
by the Soviet veto (its 84th). It was equally gra"
tifying to the defenders of the right that the
Russian resolution, condemning the United States
and demanding the immediate withdrawal of our
forces from' Lebanon, won the support of its
sponsor alone.
Will this crisis lead to war? The answer to
this grave question may have been given before
these lines are printed. Hut this we know now,
that it is only in a wholehearted return to God
that the world can find peace, and that it is only
by prayer that this world-wide conversion can be
brought about. Are we praying enough? Are you?
‘A Streak of Larceny in Us?'
Everybody has seen these push-carts or car-
riages that shoppers use in the self-service super-
markets. They are sturdily built and cost about
$3O or $35. We see them not only id the msrkets,
but in every other conceivable place in the neigh-
borhood—in the alleys, yards, on the sidewalks,
in the gutters, on back porches —and often
they are blocks away from the supermarkets. And
there are also many of these carts that we do
not see at all, because they are safely hidden in
people’s attics, cellars and patios, where they are
rued as baby carriages, clothes-bampers, storage
bins, or just plain simple toys.
The manager of one of these supermarkets
told a friend that in six months, 100 of these
carts had disappeared from his store. Since they
cost $3O or more, this represents a loss of $3,000.
And the carts are not the only casualties that
these stores suffer. Shop-lifting has become a
national pastime. Not only the customers, but the.
help have been hauling away merchandise st an'
alarming rate. Store detectives are hired, both
male and female; electronic devices are installed,
and the help is closely screened before they are
hired. But in spite of gll these precautions the
merchandise still disappears.
A noted public figure, who was on trial
some years ago for using his office and his per-
sonal prestige to acquire various articles of
greater or lesser value, made this confession:
"There is a streak of larceny in everyone ef us."
Many of us have visited homes, where the
host or hostess had the reputation of being a
"souvenir hunter.” You sip your high-ball or
cocktail from a glass that has the inscription or
monogram of a famous hotel neatly etched on
the side of the glass. When you light your
cigarette and deposit your ashes in the receiver,
you see that it comes from a famous night club
like the Stork or the Copocabana, The water
glass bears the Inscription or coat of arnts of a
well known restaurant —and the towels in the
wash room immediately Identify themselves as
the property of the Ambassador, the RiU-Cariton,
or one of the Hilton hotels. A hotel manager
one* complained that he had purchased a few
gross of very attractive and novel bouliion spoons
—and half of them were gone in a year’s time.
These are all “collectors' items” picked up
along the way by so-called honest people.' And
it does not seem to embarrass them to display
these articles openly, where their guests can
see them. In fact, some of them seem to take
pride in their accomplishments.
Cheating on the turnpike and the Garden
State Parkway has' become a famous outdoor
sport Drivers have discovered loopholes and the
shortcuts, by which they can escape the toll
booths, and the amount that is lost in this manner
every year goes into the very high figures. The
so-called honor system where there is no at-
tendant at the entrance or exit* could not be
called a howling success.
Evidently there is some strange thinking
going on here. Robbers who go out with a gun
and demand what they want with a threat, as
well as the sneak thieves who break into an
apartment and walk away with valuables, do
not make an/ pretense that they are honest men.
W* condemn them as criminals and that is what
they are.
But what about these "souvenir collectors”
who have merchandise in their homes that can
hardly be called trivial trinkets? If these same
people see anyone walking off with a rake or
shovel, they will cry to high heaven and take up
the chase. If anyone walks on their lawn, breaks
a window, or takes a few flowers from their
garden, ind they are caught on the premises,
they will insist upon an arrest.
Even with this streak of larceny in their hearts,
many of our citiiens want to retain their cloak of
respectability. If the cost of the articles that dis-
appear each year from stores, restaurants, hotels
and food-markets could be calculated, it would
be a shocking monument to man’s dishonesty.
“Thou shalt not steal” is one of the Ten Com-
mandments.
It applies to an ash receiver as well
as a diamond bracelet.
Only the Good Is Beautiful
This year the Bishop of Lourdes is making
headlines with an effort he began more than a
decade ago. Bishop Theas is doing his best to
bring more order into a town which by grace U
one of the holiest, by nature one of the most
beautiful —and by commercialism one of the
most cluttered in all Christendom.
So far, the reports go, most of his successes
have been confined to the shrine area; for the
rest, he must depend upon an educational gambit
and the willingness of his people to listen to
reason.
And this problem does not end at the city
limits of Lourdes.
The Bishop is contending with a universal
human weakness. It is our way, unless we are
both careful and shrewd, to spoil the good things
Sod gives us. Now among them is the great gift
of the material thing: the wood to be carved,
the word to be sung, the gesture to be made, the
colors to be laid out in patterns. The spoiling?
We have many kinds; the vulgar, the cheap, the
tawdry, the superstitious all ways to spoil the
material thing.
Thus it is that the Bishop of Lourdes must
repeat, 100 years after the Lady of the Grotto,
that Jhe spring water is for washing or for drink-
ing; no magpie charm, it is not to be put to uses
unsuitable or superstitious. So it was that a chap-
lain of our acquaintance felt he could no longer
issue medals to service men who wore them on
the same chain with the rabbit's foot.
Sometimes the spoiling is less offensive than
superstition. Sometimes it is the ugliness which
comes in the train'of the mass-produced, the fak-
ed marble, the plaster buttress, the phoney thca-
tricalism which is such a scandal to those who
know better. For the evil effect of some religious
“art" (and the “religious" may deserve the quo-
tation marks quite as much as the “art") is to
repel and to disgust those whom the beauty of
the faith should most attract. Here the Church
confines her legislation to the minimum; as long
as art doesvnot offend against faith, morals, or
liturgical requirement, the Church leaves it up
to the initiative of patron and artist.
Now Catholics are often enough to be heard
expressing their fears that some art is too ob-
scure or too advanced or too unusual.
What about art that is too bad to be offered
to God? e
Here, it seems, there is room for fruitful
collaboration between patron and artist. The
patron? Any pastor who builds a church, or, for
that matter, a garage; any child who buys a sta-
tue at a baxaar; any Sister who distributes “holy
pictures" to those who pass their spelling test.
This, naturally, does not mean that every
patron is or can be an expert on art. Indeed, the
beginning of wisdom, except in the most excep-
tional case, is that the patron recognize that he
is no judge in the matter. He should come to the
expert as he goes to the dentist: ready to ex-
plain his needs, ready to take the expert’s advice
on how to fulfill those needs. He knows how big
a church, how small a budget, how many holy
pictures, whose statue. The artist knows better
than he how those needs can be supplied. Only
the best belongs in Church; only the artist knows
the best.
Mind Your Manners
Marriage Manners
The sacred silence of our churchee Impresses
Protestants- until they attend a wedding Bub-
bling conversation provides background for every
ceremony. Yet the honored Guest la there in the
tabernacle—wouldn't begging a blessing on the
newlyweds be more appropriate than goaaip across
tba pews? Perhaps the tardineae of the bride
causes disrespect; her invitation reads 4 p. m but
she arrives, blushing and discourteoua. 20 min-
utea later. Maybe it'a playful vengeance far the
delay that unleashes rice showers on the happy
couple—but the Church has already prayed for a
fruitful union—why incorporate a pagan symbol
into n sacred ceremony? Christian marriage is
not a fashion show or beauty pageant or family
reunion—it is a great woersment!
Which the Captive?
War on 'Revisionism'
By Louis Francis Budenz
While mystifying much of the
West with alternate gruffness
and smiles, the Kremlin is steel-
ing its own followers to new and
bold moves.
The war on “revisionism, 1' pro-
claimed anew
by Red leaders
last November
in Moscow, is
being stepped j
up preparing I
the comrades J
for extraordina-
ry efforts to
diminish free
world power.
Nothing like
this phqpomenon has been wit-
nessed since the Sixth World Con-
gress of the Communist Interna-
tional in Moscow in 1928. It was
then that the “revolutionary the-
ses" were adopted which still
govern all communists, those
theses which mapped out the con-
quest of the colonial world and
then of the world in toto.
The communists then alternat-
ed roughness with smiles to, take
in a good part of the world—-
from Poland to China.
NOW WE HAVE similar plan-
ning and plotting. What is most
disturbing is that many of our
great newspapers confess baffle-
ment as to what is afoot.
Most of these journals think
the war against “revisionism"
is directed at Tito, although the
crusade against this deviation
was outlined long before the
alleged quarrel with Tito. What
they have not grasped is that
the war on “revisionism” if di-
rected at the U.S.
That is written down in the
“Declaration of the 12 Commu-
nist and Workers’ Parties of the
Socialist Countries,” published in
the December, 1957, issue of Po-
litical Affairs. The center of the
attack set forth in that document
is “the aggressive imperialist
circles of the United Stales."
In "combating communism"
these “aggressive imperialist
forces are courting their own
ruin, creating their own grave
| diggers."
; SIGNIFICANTLY, in the June
j issue of Political Affairs, there
| appears the resolution of the na-
| tional executive committee of the
Communist Party of the U.S.,
calling for “a thorough study and
systematic discussion of the the-
oretical propositions contained in
the 12-party declaration by every
section of our party organisa-
tion."
This I* In reality a rededira-
tlon toward the infiltration of
Amrrican life with a view to
forwarding “the proletarian
revolution" and setting up "the
dictatorship of the proletariat."
Any view within the Commu-
nist Party that these things
should not he done is the heart
of "revisionism.”
This war on "revisionism" will
dominate communist tactics for
a long time. Knowledge of this
would dispose of the comfortable
theory that by "cultural exchang-
es" and being hind to the com-
munists we will contrast our gen-
tle republic with Soviet savage-
ry
In doing that, it is argued. I
we will win the "public opinion"
of the world.
THK IRAQ REVOLT and the
Finnish elections tell us that it is
a bankrupt idea, that our super-
kindness to communism is re-
garded as sheer weakness. Fin-
land Is a nation which has been
ravaged by Soviet Russia and is
now in economic difficulties as
the result ef reparations to the
Kremlin. The leader of the Com-
munist Party la Herts Kui&inen.
the daughter of the traitorous
Otto Kuusinen, who sought in
1940 to set up the puppet Soviet
republic in South Finland. And
yet, in the July elections, the
Communist Party became one of
the strongest parties in that
country.
The strength of the American
appeasers is also registered in
U.S. acquiescence to Canadian
trade with Red China. Thus
American big business uhder the
name “Canadian
4
’ will help to
build up the Asian slave labor
empire.
The Faith in Focus
Christian Sacraments
By Msgr.George W. Shea, S.T.D.
In the broadest sense of the
word, ‘‘sacrament’’ means “a
sign of a sacred thing.” So under-
stood,* that term can be applied
to a great number of things.
It fits, for example, many rites
of the Old Testament, such as
the various purifications com-
manded by the Mosaic Law in the
hook of Leviticus. One can say,
therefore, that there were sacra-
ments even before the time of
Christ.
Moreover, in the earlier centu-
ries of the Christian era the word
“sacrament” was used to desig-
nate such sacred things as the
mysteries of our Faith, the Lord’s
Prayer, various ceremonies which
we now call “sacramentals,” and
anything else that is an outward
manifestation of God’s power or
of the workings of His grace in
the soul.
But from the 12th century “sac-
rament” has come to be reserved
in the Church for very special
signs of a sacred thing—for those
seven visible signs of invisible
grace which were instituted by
Christ, instituted by Him not only
to signify grace but also to give
it. In Catholic usage, therefore,
the term “sacrament” is now re-
stricted to Baptism, Confirmation,
jHoly Eucharist, Penance, Ex-
I treme Unction, Holy Orders, Mat-
|rimony.
j These, the “Christian Sacra-
ments” differ tremendously from
j anything else that was ever la-
jbeled a "sacrament.” For exam-
! pie, the purifications prescribed
! in the Mosaic Law did not of
| themselves confer grace. At most,
! they inspired good dispositions in
j the recipients, and if these dispo-
sitions were perfect enough (“per-
' feet charity,” "perfect contri-
tion”), God imparted grace to the
soul. And although, as will be
explained on another occasion,
the ‘‘sacramentals’’ of the Church
(such as blessings by members
of the clergy) are more effective
than those “pre-Christian sacra-
| ments,” they, too, lack the power
J of conferring grace of themselves,
: Briefly, the Christian sacra-
ments, and they alone, are effi-
cacious signs of grace. That is to
say, not only do they sig-
nify grace, they actually produce
the grace which they signify, pro-
vided that the recipient of the
sacrament is properly disposed.
In Baptism, for instance, the
application of the water and the
pronouncing of the words “I bap-
tize thee in the name of the Fa-
ther and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost” are a sign which
both represents the cleansing of
the soul from sin and actually ef-
fects that cleansing, through the
infusion of sanctifying grace.
In each of the Christian sacra-
ments the outward sign consists
of somfe external thing or action,
which is called the “matter” of
the sacrament, and certain essen-
tial words, which are, referred to
as the “form” of the sacrament.
Taking Baptism again as an ex-
ample, the “matter” of this sac-
rament consists of the water
(the "remote” matter) and its ap-
plication to the person being bap-
tized (the application is called
the “proximate” matter), while
the “form” is had in the words
quoted above, which are said
while the water is being poured.
The Christian Sacraments were
all instituted by Our Lord Him-
self, who alone can give to ma-
terial things or to outward signs
the power of producing grace in
the soul.
Although Christ instituted all
seven sacraments before ascend-
ing into heaven, it is not certain
that He completely specified the
matter and the form of all the
sacraments as definitely as He
did for Baptism and the Euchar-
ist. He may have empowered the
Church to alter the matter and
form of some of the sacraments,
so long as the meaning of the
outward sign remains what He
originally willed it to be.
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THE QUESTION BOX
Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, Immaculate Conception Sem-
inary, Darlington, Ramsey, P,. 0., is editor of The Question Box.
Questions may be submitted to him for answerm this column.
Q. I wai refund absolution
In confession because we prac-
tice birth control. I have beeh
away from confession for many
years. Yet I just heard of a
woman who also practices birth
control and yet goes to confes-
sion and Communion. She
claims that the priest just gives
her a penance. Can this be?
A. One who practices artificial
birth control commits a mortal
sin.. To obtain absolution he or
she must resolve sincerely to stop
the practice. If this resolve is not
sincere the confession will be in-
valid.
This applies to the woman of
whom you speak just as it does
to you. If she is going to confes-
sion she is deceiving herself or
her confessor. For she is evident
ly not sincere in her intention to
stop this evil practice and yet
she must be telling her confessor
that she is sincere. Or, as hap-
pens from time to time, she is
not telling the sin of birth con-
trol at all, and therefore is mak-
ing an incomplete and sinful con-
fession.
Unfortunately some believe if
they get absolution by any means
at all that it is effective for
them. So they hold back the sin,
or tell it only if the confessor
should inquire about it, or tell
their confessor that they will try
to do better when they know they
really will not change at all.
All such persons deceive only
themselves. The absolution does
not help them and the sins still
remain unforgiven. God will for-
give any sin, and any sin any
number of times if—but only if—-
the sinner is repentant and re-
solved sincerely and effectively
to give up the evil practice.
In your own case how foolish
you have been. You have had
three children at the time that
you were trying to avoid them.
Had you lived by the law of God
in your marriage God might not
have sent you more than three
children anyway. And your hus-
band would still be in the faith.
How foolish we are when we
believe that we can run our lives
better than the Infinite God. So
we choose to offend Him rather
than to trust Him or to keep His
law. We insist that He must
change things to suit us; He
must do things our way or we
refuse to obey Him,
Do you think that God could
not take care of your health? Is
He Who made you out of nothing
unable to provide for you and
your family? And if He allows
you to suffer, is He powerless to
assist you so that you can bear
your trial with patience?
Frankly have you really been
happy in your refusal to serve
Him? You have been away from
the Sacraments—and this has
been a real and deep sorrow to
you. In your heart through all
these years there has been bitter
regret and it has spoiled your
very marriage and almost every-
thing you have touched. And it
will go on keeping you unhappy
until you resolve that come what
may God’s laws will be observed
and He will be trusted.
It is not too late yet. You can
decide sincerely that this evil
practice will stop and that you
will make a good confession and
get back to Jesus in Holy Com-
munion. You will then be able to
draw your husband back to the
Faith again and you will know a
peace and happiness in your soul
that you have been missing
through the years.
If you have any fear of confes-
sion go to some strange church
where you are not known. But
please stop trying to persuade
yourself that there is any other
way than a stern intention to
stop this sin. If others are trying
to fool themselves by bad confes-
sions, do not let them fool you.
Why keep on fighting God? He
loves you and will help you. But
you have to do your part too.
Q. I understand that accord-
ing to ofle priest it is pertnls-
flble for a man to up to
's46 If hi* family is In dire
need. Is this so?
A. There are some occasions
when it is permissible to taka
what belongs to another. But-v
and the "but” is a very big one
—these are cases that arise only
in extreme need when practical-
ly speaking nothing else can be
done. And even then one can
only take what is absolutely nec-
essary.
Students of ethics put it this
way: That a person in extreme
necessity of the means «f life
may take from another what he
needs to relieve the present cri-
sis.
Notice that the necessity must
be extreme. A man whose family
is in dire need but who can get
help by asking from relatives, or
from charitable organizations, is
not in extreme need. It is not
enough that the family needs
food; and not enough that the
man does not like to beg. If he
can get the food in some normal
way his need is not sufficient to
justify taking property that be-
longs to another.
You can see, therefore, that
cases of this kind are very un-
likely to happen in our day of
organized • charity when dire
needs can be met through some
proper channel.
However, cases might arise.
Thus soldiers behind the enemy
lines may take what they need
to keep going. To escape from a
fire you may use the property of
others in so far as may be nec-
essary. To escape a flood you
may use another’s boat, provid-
ed you do not take it from him
when he is in similar need.
We should like to make it very
plain that the procedure of tak-
ing property that belongs to an-
other can very seldom be justi-
fied on the grounds of true and
extreme necessity. If such a case
ever did arise, the moralist would
not condemn one who took what
was required to tide one over the
extreme emergency. In such a
case he would not put a ceiling
of $4O on the amount but would
permit the taking of as much,
but only as much, as was needed.
Q. I have seen the name of
St. Wando and the statement
that the name Wanda is from
this saint, but I have not been
able to find anything further
about him. Can you help?
A. I am afraid that I cannot
help. In the book of saints or
of saints’ names that I have at
hand I do not find this name
listed at all.
No doubt the book in which
you found this given had some
authority for stating it. Likely
St. Wando is found in some col-
lection of saints of some speical
area. His date, Apr. 17, is cele-
brated in the universal Church
calendar as that of St. Anicetus.
However, this is not surprising
for there are many saints who
are not celebrated with a spe-
cial feast in the universal calen-
dar of the Church.
In your Prayers
remember these your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Newark
Rev. John Miklus, July 26, 193T
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John J. Gorm-
ley, July 28, 1957
Rev. W. A. Purcell, July 2S,
1912
Rev. Joseph Marczinko, July
28, 1935
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Charles H.
Mackel, July 28, 1945
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Vitus J. Mas*
nicki, July 29, 1956
Rev. Thomas Killeen, July 30,
1907
Rev. John A. Huygen, July 31,
1947
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The neighborhood boys love to help out the pastor—-
he’s always -good for a soda or a quarter after the
chore is done.
Union Shop Valid
Difference of Opinion
On Worker Rights
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director, Social Action Department, NCWC
The July 12 Saturday Evening
Post says that “the rank and file
worker should be protected by
law in his right to join or not to
join a labor union as he is pro-
tected in his right to choose a
church or a
chain store.” In
other words, so-
called right-to-
work legisla-
tion, which pro-
hibits the union
shop and simi-
lar forms of
union security,
is not only de-
sirable, but is
necessary, to guarantee the free
exercise of what the editors of
the Post apparently consider one
of the inalienable rights of men.
The Bishops of Ohio, on the
other hand, and many other
Bishops, priests and laymen,
speaking frtfm the point of view
of social ethics, have expressed
the opinion that right-to-work leg-
islation is regrettable. They have
said that the union shop, under
present conditions, is legitimate
if not necessary, and should not
be prohibited by law. The same
opinion has been voiced by a
number of Protestant and Jew
ish specialists in the labor rela-
tions field.
IF THE RIGHT to work with-
out belonging to a union is, as
the editors of the Post contend,
an absolute right comparable to
a man’s right to choose a church,
why is it that so many church-
men oppose legislation purport-
edly designed to guarantee the
free exercise of this right?
The answer is simple. The
right to work without belong-
ing to a union is not an abso
lute right. It is subject to a
number of qualifications. It
may or may not be compara-
ble to a man’s right to patron-
ize a chain store In preference
to the vanishing corner gro-
cery; but surely it is not at all
comparable to a man’s right to
choose a church.
This theory is standard Catho-
lic teaching. The late Msgr.
John A. Ryan, long-time pro{ps-
sor of moral theology at’ the
Catholic University of America
and first director of the NCWC
Social Action Department, ex-
pressed it very succinctly almost
50 years ago in an article entitled
“Moral Aspects of Labor Un-
ions” in the Catholic Encyclope-
dia. This article reads in part:
“•
• - the RIGHT OF a non-
unionist to work in the same shop
with a unionist is no more un-
conditional than the right to
strike, to boycott, or to enter
any * social relation which
requires the consent of the oth-
er party. It is conditioned by the
circumstances, and it is valid
only when these are reasonable.
“In the hypothesis that we are
considering, membership in the
union is such a reasonable con-
dition, while refusal is unreason-
able. Hence, if the closed-shop
policy is necessary in order to
obtain proper conditions of em-
ployment for the body of the la-
borers, it will not violate the
right of the non-unoinist, even if
it prevents him from obtaining
any employment; for the right
in question is dependent upon
the contingency that it be exer-
cised within reasonable limits
. . . the closed shop is not an
innovation.
“It was enforced for centu-
ries by the guilds, and for a
long time in many places it
was sanctioned and prescribed
by civil legislation . . . What
the civil law could then com-
mand, individuals cannow with
reason seek to obtain by per-
suasion, bargaining, and con-
tract.”
I have cited this passage to
show that the argument used by
the Saturday Evening Post is un-
acceptable.
God Love You
The Fountain
Of Youth
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Sooner or later"Xve enjoy our
souls. Age which withers the
body gives the soul a second
youth. George. Bernard Shaw
once
_
said that it was a “pity
youth is wasted on the young.”
Rather, it is
a blessing that
the unreasoned
immaturities of
youth are spent,
so ' that later
the soul may re-
cover the youth
which the body
spent.
After a long
journey away
from the faith,
the bluebird of happiness is
found in our own home when we
return to it. The prodigal son
after wasting his youth recovers
it again in the Father’s house.
We turn our back to the Cross
and 10, when life reaches a point
where the sun is behind us, we
discover the saving shadow of the
Cross before.
There are two things we seek
to make young again. First, the
old civilization of China, India
and Japan which are wrinkled in
the ancient philisophies which
warmed the soul ages ago, long
before the coming of the Son of
God. And then, the old in the
United States who have only the
memories of all the honeyed
treasures of the body spent and
no new life to show.
Joys are not outside; they are
on the inside. No one begins to
enjoy his soul until he has learn-
ed to love all souls simply be-
cause they are souls redeemed by
the Precious Blood of our Savior.
This is the best way to show
your love for souls. Cut away a
huge chunk of egotism and self-
ishness by making a sacrifice for
the Holy Father, that he may
bring grace to the souls of the
East. Every cent you send to his
Society for the Propagation of the
Faith goes to him. No diocesan
director, no Bishop may touch it.
The Holy Father alone makes the
distribution. Send a sacrifice
weekly and make yourself young
again.
There are many ways to prove
your love and sacrifice is the
first. You can prove your love
for souls by sending your request
and a sacrifice-offering of:
$lO for large 10k gold-filled
God Love You medal; $5 fordarge
sterling silver God Love You me-
dal; $3 for small 10k gold-filled
God Love You medal; $2 for
small sterling silver God Love
You medal.
When you wear the medal
you give external proof of the
interior joy of having sacrificed
for the love of Our Lady and
all the souls in mission lands.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and. address
it to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
National Director, Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, 366
Fifth Ave., New York 1, or to
your diocesan director: Bishop
Martin W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry
St., Newark 2; Rt Rev. Msgr. Wil-
liam F. Louis, 24 DeGrasse St..,
Paterson.
Going to the Movies?
To find out how the Legion
of Decency rates the film
you’re thinking of seeing, call
MA 3-5700 any weekday be-
tween 10 a m. and 4 p.m.
STRANGE BUT TRUE
Little-Known Facts Cor Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY Copnlfhl. 1»M. N.C.W.C. Km s«vir.
Saints of the Week
Sunday, July 27 St. Panta-
leon, Martyr. He was a physi-
cian and with St. Luke is pat-
ron of medical men. It is said
that early in his life he was led
into apostasy, but later re-em-
braced the Faith. He suffered
martyrdom between 303 and 305.
Monday, July 28 SS. Na-
zarius, Celsus and Victor, Mar-
tyrs. St. Nazarius, who lived in
the first century, was the son
of a pagan Roman army officer
and embraced the Christian faith
of his mother, Perpetua. With
St. Celsus, his youthful compan-
ion, he was beheaded under
Nero at Milan. St. Victor, an
African, succeeded St. Eleuthe-
rius as Pope in 189 and ruled
until 199.
Tuesday, July 29 St. Martha
of Bethany, Virgin. She was the
sister of St. Mary Magdalene
and St. Lazarus. They entertain-
ed Our Lord in their home. She
is said to have attended Christ
in His Passion and rejoiced with
Him after the Resurrection. It
is said that with her brother
and sister she went to Marseil-
les and aided in the introduction
of Christianity in France.
Wednesday, July 30 SS. Ab-
don and Sennen, Martyrs. They
were Persian nobles, who lived
in the third century and were
brought to Rome as captives of
Decius. They devoted themselves
to the service of Christians and.
to reverent burial of martyrs.
When Decius becapie emperor,
they were scourged with lead-
tipped whips, subjected to other
tortures and finally thrown to
wild beasts in the amphitheater.
Thursday, July 31 St. Igna-
tius of Loyola, Confessor. He
was a native of Spain and
served as courtier and soldier
until his 30th year, when he re-
nounced the world and founded
the Society of Jesus. He died in
1556.
Friday, Aug. 1 —*St. Peter in
Chains. This feast commemor-
ates the miraculous delivery of
St. Peter from a prison in which
he had been placed by the order
of Herod.
Saturday, Aug. 2 St. Al-
phonsus Liguori, Bishop-Confes-
sor-Doctor. He was a native of
Naples, scion of a noble family.
He renounced prospects of a le-
gal career and became a mis-
sionary priest. At Benevento he
founded the Congregation of the
Most Holy Redeemer (Redemp-
torists). Pope Clement XIU
named him Bishop of Santa
Agata dei Gota. He resigned his
See because of ill health am!
devoted his life to theological
and ascetical works.
Best Sellers for
Month of July
The 10 best selling books In
Catholic bookstores-for July, as
reported by America, national
weekly review, are as follows:
1. Autobiography of St. The-
rese of Lisieux, translated by
Msgr. Ronald Knox.
2. This Is the Mass, by Dan-
iel-Rops, Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen and Yousuf Karsh.
3. You, by M. Raymond, O.
C.S.O.
4. Thoughts .in Solitude, by
Thomas Merton.
5. Edge of Tomorrow, by
Thomas A. Dooley, M.D.
6. More Than Many Spar-
rows, by Rev. Leo J. Trese.
7. St. Bernadette Soubirous,
by Msgr. Francis Trochu.
8. Masters- of Deceit, by J.
Edgar Hoover.
9. The Day Christ Died, by
Jim Bishop.
10. Prodigal Shepherd, by
Ralph Pfau and A1 Hirschbcrg.
New Catholic
Book Releases
The following list of new
Catholic hooks was compiled
hy the Catholic University of
America library, Washington.
An Augustin* Synthesis. A collection of
short passages from St. Augustine ar-
ranged by Erid Przywara. (Harper.
•1.95*.
The Hero of Molokai. Letters and trib-
utes of friends and acquaintances of
Father Damien. (Daughters of St.
Paul. Boston S3 cloth. $1 50 paper*
Under the Cliffs of Molokai, by Emma
Gibson. Story of a woman married to
a Public Health Service officer in the
Molokai leper colony. (Academy Li-
brary Guild. Fromo. Calif •3.75*.
Our Bible and the Ancient
Manuscripts,
by Frederic George Kenyon A re-
vised and enlarged edition of a 60
year-old classic based on the recent
archeological findings in Palestine.
(Harper. $4.95).
St. Augustin* and His Influence Through
the Ages, by Henri Irenee Marrou. A
biographical work concentrating on
the life, works and manhood of St.
Auguatine. (Harper 11.35 paper*
Charities Meeting Set
COLUMBUS. O. (NC) - The
44th annual meeting of the Na-
tional Conference of Catholic
Charities and the Society of St.
Vincent De Paul will be held
here Sept. 19-23.
‘
lncompatibility?’—Men
And Women Are
, by Nature
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. Louis University ‘
We’ve been married six months now, and I still can’t
figure my wife out. Like the other evening, I knew she’d
been crying about something, but do you think she’d tell
me? Some days when I’m tired she wears me out with talk-
ing; at other times she clams up and shows no interest in
what I want to tell her. These are only a few examples. Do
you think we’re incompatible?
You probably arc, Frank, for
as Chesterton once remarked,
“Men and women are incompat-
ible by nature.” It would be little
short of a miracle if you and
your wife always felt the same
way, were emo-
tionally up or
down on the
same days, and
felt like talking
or being silent
at the same
times. Unfortu-
nately, there’s
been so much
talk about the
need for “com-
patibility in building a successful \
marriage” that many young cou-|
pies feel they’re just not meant
for each other if they don’t find,
perfect agreement.
In going over much of the mod-
ern literature on the subject, 1
get the impression that only two
colorless morons would meet all
the specifications required for
perfect compatibility.
IN REALITY, this thinking is
based on a defective psychology
which assumes that people have
a basic personality structure that
can’t be modified or adapted.
Hence if husband and wife dis-
cover that they have dissimilar
personalities, they're caught in a
hopeless situation and may as
well head for the divorce court
at once.
What does Chesterton’s re-
mark really niean, Frank? Ob-
viously, that nien and women,
as two distinct expressions of
human nature, are necessarily
different; and with the French,
most of us would agree; "vive
la difference!” But there's
more to it than that. No two
women—or two men—are quite
alike.
Since marriage- involves such
constant, intimate companionship
it brings out the individual mas-
culine and feminine differences
of husband and wife in full con-
tract. Dating and courtship do
this to some extent, but they are
relatively shallow associations in
comparison with marriage.
Whether they recognize it or not, I
most couples put on their best
jbehavior during courtship. In the
! routine intimacy of marriage,
| they appear as they really are.
ONLY IN MARRIAGE do cou
pics start getting acquainted with
each other to any marked degree
The process takes time, starting
in earnest as soon as the novelty
and emotional effervescence of
first intimacy wears off. In this
sense, we can say that marriage
really begins only after the hon-
eymoon has failed.
This does not mean that mar-
riage is a dull, monotonous
routine into which you have
been tricked by your emotions.
It can become such only for
shallow couples who make no
attempt to understand and ap
preciate each other’s diverse
qualities.
Some fail to do this because
they foolishly believe that they
know each other perfectly al-
ready; while others are so im-
irteture and self-centered. that
they simply ignore the richness
and distinctiveness of their part-
ner’s character.
HOW CAN YOU go about get-
ting better acquainted with your
wife? Paradoxically, Frank, the
first step is to become better ac-
quainted with yourself. You need
greater insight into your own
character, your changing moods,
interests, and disposition. Reflect
on your own need for encourage-
ment, friendship, attention, and
affection. Analyze your motives,
your reactions to success or fail-
ure, your own emotional ups and
downs.
Second, once you have gained
some insight into yourself, apply
this knowledge to your wife. Try
to put yourself in her position.
She too is an individual, with her
distinctive moods, reactions, and
personal needs. These are differ-
ent from your own, of course,
but they make her what she is,
the woman you loved and mar-
ried. Like yourself, she also seeks
happiness and fulfillment in mar-
riage.
If adjustments must be made,
remember, Frank,' yon most
both make them. In marriage
you are helpmates, partner*,
supporting one another, and
helping to carry each other's
burdens. You can do this from
day to day only to the extent
that you really understand each
other.
You want your marriage to be
a steady growth in companion-
ship and love, but love depends
upon knowledge. As your mar-
ried life unfolds, you will have
many opportunities to see how
little you really understand your-
self —and your wife. You will
profit from these only if you are
now aware of your ignorance.
Remember, you and your wife
represent two distinct human im-
ages of God. Know and respect
these differences and they will
become sources of love, not in-
compatibility.
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SAVINGS BARN*
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NEWARK FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
DIRECTORS
Hugh Barnes
Dr. Irving B. Cog
Leon Dreskln
Richard H. Fitzsimona
Edwin G. Fisher. Jr.
Harold Leveen
Richard A. McDonough. Jr.
Harry P. Tepperman
Dr. Ernest Wester
COUNSEL: LOUIS BONDY
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FRANCES HILKO Ass’t Secretary
CATHERINE E. DALY... Ass’t Treasurer
MARGARET KEPPLER . . Ass’t Treasurer
I. HENRY COYNE SAMUEL DRESKIN
508 CENTRAL AVE. cor. Bth St., NEWARK, N. J.
Ttl. MArkat 4-1540 Hours: Daily, 1 to 4/ Fridays until 4 p.m.
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Ravioli Cavatelli
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Under Panonal Supervision
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CHINESE-AMERICAN
RESTAURANT
348 Lyons Ave.
Newark, N.
s
Excellent Food Served in New
Jersey's Most Modern Chinese
Restaurant .
,
. Famous for Our
Cantonese Dishes and Sea Food
Specialties. Take Home Orders
Prepared WA 3-6864
THE ROUNDERS
DEUCIOUS FOODS
Dinners • Luncheon
(Hama of rtia Traveling Mika)
Hamburg Tpke., Preakness, N. J.
Mountain V.aw R-IS4I
Route No. 17 Paramus, N. J.
COttan 1-9(3*
in US PIAN YOUR
PARTUS FOR 3.
10 OR 100 OUISTS
HITCHIN' POST INN
UNION, N. J.
OUR SPECIALTY
WEDDINGS .
.
. . .
BANQUETS
(oun Na. i* Dancing Nightly
MUrdock 6 4666 • Luncheons and Dinnar*
AIR CONMTIONED POR YOUR COMPORT
4s You'll Like
It for
Your Pleasure
AIIISE’S
JOHN J. MURPHY. Hot*
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available for
All Occasion* • Open Daily
Cborry 4 W. Gicind Sts. Elisabeth, N. J.
ONi OF NEWARK'S RESTAURANTS
SERVING THE ULTIMATE in Italian
Foods. All foods cookod por ordor.
• ALSO PIZZERIA •
Located on cor. Bloomfield and Clifton Aves., Newark
On* Block from Sacr#d H*ort Cathedral
HUmboldt 3-9394 3*9772 Cloitd
Tuiidoyi
"TRADITIONALLY YOURS FOR 34 YEARS"
SRUNCH by IROWNI (VERY
SUNDAY from 1J to 1 PJ*._.»a7|
LUNCHEON it DINNERS
SPECIAL OCCASIONS
PIERMONT ROAD
(Rooto SOI) Cloyor S-040*
CLOSTER, N. J.RED COACH INN
THE ORIGINAL • ' IST. I*ll • OPEN DAILY
SWISS CHALET Banquet and
restaurant s.*. Wedding
ramsey. n. j. tr»ff*« c„si. Facilities
COCKTAIL LOUNOI
THREE CROWNS RESTAURANT
_
* SMORGASBORD
LUNCHEONS
.
. . DINNERS
MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY
ERNEST ALPSTEO'I Wbs and ConnnonSof Udn*
Luncheon - Dinner
.
_ ALSO ALA CARTE
M V/CHk&lfiM HaH tor Partial and lonawot*
CWISS
TAVERN'
POMPTON LAKES N. J. U. i. taata Ml -
OPEN to the
PUBLIC
Communion Breakfast*
Ordination Dinner*
Wedding Reception*
Dining Room
lounge • Bar
>«lrnwiMt Itotri
2595 BOULEVARD
JERSEY CITY
For Reservations Call
H 7 3-0962
Mitchell 3-2260
57 HALSEY STREET
NE WANK 2. N J
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
ESTABLISHED 1913
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
All Typa Buildings
MS NEW POINT ROAD
El 3-1700 ELIZABETH, N. J
THE
HOTEL
PARK PLACE, NEWARK
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU«
RESERVATIONS FOR
• COMMUNION
BREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
• WEDDING
RECEPTIONS
• OTHER SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
Modern air conditioned
banquet facilities fins
food and itrvics always.
STANLEY I. AKUS
Manager
•
FOR RESERVATIONS
Call MArket 2-1000
A KNOTT HOTEL
AISERT W. STENDER, President
v y
ROBERT
TREAT
LONG DISTANCE
MOVING SPECIALISTS
IBOTMIPS'*-
• Dependable, Direct Ven ferv
lee to ALL 41 ITATKS
• Dally Trips to FLORIDA and
Intermediate Points
• Complete Modern STORAOB
Facilities
FREE ESTIMATES -
Local Moving Office
ELizabeth 4-7800
EDEC. Writ# TODAY ter Insert
ri\CC. pß|i Valuebl*. H«nS>
"Quick Chtck- Utt m Lens Dliunc*
MovinpI
OVER 70 YEARS OF SUPERIOR SERVICE
Nation-Wide Moving Agents in All Principal Cities
AVir Jersey Headquarters
for PIANOS and ORGANS
m
-Z
yes
-HAMMOND ORGANS
KNABE IM A NOS
SOMMER PIANOS
EVERETT PIANOS
GEO. STECK PIANOS
GI’LBRANSEN PIANOS
Courteous individual attention has
been our hallmark since 1847. We
proudly point to our long standing
reputation for service as your guaran-
tee of satisfaction
OPEN DAILY
'Til 9 P.M.
SAT. 'Til 6 P.M.
• Rentals Available
• Term* to fit your
budget.
1150 L Jai««y St., tliiabalh, N. J. •
ALTENBURG
PIANO HOUSE, INC
II l-OMI
600,000 Chinese Catholics
In Concentration Camps
One missionary who has had
lons experiences in the prisons
of tyrannical countries said: “I
preferred 10 years in a nazi camp
to one month in a Chinese pris-
on.”
It is definitely known by a
commission appointed to study
communism in China that there
are 297 concentration camps with
about 20,000,000 prisoners. Among
Catholics there are two “miss-
ing" from every family. This
would make about 600,000 Catho-
lics in communist concentration
camps.
Look over your family. Imag-
ine any two members taken away
to a torture camp by commu-
nists. Which two would you give
up?
, Well, are we asking too much
of you that you cut into your
savinga.or capital to send a sac-
rifice to the Holy Father for the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith? What you send to him
goes to the missions impar-
tially. What you send to him yta
do not give up; instead, you re-
ceive more than you sacrifice,
as you share, -because of your
charity, in the merits of the mis-
sionaries who labor for God and
souls.
Cites Church Needs
In Hiroshima
Msgr. Aloisius Ogihara is ad-
ministrator of Hiroshima Vicari-
ate, Japan, the See city of which
was completely destroyed by the
first atomic bomb. With the help
of Catholics throughout the world,
but particularly from the , U.S.,
the cathedral has been rebuilt
as have some churches in other
cities.
“But,” writes Msgr. Ogihara,
“there are many other cities
without churches and also with-
out missionaries. I would like to
extend the faith in all our cities,
but I cannot do it without the
help of Catholics of foreign coun-
tries.
“Every Bunday when I make
pastoral visits to the various
churches, I have to reject the
requests of the missionaries
asking for the means to build
churches, rectories, kindergar-
tens, and so forth.
“For example, at Tsuwano,
where about 40 people were mar-
tyred 80 years ago, we should
extend the kindergarten because
there is not room for even half
of the children.
“We need about $l,OOO for the
kindergarten. And for another
project at Kure, one hour by
train from Hiroshima, we should
build a rectory, which would cost
$ll,OOO. There are three or four
more apostolic needs of this kind,
and if you should be able to help
me in my work, I shall be most
grateful.”
No Slow Freight
For This Priest
Only the slowest trains stop at
the little town of Sanyi, Formosa,
a remote, mission station. But ex-
press train service is available
to the local .missionary. More,
the train lets him off right at
his door.
The reason is this: The ex-
press train must stop right at
the missionary’s fence befpre
plunging into a tunnel ahead.
During the stop, the mission-
ary simply drops off the train
and he’s home.
Conveniences such as this are
few and far between on the mis-
sions, however.
Mission Appeal
At St. Paul's
Bishop Stanton will make an
appeal oa behalf of the Society
tot the Propagation of the Faith
oa July 27 at St. Paul's Church,
Jersey City, Rev. Leo L. Ma-
honey, pastor.
Bishop Stanton expresses his
appreciation to Father Maho-
ney and to the other pastors of
the Archdiocese for their co-
operation in making these ap-
peals possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark: *
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D., Ph.D., LL.D.
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N. J.
Phone: MArket 2-2803
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev.' Msgr. William F. Louis, J.C.D.
24 De Grasse St., Paterson 1, N. J.
Phone: ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m to 5 pjn.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Obituary
It i* holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the soul of the fol-
lowing who has recently de-
parted this life:
Maria MacLeilan
To Celebrate 60
Years as a Jesuit
NEW YORK Able to look back upon a long and
fruitful life in the Society of Jesus, and still very much
active in his present assignment at Loyola House of Re-
treats, Morristown, Rev. Gerald C. Treacy, S. J., will be
honored Aug. 5 at a dinner in Astor, marking
his 60th anniversary as a Jesuit.
One of America’s most prolific
Catholic pamphleteers, Father
Trtacy has been assigned at the
Jesuit Retreat House in Morris-
town since 1951.
THE JUBILARIAN was born
in New-York and entered the So-
ciety of Jesus after graduation
from St. Francis Xavier High
School in 1898. He completed his
theology at Woodstock College,
Woodstock, Md., andwas ordained
in 1915. While a student at Wood-
stock he composed the lines of
the famous Jesuit marching song,
“The Long Black Line,” which is
now sung in every Jesuit semin-
ary throughout the country.
Today, Father Treacy is well
known as an expounder of the so-
cial doctrines of the Church, an
interpreter of the Papal Ency-
clicals and of the Summa Theolo-
gica of St. Thomas Aquinas. These
works, published by the Paulist
Press of New York and designed
for study club groups, are wide-
ly used in Catholic schools and
colleges and occupy prominent
places on pamphlet racks. He is
also the author of several lives of
the saints for young people.
A recent question put to his
publishers on the circulation of
Father Treacy’s pamphlets drew
the answer: "When we had sold
10,000,000 copies we stopped
counting.” His first pamphlet was
published in 1917.
FATHER TREACY’S career as
a writer has been carried on
simultaneously with his active
Jesuit assignments. Starting in
1908, he taught for several years
at Holy Cross College, and upon
the outbreak of World War I,
served as chaplain with the U.S.
Army.
As early as 1915 he was asso-
ciated with the Jesuit publication,
America, serving at intervals up
to 1947 as business manager, as-
sociate editor and president.
He has served as minister of
the Jesuit community at Ford-
ham University; on the university
faculty; treasurer of St, Joseph's
College, Philadelphia; rector of
Brooklyn Preparatory School; rec-
tor of Our Lady of Martyrs Ter-
tianship at Auriesville, N.Y., and
in 1945 co-founder of the Institute
of Industrial Relations at Le
Moyne College, Syracuse, N. Y.
Much of his career has been
devoted to the laymen’s retreat
movement. Aside from his pres-
ent assignment at Morristown, he
has been director of retreats at
Mt. Manresa, S. 1., and now he
also lectures on theology at Mary.-
mount College, New York.
Father Treacy
St. Bonaventure
Construction Set
ST. BONAVENTURE, N.Y
(NC) A $3,000,000 building and
development program was start-
ed at St. Bonaventure University
here with construction of anew
liberal arts building.
Laying and blessing of the cor-
nerstone of the three-story build-
ing is scheduled for Oct. 7 at re-
dedication ceremonies. The uni-
versity is in the midst of a year-
long centennial observance.
Besides the arts _ building, a
new 100-room Friary is to be
erected. Completion of the Fri-
ary will release rooms in Dever-
eux Hall for 200 more boarding
students.
Benedictines
Make Vows
ATCHISON, Kan.—Three mem-
ber* of St. Mary’a Abbey, Mor-
ristown, made their first vows in
the Benedictine Order in cere-
monies held at St. Benedict’s Ab-
bey here.
They are Marius John Mee-
han, St. Charles Borromeo par-
ish, Newark; Daniel Downey, Sa-
cred Heart, Bloomfield; and An-
drew Smith, St. Joseph's, West
Orange.
All three making the first or
three-year vows have just com-
pleted the year of novitiate train-
ing here. They will continue their
studies for the priesthood.
Holy Name
Arrhdiocrsan Federation A
meeting of the executive com-
mittee of the Newark Archdioce-
aan Federation of Holy Name So-
cieties wiH take place at 1 p.m.,
July 26, at the farm of the pres-
ident. Leo C. Krazinski, Masoni-
cus Ave., Mahwah. Presidents of
the county organizations and their
officers have been Invited.
At the meeting, Mr. Krazinski
will announce the heads of var-
ious committees. They are:
Thomas C. Mahon (Union), legis-
lative; William J. Griffin (Essex),
auditing committee; Walter L.
Joyce (Essex), Catholic Action
and Legion of Decency; James F.
McGovern (Hudson), resolutions;
Joseph M. Naab (Bergen), re-
treat; Hugh Connell (Bssex), noc-
turnal adoration; and James J.
Carroll (Hudson), public rela
tions.
K. of C.
Barrett Council, West New
York The sixth annual clam-
bake will be held Sept. 14 at
Buoncamino Park, formerly Or-
chard Grove. Officers for, the
coming year, recently installed,
are Rocco S. Riccardi, grand
knight, William J. Boyle, John
J. Callahan, Robert J. Bell,, John
J. Kerkowski, John J. McGrath,
Daniel F. Sullivan, Ned DeStefa-
no, Victor J. Scocco Jr., John
Kautz and George Friery.
George Washington Council,
Morristown The 60th anniver-
sary was, observed with a dinner-
dance at Mazdabrook Farms,
Parsippany. More than 400 at-
tending Were addressed by Mi-
chael Doody, Daniel McCormick,
past State deputies, and Mayor
Raymond J. Manahan of Morris-
town. Frank Scerbo, Morris
County prosecutor, was toastmas-
ter. >
Paterson Council Joseph Pal-
ladino was installed as grand
knight July 21. Other officers are
Vincent Parrillo, Ralph DiMar-
cantonio, Bernard McNamara,
t William Britt, Louis Carrano, Fe-
lix Cavalieri, Thomas Brino, Wil-
liam Parow and Andrew Hofer.
The annual retreat will be held
this weekend at San Alfonso Re-
treat House, West End, and the
outing for children will take
place Aug. 4 at Palisades Amuse-
ment Park.
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IF YOU ARE
IN THE MARKET FOR A •
FURNITURE HOUSEHOLD
Be Sure to Visit
BARNEY'S WAREHOUSE
• Tremendous Selection
• Low rent Mill Location
• No Display Windows
• No hlpriced talesmen
• Supermart Self Service
• BUT FREE Delivery
• Cancellations '• Trades
• Returns • Exchanges »
• NEW Factory Surplus
UNLIMITED CREDIT TO ALL
Outfit No. 8856
1 % "
S Rooms with accessories a little used NOT abused;
’ Living Room, Bedroom, Kitchen with
Cabinet filled with Silver, Dishes;
$155. " Fay It off $1.50 Weekly
Outfit No. 7645
* Rooms Ranch House Style in Rugged Early American;
Bedroom, living Room and Dinette PLUS Refrigerator;
$245. Fay It off $2.50 Weekly
Outfit No. 10097 ,
3Vi Room Model Home Group
SIMMONS HIDE A-BED SOFA,
Pair of Matching Chairs,
Modern Tables and lamps,
Wall to Wall Broadloom,
Danish Modem Bedroom,
Colorful Fiesta Dinette,
Set of Wall Cabinets too
$3BB. Pay it off $3.50 Weekly
EACH ROOM SOLD SEPARATELY IF DESIRED.
DRIVE IN - PARK ON PREMISES
BARNEY'S
DISCOUNT SUPERMART
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
382 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE., NEWARK
Right off Route 22; near Route 1
Open Monday, Wednesday and Friday Nights to 9
IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Barney's Drive In Warehouse
* *7 RIVER ST., PATERSON, N. J.
Open Thursday and Friday Nights
NEVER OPEN ON SUNDAYS
DOLLY MOUNT
NURSING HOME
>• VAUIY ROAD, CLIFTON, N. 4.
y n^#r Umum
An aitablhhod horn* that It
rattfwl and luxurious. locafad an
•oatlaui grounds. Far tKo agad,
dironltally llti and convalescent*.
14 Hoar Nursing Staff
SYLVIA NOLI IOLSTWI, R.N.
Directress
NOW...
3i*
\DIVIDINDS CRfOITfO
AMO COMPO UNDID
lmur»d to $lO,OOO
by U.S. Oav't Intfrwman-
tolity. Sava In partan nr
by mall ~.**• pay pait-
afa
both
way*, lapal fa*
Tnnt Fund*. $1 ttarti an
MOHAWK
SAVtMM * MAM UHL
0PM
A* ROUND AIR CONDIr,
on,'*6
iVo Price Discrimination
tmfi oil inclutiv* torvkot Of* *Ko tom* to oil, l*b*t
•** ron®** '••'•MMtt 9fc« omounli Mon«mi(>
•'hr pombU for w» to (bar go Tfcof# «ro no M44#n %[im
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
CORNER 20th IT. and BOULIVARO, UNION CITY
TELEPHONES) UNIon 34100-1101
Omr Swift it AfstUSU f Ivory ftmtly
RtgtnUtit of Fmmtfisl Condittom
■(MWMKMIlMaitft
Intentions for July
Tb« Holy Father'i general In-
tention for July Is:
Purity In the mmiM
The mluion intention «u(-
for the ApoaUethlp of
Prayer by the Pope U:
That the Hiring and bouaing
problem! of the poor In the
large dtiea of Africa be solved
a Christian manner.
CONNECTICUT
SEASON
YOUR SUMMER
Everything's here In
abundance (or a (rand
vacation with an extensive
variety of sports activities,
modern accommodations
many with tarracaa-and auc-
culant Naw England cooking.
Situated in the Berkshire
foothills, this lovely 36 acre
reaort-eatata offers superb
swimming on private lake-
shore beech, boating, tannia
and team games. Nearby golf
and riding. Dancing and par-
tlaa including outdoor barbe-
cues. Oame Room and TV.
Auctions, summer theatres
and historic sites nearby.
Ideal for honeymoonars. 3 W
hours from N. Y
Catholic Church adlelnlne
WAKE ROBIN INN
LAKIVIIII. CONN.
Mac A. Chamberlin. Owner
Hemlock 6-3000
NEW YORK
20%
REDUCTION
AFTER SIFT. 1
• tnltrpd t« 400 tctnic ton -
ntw Ikililhi iptMl l»mily
Kceoimadii on»
• **■«•(• toil (tu'MNKh
- bMtm( - fiihinj - tomtit -
*ll S*«tl
• d*ncn|~tntt<!iiMn*ftt-bulf*U
• by Owkm Hmn
• IMwttl TrrwfctrOt Nm««4
• •»»•* H CatfcaJk CWit
b* fumvlivni
j b*» r*w» lm*l Ag«i\t. i
pHon« MUlb«rry 4-2277 (N.J.)
•r writ* Bm 41
VtSTTfIT INN, WUTPBRT, R. T.
Resort Advertising
NEW JERSEY j NEW JERSEY | NEW JERSEY
r £
"ft?
O’
Hhhwh
"They're rollin' out the ol' red carpet for Otto again , . . thi*
must be th' night he's takin' them to the Normandy Inn
*
for dinner."
THE NORMANDY INN
ROUTE 35, NORMANDY BEACH, N. J. SWeetbriar 3-6468
aSBURY'S NEWEST OCEAN-FRONT
100% FIREPROOF HOTEL
I
POOL & CABANA CLUB
Ai Tk* Boardwalk & 2md Ave.
ASBURY PARK, N. J.
★
BEAUTIFUL FLORIDIAN FOUL
ON OUR PREMISES • EXCLUSIVELY
HEALTHFUL OCEAN BATHING
SUN DECKS A SOLORIUM
COOL OCEANFRONT ROOMS
AM CONDITIONED COFFEE SHOP
HH* CM • E»t»rt»iii»«*t • Danetaf
European or Modified American Plan
Write or Cali: PRospect 6-8300
MONTAUK HOTEL
One Block to Catholic Church
COR. FIRST AVI. anil BOND IT.
AIBURV PARK, N. J.
ATTRACTIVE RATES
from $3 Daily ppen^n
American and European Plana
Free Ocean Bathing
PR 1-7740. Owner-Mgr. Sal. Malanga
MIAMI HOTEL
107 SIVINTH AVI., ASBURY PARK
One Block to Boach Free Bathing
AA up per perton.
All Outalde Rooms
Double Occupancy
Special Rates by Week andMonth
Churches Nearby PRespect 4-«M0
The SHOREHAM HOTEL
111 THIRD AVI., ASBURY PARK, “'.J.
FREI OCEAN BATHINO
BLOCK TO BIACH
Phone PRotpsct 4-t4ot
A Nice Hotel with Low European Rates
J. O'Connor J. A. Heimbecker
NEAR RESTAURANTS and CHURCHES
MADISON HOTEL
m 7th AVI.. ASBURY PARK, N. J.
2 BIG PORCHES OVERLOOKING OCEAN
Amer. A Euro. PlanTamily Hotel. Mod-
erately Priced. Famous for our Home
Cooking A Baking. Catholic Ownership.
FRII PARKING • NIAR CHURCHES
PR S-4444
JIANNI JACOUES, Owner-Mot.
your old friends
and new— at
...
Macßeynolds
ASBURY PARK, N. J.
Delightfully situated 2 blocks from
ocean opposite beautiful Sunset Lake.
Comfortable rooms. Especially good
meals, 3,000 sq. ft. of spacious ve-
randa with sundeck. Convenient to
churches. Rates $4O-$57.30 weekly
per person WITH WONDERFUL
*EALS. RESERVE NOW.
307 Sunset Ave. PRospect 5-1462
HOTEL BRIGHTON
111 Third Avo., Aibury Pork, N. J.
ONE BLOCK TO BEACH
Imp.d our accommodation! boforo
•oloction. No roiorvationi nocoiiary.
• BOOMS WITH PBIVATI BATH
• ONI AND TWO BOOM ARTS.
• AU APTS. NEWLY DECORATED
• COOKINO FACILITIES AVAILABLE <
• FBII OCEAN BATHING !
• FBEI PABKINO
• T.V. BOOM FOB CHILDBEN
• CHUBCH NEABBY
• BATES Si PEB PIBSON,
double occupancy
,
• SPECIAL BATES FOB FAMILIES -
WEEK. MONTH. OB SEASON
Mr. & Mr*. John Kawas j
Ownor and Mgr.
Atbury Pork: PB 4-8818, PB S-9SOS
PABAMUS, N. J. 1-435 E
ESSEX MANOR
*ll SteMt AVI.. Atbury lark. N. J.
rhWM: PR at*•<( t4<lt
N«r **•«»> »“d !“oot All roomi
»IU» Apt and raid runninr water,
jturonaan and Amrnt.n Plant Da-
ttciou. ham* caakvd Italian Anwrt
ru rood Haftnad family almoa-
pharv. Kaaaonabla ralaa Ovan all
jmar Iraa (Vaan KaUtlnt: rrea
Parkin* Anthony M. Irtaia. Proa.
HOLMHCRST
Om ncnttmtim Nmmtffv m\ ■
—iftipr
* *
6
D(,
WMBII
i&ttW.
r
PIS
•Control. Y| blockfrom st.l
Nxholot CKvrcK 4 b«<xhL
• B*Ow»i#vl ouHid« room*
KTTI
NORWOOD INN
- AVON-BY-THE-SEA, NJ. (Asbury'
Area). Ocean bathlns directly)
from your room. A family!
favorite. Famous for excel-'
lent meals. Rates reasonable.)
5 Near churches. Modern Amer-f
* lean plan. Free parkins.
Tel. PRospect 6-9621
. A. PRYOR. Owner-Mat.
AL-SAN
RESORT MOTEL
• Route 35. Spring Lake Hgt».. N.J.
• 2 pools
• Recreation Room T.V.
• Nearby Ocean Bathing
• Free Movies for Guests
• Close to Churches
01 9-4146 r. O. Box 14
STRATFORD INN
AVON-BY-THE-SEA, N. J.
OCEAN BATHINO
ATTRACTIVE BATES
A long-time favorite at the Jer-
sey Shore . . Charming, home-
like atmosphere
. . . Fine
Food. Cocktail Lounge. Mon-
mouth Park Race Tracks Summer
Playhouse. Music Circus, Swim-
ming. Fishing. Boating, etc. Near
all Churches. Children under 12
FREE in same room with Parents
EDWARD CATELY, P.O. Bex 404
Avon, N. J. PRoipect 4-1100
You aro sure to enjoy a
Vacation at the
BUCKINGHAM
AVON-BY-THE-SEA, N. J.
A moderate priced American plan hotel
with excellent food and cheerful ac-
commodation!. Ocean bathing directly
from your room. For further informa-
tion call or write:
PAUI V. HARVEY
PRospect 5-5032
Sylvania Ave., Avon-By-The-Sea. N. ).
FOR SUMMER'S FUN and SUN .
HOTEL GRENVILLE
One of Bay Head’a oldest established
hotels with bathing directly from your
room. Excellent home-cooked foods and
homey atmosphere for all the family.
Spacious dining room serving the public
3 meals daily.
Under New Owner-Management
HOTEL GRENVILLE
Fh. TW 2-9113
14) Main Avenue Bay Head, N. J
Private and protected beachea
■ay HiAO. N. J.
OCEAN VIEW H&TEL
V' i ■» « i
OUR MIDWEEK SPICIALI
Avoid Week-End Traffic! Mon. 2 P M.
to Erl. 1 P M. FOUR FULL DAYS for
$2B each. Double Occupancy. Bkfat.
A Dinner dally. FREE BATHING. Pri-
vate Beach. Free Parkin*. No Extrae.
RESERVATION!: Ph. TW l-HH
H. CUDAHY TILTON, Owner-Mer.
McCANN'S HOTEL
A Whole Block of If of ISth Avo.
Belmor, N. J„ Ocoon Front
Ocean Bathinc Directly from Your
Room • European A American Plano
Beautiful Air-Conditioned Dlnlno
Room andCocktail Lounoo
Reiervatlona « Phono Mutual I-8411
PAT A K. McCANN, Ownora-Mera.
NEW YORK
SULLIVAN'S LODGE
ORCINWOOD LAKI, N Y.
Peat Office Boa 441 Tel. 7 1411
A BUDOIT FITTING VACATION
Beautiful location. All aporta. Amer-
ican and European plan. Churchoa
nearby. Rooma atart at BBS per
week; *8 weekend. Special family
rate. Write or call tor folder.
NEW YORK
SPECIAL AUGUST
VACATION RATES'!
You'll love tho fun at this friendly laka
resort ...on iconic Laka Hopatcons ~,
900 ft. alt. .. . cloao to home ... plenty
of delicious food ... superb water sports,
fishing .., summer theatre, golf nearby
. . . good train, bus connec. . , . orch.
danca deck over lake, piano ont. In
cocktail lounge, Catholic church naarby
WEEKLY RATES *45.00. Writs, folder
"A.” special rates. American or Euro-
peanplant
LANGLEY'S Tsl. HO 8-0514
JEFFERSON HOUSE
HOTEL
Nelan's Point, Laka Hepatcont, N. i.
CLIFFWOOD BEACH
$32 WEEK /
RENTS SHORE HOME
• Mila lona prlvata
• Sea baach
S • Salt watar peat
• Amutemenl park
HURRYII A FEW CHOtCI
VACANCIES LSFTI
.
DIRECTIONS: Route 35 to Cliffwood
Baach and turn to beach. OR take
Aaburr Park bua from Greyhound
Terminal. 243 W. 34 St.. N. Y. and
Set off at Cliffwood Beach. Rental
office at beach. Phone MAtawan
1-6759. or write for free folder "D."
w»
f»r ■ Perfect Vacation
ON THE OCEAN
AT SEA GIRT, N. J.
NOW OPEN
Modified American Plan
COCKTAILS • OINNIR
DANCINO
NIOHTLY
In the Ultra-Smart
.
SURF ROOM
Overloolcing-the-Sea
Open to tho Publie
Convenient to
Monmouth Pork Roco Trock
For Hotel end Rootouront Reservations
Phone Olbton t-7100
OUB STICK. Owner Mfr.
« XtOer^ca- ROO^
HO'W °*\* *•*, gcYif*^
* R k^T-
MI
ON THE OCEAN FRONT
at Spring Lake Beach, N. J.
Private Beach, Excellent Food. Con-
genlal GuaaU. Elevator, Modifted-Amer-
Ican Plan Ratea. Mile-long Boardwalk.
Golf, Tennis. Fishing. Dancing. Supper
Clubs. Summer Theatre. Shops. Movies.
For a REAL VACATION
como to Spring Lako
A. P. ST THOMAS. Owner-Mgr.
Brochure end Rates on Request.
01 f-7700
The Lake View
Serin* Like Beach, N.J.
A Choice Vacation Spot,
Block to Ocean Ic Board-
walk. Golf. Flahin*. Rid
in*. Etc. Amer. Plan. At-
tractive Ratea. Free Park-
in*. Gibson 9-6915.
JAMES E. FITZPATRICK
STONE POSTS INN
til WASHINGTON AVENUE
SPRING LAKE BEACH, N. J.
OPEN ALL YEAR
BLOCK F*ROM BEACH
Modified American Plan
Dinin* Room Open to Public
Glbten »»7J4 Milton J. Applegate
DAY • WEEK • SEASON
BUROPEAN PLAN
THE WEDGWOOD
PRBB PARKING
201-205 FIRST AVENUE
SPRING LAKE, N. J.
Mre. Gerald Dundon OlBson ♦-9544
"£WnA/vm.
BEACH IU HO/tL
EUROPEAN P1.....
(with Delldoue Continental Breakfaat]
HATES
t _ a, .
De.iv $r $i
Per
Person
,
I Reservations: Phene Glbaen
FOR RESORT ADVERTISING
CALL OR WRITE
THE ADVOCATE
31 CLINTON STREET
NEWARK 2, N. J.
MA 4-0700
NEW YORK
EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
"IT'S IRELAND IN THE CATSKILLS*
SO CAIRO, N. Y. Tel. CAIRO 9-9526
Modern resort with Irith-American spirit and hospitality.
Beautiful large, airy rooms. Hot and cold showers. Pine
home cooking - (3) hot meals daily. All fresh fruits and
vegetable*. Good food is our guarantee. Swim and fish
in the clean and cool Catskill River on our grounds. All
lawn games. Churches nearby. Bar & Grill. Dancing to
our owr orchestra nightly. Ei
535-537 per week
for children. Bus from N. Y.
N.Y. Thruway to Exit 21. Turn
house. Write for booklet.
OWN -Hi JUUA lAMB
ntertainment. Adult rates
everything. Special rate
to our door. By car use
right three miles to our
ourselves applauding wildly.
The ritual continued Detroit,
Philadelphia, Syracuse, newly
ordained priests from the North
American College, Ireland and
Malta, Spain and Germany.
Then in each language the Holy
Father addressed the pilgrims.
He commended Americans for
undertaking so lbng a journey,
commenting: “He who has trav-
eled far knows much.”
Then he made his oft repeated
plea for peace and brotherhood,
for “one Christian human fam-
ily . . . united more closely in
the bond of mutual love under
our Father in heaven.”
Finally he gave us his blessing.
HIS GREETINGS completed,
he acknowledged more cheers
with his hand.
Descending the platform, he
spoke with Archbishop Boland
and with some Newark priests.
Then he made a little procession
around the front sections—among
them ours.
Some of us were able to
place in his hands a zucchetta.
Others, stretching over the rail-
ing, managed to kiss his ring
or touch his hand. 411 of us
felt the warmth and grace of
his smile, pointed so genuinely
in our direction.
Finally the Pontiff’s long, rap-
id stride carried him back to his
processional chair. The wild
cheers that followed him down
the aisle told him how loathe we
were to let him go. Smiling, ac-
knowledging the cheers with that
familiar upward gesture of his
hand (as though to send the ac-
claim to One above him) he
moved away.
When he was gone, the throng
in St. Peter’s dispersed in order-
ly fashion. It was 1 p.m. Out un-
der the sun in the square we
were dizzy with the grandeur of
the audience.
The following dayi the Holy
Father received all our priests
in private audience. After a half-
hour of private talk with Arch-
bishop Boland, he greeted each
priest, talkng gently, humbly to
all of them, presenting each with
his personal medal and giving
than power to impart his apostolic
blessing on one future occasion.
Our sightseeing continued—-
we threw coins in the Trevt
fountain, we saw the Circus
Maximus where thousands of
Christians were martyred for
their Faith, we chose favorite
churches for our morning Mass-
es St. Mary Major, St. Paul’s
Outside the Walls and Santa
Susanna, the church for Amer-
ican Catholics in Rome.
Among our treasured memories
is the Mass celebrated by Arch-
bishop Boland at the Tomb of
St. Pius X in St. Peter's Basilica,
at which we sang in English,
"Oh Lord, I am not worthy."
Archbishop Boland and some
members of the tour later board-
ed the Constitution at Naples for
the return journey. Before he left
the Archbishop expressed his
gratitude toward the Holy Father
“for his extraordinary kindness
to the Newark pilgrims, especial-
ly to the priests to whom he gave
his time in private audience and
the time when he bestowed his
apostolic blessing.”
SOON WE TOO will say good
bye to Rome. But we will still
feel the presence of the Holy Fa
ther. And once more before we
leave we can go to St. Peter's
Square to receive his noonday
blessing from his window high
above.
AUTOMOBILE drivers have a
serious obligation to observe traf-
fic and speed regulations.
MOVING AHEAD: Ground for the new Educational
Building and Nurses’ Residence at St. Francis Hospital
was broken July 16 by Msgr. James A. Hughes, Vicar
General. Interested onlookers here are Sister M. Bona-
vita, administrator, and Rev. Gregory Wyse, O.F.M.,
chaplain.
Pope Pius XII returns a zucchetta to Madeline Krueger (bottom), and Mary Kiernan
of Hoboken (center), handicapped member of the archdiocesan pilgrimage who sat
among the sick at the audience. Miss Krueger is Miss Kiernan’s traveling companion.
At the left is Joseph M. Byrne of Newark.
FOR THE RECORD: Archbishop Boland signs book at
Lourdes Medical Bureau under watchful eye of the
bureau’s president, Dr. J. Pellissier. The Archbishop
was allowed to preside at a hearing in which the bu-
reau sought to determine whether a certain cure which
had been reported was miraculous.
raised on the third day, not as a
human being, but as a spirit. In
this spirit state, Jesus is destined
to be Jehovah’s Kinfe bt the New
World.
THE WITNESSES believe that
the announcement of this King-
dom ceased with Jesus' ascen-
sion and that it has been re-
sumed only in our era. 'The
times of the Gentiles ran out in
A.D. 1914,” we are informed in
“The Kingdom Is at Hand,”
whereupon "Jehovah gave the
Kingdom of anew world
...to
him whose right it is (i.e., to
Christ) ...In 1918
.
. . those
members of the ’body of Christ’
that had finished their course in
death were resurrected *. . . as
members of his royal family.”
This is not a bodily resurrec-
tion, for those so raised are
spirits.in a heavenly kingdom
limited to 144,000. Apparently,
this process is not yet com-
plete since 16,302 Witnesses in
1956 testified (by partaking of
the Memorial Service) that
they belong to the heavenly
kingdom.
For the “other sheep” (those
excluded from the 144,000), the
eventual prospect is held out of
everlasting life not as spirits in
heaven but as men on an earth
transformation into anew world.
THIS NEW WORLD with all its
material delights will not be ush-
ered in until King Jesus has roftt-
ed the forces of evil at the titanic
battle of Armageddon. Nathan
Knorr warned the 1953 conven-
tion: “Armageddon is so near at
hand it will strike the generation
now living.”
Those who survive the con-
flict will enjoy
,
a thousand
years without war or fear of
want, years during which the
dead of the past will be resur-
rected to earthly existence.
Then, Satan will be unleashed
and will rally to him.
All such will inexorably go
down to second death.
It. is annihilation, not hell,
which awaits them, for the tract
“Hell-Fire, Bible Truth or Pagan
Scare?’’ maintains there is no
hell. Jehovah “decrees the death
penalty, not torture, for the in-
corrigibly wicked . . . complete,
everlasting and total destruc-
tion.”
Fortunately, the faithful face a
more pleasant prospect. “Under
their Father’s guidance . . . they
shall marry and bring forth chil-
dren in righteousness . . . They
shall occupy the earth in trust
for their great King-Father and
shall subdue ft and beautify it
.’
. . Continuing faithful, such
blessed ones will never die but
shall serve and praise Jehovah
God and Christ Jesus His King
forever . . . Such is your glori-
ous hope . . .” concludes the
brochure “Hope in a Righteous
World.” To which all but 16,302
Witnesses will add, Amen.
CHRISTIANS CAN hardly be
expected to approve this travesty
upon Christ’s teachings. Con-
cerned as the Witnesses are with
applying an untenable chronolo-
gy of the Kingdom to our own
day and the immediate future,
they have missed entirely the vi-
sion of Our Blessed Lord’s vital
union with His faithful which has
endured through 20 centuries.
Not for them did Jesus say:
“I am the vine, you are the
branches” (John 15,5) nor St.
Paul cry: “It is now no longer
I that live, but Christ lives in
me” (Gal. 2,20).
Assuredly, Christ’s Kingdom is
not of this world, but it is in this
world and has been since the
Lord announced that with John
the Baptist, “the Kingdom of God
is being preached and everyone
is forcing his way into it” (Luke
16,16). Through the whole of her
history, the Church is and has
been the unfolding of that King-
dom. ' - . /
But the Witnesses are not in-
terested in history. All is swept
away in stating: “As long as
Christ Jesus was in the midst of
them, the disciples likewise pro-
claimed the presence of the King-
dom. But there is no record that
they continued to do so after his
ascension . . . Such an announce-
ment would not be appropriate
until his return (1914 is meant)
and second presence” (“Let God
Be True,” 140),
IN PLACE OF the genuine
Kingdom of God, founded by
Christ upon Peter, developing
through time and assuming its
eternal form in the resurrected
faithful’s vision of the Living
God, Jehovah’s Witnesses offer
a material paradise. Without war-
rant, they deprive the vast multi-
tude of men of face to face inti-
macy with the Blessed God. Not
to His “other sheep” does Jesus
say: “I will take you to myself,
that where I am, there you also
may be” (John 14,3).
Even for the 144,000 who en-
joy heaven there is no true
resurrection of the body. Not to
them does Christ pledge: “The
hour is coming in which all
who are In the tombs shall
hear the voice of the Son of
God, and they who have done
good shall come forth into res-
urrection of life” (John 5,28).
On death and hell, the fancy of
the Watchtower has run riot. If
death be unconscious sleep, then
Our Lord erred in His story of
the Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke
16,19), erred in assuring the Good
Thief: “I say to thee, this day
thou shalt be with me in para-
dise” (Luke 23, 43, a text which
the New World translation evis-
cerates into: “I tell you today,
you will be with me in para-
dise”), and St. Paul spoke
against truth when he desired to
depart this life and to be with
Christ (Phil. 1,23).
If hell be annihilation, there is
no sense to Jesus’ words about
everlasting fire prepared for the
devil and his angels (Matt. 25,
41), no point to the demons’ plea
to be spared from the abyss
(Luke 8, 31), no truth to the de-
scription of the damned as not
escaping torment either by day
or by night (Apoc. 14,11).
THERE IS divine justice in the
fact that the name the Witnesses
choose to reverence Jehovah
—is not God’s name at all. The
authentic form is transliterated,
YHWH, and is pronounced, YAH-
WEH.
»It is justice, too, that the
publication in late 1956 o! the
papyrus Bodmer II has demol-
ished the contention that the true
divine name has been wrongfully
erased from the New Testament.
We now have a manuscript of
St. John’s Gospel as ancient as
200 A.D. which employs the
names THEOS (God) and KYRI-
OS (Lord) just as we have them
in our Greek text today.
Judgment upon the theology
embraced by the Watchtower
has long since been spoken by
the Apostle John: ‘‘He is the
Antichrist who denies the Fa-
ther and the Son. No one who
disowns the Son has the Fa-
ther” (I John 2,22).
This is the blasphemy of the
Witnesses: they decry the Most
Blessed Trinity (which is denial
of the Father and the Son), they
reject Christ’s divinity (which is
disownment of the Son).
For this, simply, there is no
excuse. Both the Scriptures (v.g.,
Matt. 28,19: John 15,26; II Cor.
13,13; Eph. 4,4-6) and the unbro-
ken tradition of God’s Holy
Church (manifest in her earliest
baptismal liturgies and her most
ancient doxologies) testify to the
Triune God.
It is St. John who proclaims:
“In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God’’ (John
St. Paul who praises “Christ ac-
cording to the flesh, who is, over
all things, God blessed forever”
(Rom. 9,5). John is made to
read: “The Word was with God
and the Word was a god,” while
Paul transfers his benediction
from Christ to the Father in the
Witnesses’ translation.
BUT ALL SUCH minimizing ef-
forts flounder upon the infallible
authority of the Catholic Church.
This is the authority which spoke
at the council of Nicea in 325
A.D.:
“We believe
...
in one Lord
Jesus Christ, Son of God, the
only begotten of the Father
. . . true God from true God, be-
gotten not made, consubstantial
with the Father.” ,
Against this massive testimony
there is no appeal. This is the
Catholic faith. This is the victory
which overcomes the world—in-
cluding the New World phantasy
of Jehovah’s Watchtower.
The Advocate
Stamp Sales Result
In Gift to Lourdes
LOURDES, France (RNS)
Bishop Pierre M. Theas of Tar-
bes and Lourdes announced here
that Prince Rainier 111 and Prin-
cess Grace of Monaco have sent a
gift of 50,000,000 francs ($120,-
000) to the shrine of Our Lady
of Lourdes.
The money. will be used to
help pay for the recently con-
structed Basilica of St. Pius X
which stands near the grotto
where the Blessed Virgin appear-
ed to St. Bernadette in 1858. It
was derived from the sale of spe-
cial Lourdes centennial stamps
by Monaco.
Isotope Treatment
For Ill Cardinal
ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (RNS) Cardinal Stepinac, who
suffers from a rare blood disease, was treated with radioac-
tive isotopes after a five-day delay due to “transport diffi-
culties.”
The isotopes were sent urgently from West Germany
after the Cardinal's personal phy-
sician, Dr. Branislav Bogicevic,
had performed an emergency op-
eration to relieve a blood clot in
the patient’s right leg which had
I aroused grave fears for his health
for the second time in three
months.
The radioactive phosphorus
i failed to arrive on schedule be-
cause two Yugoslav planes re-
fused to take the package, on the
ground that they were already
overloaded The medicine finally
came via Frankfurt, Geneva, Zu-
rich and Vienna.
DR. BOGICEVIC administered
an injection immediately on ar-
riving at Cardinal Stepinac’s
home in the village of Kraslc,
where the Cardinal is being kept
under strict government surveil-
lance. With Dr. Bogicevic were a
hematologist and a Surgeon from
Zagreb.
Cardinal Stepinac received a
slightly higher dosage than nor-
mal because the radioactivity
of the medicine was lowered
during the long journey. Dr.
Bogicevic said be expected that
the isotopes would start to be
effective In about five weeks,
when the Cardinal’s chronic
blood condition should improve.
This is the third time that the
prelate has received radioisotope
treatment. He had similar injec-
tions in 1953 and 1956. Too fre-
quent injections involve risking
leukemia.
Dr. Bogicevic said the Cardinal
is now able to get up from bed
and walk around his room. His
right leg is still swollen, he re-
ported. but the swelling is grad-
ually subsiding. The doctor added
that it would be another three
weeks before he could determine
whether or not the patient had
completely recovered from the
blood clot.
Carmelites Elect
New Provincial
MIDDLETOWN. NY |NC>—
Rev. Donald M. O'Callaghan. O.
Carm . was elected Provincial of
the Carmelite Province of St.
Eliaa at Its 10th chapter
The meeting was held at St.
Albert a Junior Seminary here.
Rev Kilian Lynch. O. Carm,
Prior General of the Cam elite*,
preaided. Named assistant pro-
vincial *ll Rev. Sean Reid, O
Carm. They will hold office or
three year*.
Arrangement* are to be made
to send Carmelites to the Dio
ce*s of Umtali. Southern Rhode
sia, Africa, it was announced at
the meeting.
Newark Workers
For Blind Coin
To Convention
NEWARK The annual con-
vention of the American Fedrra
tion of Catholic Worker* for the
Blind will meet at the Hotel
Benjamin Franklin In Philadel-
phia July 29 and 30
A group of worker* from the
Mt. Carmel Guild Center for the
Blind will attend these sessions
and also those of the American
Association of Worker* for the
Blind, which meets in Philadel-
phia July 27 to Aug. 1.
Rev. Richard McGuinness. di-
rector of the Mt. Carmel Guild
| Center for the blind, will speak
:on "The Parish and the Blind"
on July 30
Those attending wilt include
Msgr Joseph A Pooling, arch-
diocesan. director of the ML
Carmel Guild, Helen Reilly,
archdioceaaan chairman of the
Mt. Carmel Guild Department
for the Blind, and Rev. James
McFarland, pricat director of Ea-
sel County.
Jehovah’s Witnesses
...
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CLEANED REGULARLY
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for OUTSTANDING
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING
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JANCOVIUS
RUG CLEANING CO
196 So. Orange Av*.
Newark, N. J.
Mitchell 2-1335
BREHM'S
Cleaning Plant on
1070 Magnolia Ave.
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Elizabeth, N. i.
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• Fully Automatic
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Each Advocate Can Be the Best Friend in the World
June Dwyer
WITH SCHOOL closed and
the sun shining brightly, the
Young Advocates are probably
finding time to enjoy them-
selves with their friends.
There is time for baseball
and fishing; gardening and
painting the back fence; and
time for just sitting on the
back steps with your closest
pal to talk about things you
wouldn’t dare tell anyone else.
•Maybe you’ll tell him about
what you want to be when you
grow up other people might
laugh If they knew. Or you
could be talking about how ex-
cited you get when you see the
sun set you might not want
everyone to know you thought
about things like that.
There are a million pleasures
to be shared with friends all
year long —and the nice part
about it is that is the way God
intended it. He wanted us to
“stick together’’ and to help
each other. For each of us is
made to the image of God and
when we help each other we
are doing it for God Himself.
WE ALL THINK our friends
are the best in the world. This
may come as news to you—-
but most of your friends are
the best in any world! They
have a gift and a power so
strong that it reaches right' up
to tieaven. It is a call for help
that goes right to God when-
ever you theirfriend are
in trouble.
It is certainly true that when
you are in a real hole, it seems
like there isn’t anything that
anyone can do. Maybe you,are
having trouble passing an
exam and you know that when
it comes exam-time you are
going to be the only one who
can write the answers. But a
few prayers might just bring
you the inspiration you need,
In fact, as one Advocate told
us, just knowing the prayers
are being said for you is a real
help.
Or there might be a dream
that yon have always had. It
seems a long way off with an
impossible road ahead —but
the prayers of your family
and friends might be just the
acts that God will add to your
efforts to bring success.
And what a nice way for a
friend to remember you to
take time out to talk to God.
Certainly God will bless you
both and will bring you closer
together.
DON’T FORGET either,
Young Advpcates, that you too
must be a “special friend” to
others. You have the power to
move heaven and earth for
those you love if you will re-
member to pray for them.
When those you care about are
in need of “a friend,” be the
kind that counts talk to the
Friend of friends in heaven.
So, next time you are sitting
on the back porch talking
things over with a pal or
any special time when you are
sharing dreams or trouble
remember you can do more
than listen and offer your ad-
vice. Show them what it means
to have a Catholic friend. Finish
your talk by saying “I’ll-
say a prayer for you.” And
then remember to do it. That’s
the kind of friendship that is
the best in any world.
Youth Speak?
On World Situations
What world situation of the
the day do you consider the most
important for your future?
Kathleen Quigley, St. Aloysios,
Caldwell “The world situation
that seems the most important
for my future is
relations with
communist Rus-
sia. Russia is
trying to take
over the world
with satellites,
rocket ships and
other scientific
things. They are
trying to reach
the moon which
they think will mean they can
overtake the world. The U. S.
is trying to do its best also.
“Russia is trying to take over
Africa and other lands by getting
the Negroes and the Africans to
become communists and against
us
...
I don't think Russia will
wife this battle. I feel the U. S.
will win because we are more
settled and united —but it will
take a while."
Kevin Carse, St Stephen's,
Kearny “I think the world sit-
uation of the day that is the most
important for my future is the
race for world armament. If it
keeps up at the present dead-
lock, Russia and the other pow-
ers will have to decide on peace
talks. When they do the world
will be united and there won’t
be any more wars.”
David Leahy, St. Aloysius, Jer-
sey City “I think the most im-
portant situation of today is edu-
cation. It is so important that
you have to have a good deal of
it or you will be considered stu-
pid. We need scientific educa-
tion for some people but general
education is also needed for most
of the people. Right now we
are doing all right' but we need a
few more new schools."
•
Pad Nestor, St. Aedan’s, Jer-
sey City “The situation in
France right now is, I think, the
one which wjll effect my future
the most. France is a govern-
ment that has communism seep-
ing through it. A man like De
Gaulle
.
,
.
can do a lot. But if
something doesn’t happen soon,
communism will overrun this
country and Algeria. If commu-
nism overruns France and Algeria
it will be easier for them to over-
run the other western nations.
And if all of our allies become
communistic I can’t see how we
can fight —and in time we
might also become communistic.”
Gail Sweeney, St. Aloysius, Jer-
sey City “I think the different
experiments that are being tried,
such as Russia putting up sput-
nik, are the most important sit-
uations of the day that will af-
fect my future. In the future we
will need more men and women
to go up in rockets, and to tell
tis what we are doing in science.
Who knows, we could even be vis-
iting the moon.”
SUPPORT our advertisers.
Tour With Addie FROM THE PARENTS: Sisters Eileen Cecilia, new principal of Our Lady of Sor-
rows School, South Orange, recently accepted the papers and keys for anew nine-
passenger station wagon from Msgr. John H. Byrne. The car was a gift from the
Marian School Guild to the Sisters of Charity at the school. Looking on at the pre-
sentation were, left to right: William Harrington, Guild president; Jack Kramer of
Kramer Pontiac Cos., and Jack Campbell, fund raising chairman.
Students Save
$339,128.36
NEWARK Pupils of 26
schools of the Archdiocese of
Newark, at the end of the
school year in June, had $339,-
128.36 deposited with the How-
ard Savings Institution under
a school savings bank program,
it was announced this week by
'William L. Maude, president of
the Howard.
Mr. Maude said that this
sum represented the savings
under the program of 8,434
young depositors, i Eighteen
schools affiliated with the pro-
gram are in Newark. The other
eight are in East Orange, Har-
rison, Hillside, Irvington and
Union.
Under the program, “bank
day” each week is available to
children from the kindergarten
through high school. Despite
the small individual deposits
(as little as a nickel at a time)
which total about 50,000 trans-
actions during the year, over
$lOO,OOO per year is deposited,
according to Mr. Maude, mak-
ing the average annual deposit
by the individual pupil or stu-
dent $2.
There is a “bank day” each
week in each school and each
pupil has his or her own book.
Lives of the Saints
Saint of the Poor
St. Francis of Assisi is one
of the most loved saints of
all times. He appeals to na-
ture lovers because of his kind-
ness to animals and because
his roof was the God’s sky
his bed often the green grass.
It was not always like that.
Francis was born in Assisi,
which is a town built on a hill-
top. He spent his youth as a
gay lad of romance and chivalry
who found many ways to spend
the wealth of his family.
WHEN ABOUT 20 years old
Francis was captured in a bat-
tle between Assisi and Peru-
gia. He was a prisoner for a
year, but did not stop being
cheerful and good tempered.
When Francis returned home
he became verjJ ill. The long
sickness wore down 'his body
but it made his spirit strong
with love of God. When he re-
covered he still sought his ad-
venturous ways. He left Assisi
to join a battle.
But Francis never reached
the battle. On he way he was
taken sick again. As he lay in
bed he heard what seemed to
be a heavenly voice which told
him to turn back "to serve
the master rather than the
man."
Francis returned to Assisi
and his old life. But now, he
spent more time in prayer and
he was quieter.
ONE DAY while he was rid-
ing on the plains of Assisi,
Francis saw a leper, whose
sores were so horrible that they
made him ill. Buj he did not
turn away. Instead he dismount-
ed, gave the leper some money
St. Francis of Assisi is por-
trayed by Thomas Dwyer of
Sacred Heart, Rochelle Park,
which is staffed by the Sisters
of Charity. St. Francis’ feast
day is Oct. 4.
and kissed the ill man.
From that time on Francis
went about visiting the hospi-
tals and serving the sick. While
he was praying in St. Damian's
Church he heard a voice com-
ing from the crucifix, which
said to him three times, “Fran-
cis, go and repair my house,
which you see is falling down."
He wept to his father's ware-
house and took some goods
which he sold. He then went to
the priest of St. Damian’s and
offered him the money and his
own time to help make repairs.
FRANCIS’ FATHER was very
upset with his son. He brought
him home from the church and
had him beaten and tied. When
Francis escaped, with his moth-
er’s help, and returned to the
church of St. Damian, Francis’
father said he wanted all of his
money and goods back and that
he would disown his son.
The case was taken to the
Bishop who said the money giv-
en to the church by Francis
must be returned. Francis did
as he was told. Then, he said,
“The clothes I wear are also his.
I’ll give them back.”
The young saint then turned
to his father and said. “Hitherto
I have called you father on
earth; but now I say, ‘Our Fa-
ther, who art in Heaven.’
”
St. Francis
A Column for Growing-Ups
Lavender Time
By Norah Smaridge
QUITE THE MOST appealing
summer perfume (and males can
use it as well as females in their
shaving soaps and talcums) is
fresh, sweet lavender. Its popu-
larity goes back to Roman times,
when it was used to scent the
vater in the
baths which
they built in
their towns and
settlements.
First grown
in the sun-
baked countries
along the Med-
iterranean, lav-
ender was tak-
en to Great
Britain, where it .continued to
grow surprisingly well in a much
colder Climate. In its new sur-
roundings it even developed a
sweeter fragrance, for old Eng-
lish lavender has a distinctive
perfume all its own.
When the Romans left Brit-
ain, lavender stayed. In the
Middle Ages, people filled sa-
chets with the dried blossoms,
and laid them among their
clothes. The wealthy carried
the sachets with them, to hold
to their noses as they passed
through evil-smelling streets!
Lavender was also used as a
medicine in those days. It was
said to be good for headaches,
and was used as a disinfectant
during the Great Plague of Lon-
don. Some credulous persons
even thought it had supernatural
properties and could ward off
witches and evil spirits.
IN TUF, DAYS of Queen Elisa
beth I, lavender had an honored
place in herb gardens. But it was
not until the time of King Charles
11 that lavender was used as a
perfume for men—and it contin-
ues to be the one perfume which
seems suitable for the stronger
sex!
In the east of England, in
summer, you will see huge,
glowing purple fields, full of
lavender. One nf Queen Elisa-
beth IPs residences, Sandring-
ham, lies in the heart of the
lavender-growing district, and
some of the fields are actually
part of her estate.
Many American tourists go to
watch the crop baing gathered.
Lavender is usually harvested be-
tween the middle of July and the
middle of September. Women
with flashing knives cut the
blooms with amazing speed, and
the air is heavy with rich per-
fume.
The cut lavender is bundled
into sacks and taken by truck to
the distillery. There it is put into
large copper stills, each with its
own condenser. When the lids
are shut down, steam is intro-
duced under pressure, and oil
from the flowers is carried off in
the form of vapor. The condens-
er reduces both steam and oil
vapor back into liquid form, the
oil rising to the surface of a sep-
arator so that it can be drawn
off.
PURE LAVENDER OIL is
very pungent, and has to be
mixed with other ingredients in
order to give off its full fra-
grance. The exact formula used
by each perfumer or cosmetics
maker is a closely guarded se-
cret.
Qn summer days tourists In
London may still occasionally
hear the cry of the lavender-
seller. But it is not so musical
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Academy of St. Elizabeth
Cwivtnt Itittwii New Jiretr
Secondary School for girl*. 94th year.
Reildent and Day. Exceptional record
court#*. Mutie. Art, Dancing, Dramatic*.
Sport* and Activity program.
Information! JEfferton 9-1600
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• For Information and Direction. Coniult
New York Office Rt. Rev. Mi*r. John J. Mdvoy
807 Boat Slrd It* Now York It. N. Y. Tab MUrroy Hill S-ttM
CAMP TEGAKWITHA
Owned and Operated by the
Archdiocese of Newark
SEASON: JUNE 28 to AUG. 23
Two-Week Period $62.00
Pour-Week Period ....$120.00
Pull Seaton $230.00
ATHLETICS - SWIMMINO - RIDINO
TENNIS - ARTS AND CRAFTS
FOR GIRLS
6 to 16
on
LAKE HOPATCONG
NEW JERSEY
DANCINO- DRAMATICS - SFECIAI FROORAM for CHILDREN
EXCELLENT CARE e TRAINED COUNSELORS
MODERN EQUIPMENT
Aeelyi MR}. lIUIN A. WILCH, Dlr.ct.r, SI Smull Avenue,
CeMweß. N. I - T.l.pKon. CAMweR 4-449* offer 1 PM.
more
•.
.thefood element so vital to the good
health of yourfamily, is found in
Flscheris
BUTTERCUP BREAD
because each pound of Buttercup contains the
non-fat milk solids of 7 ounces of milk.
Soo-o
delicious, too!
llpOM bed*
RMlbMi fellers
joe couldn't
boy better breed!
Young Advocate Club
Alaska Contest
"he young Advocate Club Is going to help welcome Alaska
as anew state!
Seniors (Fifth to eighth grades): Write a letter in 150 words
or less, and welcome the. state of Alaska, or the children of
Alaska, as new citiiens of the United States.
Juniors (Kindergarten to fourth graders): Draw a picture
of how you would like the new 49star United States flag to look.
Rules: Entries should be sent to: June V. Dwyer, Young
Advocate Club, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J. Your entry makes
you a member.
Entries must be in The Advocate offices no later than
Wednesday. Aug 27, 1958
All entries must be accompanied by the attached coupon,
or by a copy of it.
(Clip and attach to your letter)
Name Grade
...
Address
City
School
Teacher
1 am a member □ I would Uke to iota □
LAKE MOHAWK
JOSEPH F. MURPHY
REAL ESTATE -INSURANCE
S\l V s KKNTAI.S Bill
PARKWAY » SJIO
• SPARTA
BOX 1041
JosephH. Browne
Company
1904 - OUR 54* YEAR
- I*so
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
POLISH • MOOMS • MUSHES
ASH CANS • MATS • SOAP
WAX • SPONGES • PAILS
* TOILET PAPER
• MOPPINO EQUIPMENT
PAPER • PAPER TOWELS « CUPS
27f Waylit Street
.
Jersey City, N. J.
Himdonmm % ttTf
DON'T SHOP
FOR EYE CARE
THE BEST COSTS SO lITTIE.
•
TAKE OUR ADVICE: CONSULT
YOUR EYE PHYSICIAN FOR
All EYE CONDITIONS.
•
SHOULLD YOU NEED
GLASSES COME TO US
The Optician
33 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
Phone Ml 2-5171
\
GEORGIAN COURT
COlllGt
Conducted by the Siltert of Mercy
FQUR-YEAR COURSE LEADING TO
B.A. and B.S. DEGREES
Well-Integrated program In Liberal
Art*, Fine Art*, Science, Mutic, Home
Economic*, Buiine** Administration,
Teacher Training for Elementary and
Secondary School*, Fully Accredited.
Addrest: SISTER SECRETARY
Georgian Court College
Lakewood, New Jeriey
Save
on
fire insurance!
rate* for Pin tad Extended!
Coverage* on your home and iti coo-
tenu are substantiallyiowtr than thorn'
of moit other prominent companies
See how much you can rave today I
•
<
A good man
to know!
Richard J
r
Stanton
UNion 6-9266
QEneva 8-2599
Wr« h good hands wNh...
STOCK COMPANY PROTICTION
I ky *«er» am mt
College of Saint Elizabeth
Founded in 1899 by the Sisters of Charity
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS *OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. and B.S. Degrees
SINCE 190? Li is l PiP
FUEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
PETROLEUM, HEAT AND POWER COMPANY OF N J
972 BROAD STREET. Newark, N J Ml 2-8110
Your Neighborhood Pharmacist Says
WUNO YOUR
%
TO IK
NEWARK
LIU' PHARMACY
Urn A Omth Martorana, Propt.
EatabUahed over 30 reare
Pour Reflatered Pharmaclata
free Delivery Open Every Day
From 9 am. to li p m.
794 Mt. Proapect Avenuecer.
Montclair Avenue
HU 1-4749 Newark, H. t.
ELIZABETH
OLIVRR A ORAKI
ORUOOISTS
R.*B. Lvona. Ree Phar.
Catabllahed 1970
Preecrlptlona Called lor
and Delivered
191 N. treed *».. Illiabelh. N. J.
Phene: ILUabeth 1-11)4
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Mlehael J. Cermele. Ree. Phar,
Preecrlptlona Carefully
Compounded
Druae Perfumea - Coametlca
Sick Room Suppliea
*l4 Central Ave„ wlattield 1144*
NUTLET
Baby Need*
BAY DRUB CO, INC.
Preecrtplione Promptly ruled
Cut-Ralo Druaa and Coametlca
111 PrankBn Ave.. NUttev 1-199*
ORANGE
POOD'S DRUB STORB
Paul Daniel. Ph.B.
Preecrlptlona Called tar
Free Delivery
Oconee. A A
JERSEY CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I. Palmar*. Ph.o.
Prescription Pharmaeiata
BloloclcaJ Sick Room Supplier
Cosmetics
, Prescriptions Called (or *
and DoUvared
m Berpen Avenue
Jersey City. N. i. HR M4U
JERSEY CITY
VALINTPS PHARMACY
Joseph Valenti. Re*. Phar.
Prescription* Baby Nsods
Photo Dept. rroo Delivery
tJt West side Ave. opp. Fairvtew
Jersey City. N. 1.
JERSEY CITY
DR laware JISJ4
RAYI The Pharmacy With
A Proscription Reputation
Proscription* Called (or
and
Delivered
IH Washington Street
Jortov City. N. 4.
HR SUM
JERSEY CITY
OWIIf* PHARMACY
The Pharmacy Loral to Ithloai
Medical Missionary Foundress
CitesNeedforReligious asDoctors
By Rhea Felknor
ST. LOUIS (NC) Despite the
fact that her Medical Missionary
Siatera have quadrupled in size
during the past decade, Mother
Anna Dengel is convinced the
world’s missionary areas still
need more religious as doctors
and nurses.
The sprightly 60-year-old Moth-
er General of the community is
perhaps more than any other per
son responsible for a Vatican rul-
ing 22 years ago allowing nuns
to become doctors of medicine.
On her way to Rome to re-
port on the growth of her or-
der, she admitted that the 500
professed Medical Missionaries
today represented a significant
growth over the 96 in 1945, and
the four in 1925, when the com
munity was founded.
But the need for religious doc-
tors is greater than the commu-
nity’s growth, she said. And the
doctors have to be first-rate.
“THE NEED of a community
of medical missionaries even the
blind can see,” she added. “It is
no secret any more that half of
the world is born, lives and‘dies
without its due share of spiritual
and physical aid available to the
other half.”
Why religious doctors? Be-
cause, as doctors and nurses, and
other hospital personnel, they are
welcomed in places they would
never be welcomed merely as
missionaries, Mother Dengel said.
And why must the doctors be
religious? Mother Dengel found
the answer to that question the
hard way, as a lay doctor in
India for four years during, the
early 1920’5.
“Stability is important,” she
says.' “The fact that we don’t
come into an area, and then
leave, makes an impression. And
the fact that as religious we ded-
icate our lives beyond our o&n
spiritual good to the good of oth-
ers undoubtedly has an impact."
AFTER FOUR YEARS in In-
dia in the ’2o’s, Mother Dengel
left for the U.S. to organize the
first group of nuns in the world
who would be devoted to medical
missionary work. "Even now, aft-
er 30 years, all people do not un-
derstand what we are trying to
do,” she remarked.
Mother Dengel encountered a
major stumbling block at the
very Start of her career as a re-
ligious. Canon law forbade wom-
en religious with public vows to
practice medicine. In 1936, partly
through Mother Dengel’s efforts,
by the Sacred Congregation for
the Propagation of the Faith is-
sued a. decree giving them the
right.
The community now has 26
centers, in India, Africa, South
America, Europe, England and
the United States. Among the
500 professed are 30 M.D.’s and
170 registered nurses.
Franciscans Trade Chalk
For Geiger Counters
WINONA, Minn. (RNS)—Thir-
ty Franciscan nuns went on a ra-
dioactive scavenger hunt here in
an experience that could be in
valuable to them, in case of an
atomic atack on the U. S.
The nuns, all teachers at Mid-
west grade schools, learned how
to operate Geiger counters and
how to detect dangerous amounts
of radioactivity.
With earphones over their
headdresses, clipboards, Geiger
counters and other paraphena-
lia, they swung into the instruc-
tion in teams of two in the gym-
nasium of St. Teresa college
here.
The course was conducted by
Sister N. Roswitha, head of the
St. Teresa physics department,
who did the lecturing, and Sis-
ter M. Clarus, chemistry instruc-
tor, who supervised.
“They seemed to be thrilled
about the course,” Sister Ros-
witha said. “We hope to give a
32-hour course to the public and
especially to high school science
teachers in the future.”
She said the advantage of hav-
ing as many persons as possible
trained in the use of radiation
detection equipment is that in the
event of atomic attack they can
be called up to check for radia-
tion sources.
“I think my youngsters will
just eat this up,” commented Sis-
ter M. Prosper of lona, Minn.
“It is surprising,” said Sister M.
Lucian of Ironton, 0., “how
much children do know about
it. This course is helping, us to
help them understand. It makes
you aware of what we all have to
know in the atomic age.”
Textbook Editor
On St. E’s Staff
CONVENT Roger E E in,
senior editor at Silver Buraett
Company, Morristown textbook
publishers, will be a lecturer in
English next year at the College
of St. Elizabeth. He will teach
journalistic writing.
Previous to joining Silver Bur-
det, Mr. Egan was managing
editor of the Catholic textbook
division of Doubleday and Com-
pany. Before that he was di-
rector of community education
for the N.Y. State Youth Board.
He is a graduate of St. Francis
College and holds a masters de
gree from New York University
where he is a candidate for the
PhD.
Hospital Honor
To Administrator
MONTCLAIR The American
College of Hospital Administra-
tors has informed Sister Clare
Dolores, administrator of St. Vin-
cent’s Hospital and Nursery here
that the Board of Regents unani-
mously recommended her elec-
tion to “Fellowship in the Amer-
ican College of Hospital Admin-
istrators.”
Fellowship requirements are:
membership for five years in the
A.C.H.A., after passing oral and
written examinations and accept-
ance by the board of credentials
of four problems on administra-
tion prepared by the candidate.
The award will be bestowed on
Sister Clare Dolores at the 24th
convocation ceremony to be held
in Chicago Aug. 17.
SALESIAN JUBILEE: Msgr. Carlo Cianci, pastor of St. Michael’s, Paterson, and
Bishop McNulty were present at the Pontifical Mass celebrating the 50th anniver-
sary of the Salesian Sisters in the United States. Mother Provincial Josephine is
shown accepting congratulations from Msgr. Cianci and Bishop McNulty on behalf
of the 225 Salesian Sisters now established in 22 houses throughout this country.
The order’s first home was made at St. Michael’s by four Salesian Sisters at the re-
quest of the late Msgr. Felix Cianci, an uncle of the present pastor.
GIFT OF BLOOD: Thirty-two Sisters of St. Dominic of
Caldwell joined the local townsfolk recently to donate
their blood to the Red Cross. Some of the Sisters are
studying at Caldwell College during the summer. Sis-
ter Mary Mark is shown above being prepared for her
donation. Mrs. Gene Collard of Caldwell, Red Cross
volunteer, conducted the test.
Priest and TV Quiz Winner
Compete in Generosity
ROME (NC) Viewers of the
Italian television program “Las-
cia o Raddopia” (Double or Quit)
witnessed a contest of generosity
between a priest and the quiz
program’s $B,OOO winner.
Amabile Battistcllo, who an-
swered questions on popular mu-
sic, announced she would give
the entire amount to the Pro Ju-
ventute Home for crippled and
incapacitated children.
Years ago Miss Battistelo had
regained her sight through trans-
plantation of the cornea of Rev.
Carlo Gnocchi, founder of the
home, who willed the corneas of
his eyes to two children shortly
before his death.
As soon as Rev. Franco Ripa-
monti, director of the home,
heard of Miss Battistello’s inten-
tion, he announced that the home
could not accept the
- offer. He
said the young lady would one
day have to make her home and
would need the money she had
won.
In place of her offer, he ac-
cepted a votive lamp to be placed
before Father Gnocchi’s tomb as
a symbol of the light which Miss
Battistcllo had regained with her
sight.
Seek Volunteers
At St. Clare’s
DENVILLE Mrs. I). R Chan-
kalian, president of St. Clare’s
Hospital Auxiliary, issued a re-
port at a recent board meeting
which commended the volunteer
services of the hospital and at the
same time called for more volun-
teers.
Mrs. Chankalian reported that
500 pints of blood had been pro-
cessed by volunteers since the
first of the year, besides service
rendered in the gift shop, with
the bookmobile, at the informa-
tion desk and through clerical
and delivery work.
New volunteers are asked to
contact Mrs. Ernest Arnheim,
volunteer chairman.
Hospital Staff
Slated for Picnic
ELIZABETH St. Elizabeth
Hospital here will sponsor its first
employes’ picn/c Aug. 9 at Pat-
rylow's Grove, Kenilworth. Sister
Ellen Patricia, administrator, has
announced the event will be held
from 9 a in. to 9 p m.
Leon S. Lewandoski, hospital
personhe! director, will head the
committee. Assisting will be Sis-
ter Gertrude Veronica, 0.P., ad-
ministrative resident.
St. Joseph’s Groups
Unite for Dance
WEST ORANGE - Plans were
discussed recently by the ways
and means committee of the
Parent-Teacher Guild and the
Holy Name Society of St. Joseph's
Church for an Armistice Eve
dance and entertainment to be
held Nov. 10 at the Rock, West
Orange.
The affair, sponsored by both
organizations, will be under the
co-chairmanship of Fred Tangreti,
i Leo Long, and Herman Lombardi.
Notre Dame
Sisters Hold
Procession
FORT LEE - Mother Mary
Paschal, Mother Provincial of the
newly established Northeastern
Province of the Notre Dame Sis-
ters, participated in the first can
dlelight procession held at Holy
Angels Academy here on the
feast of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel,
July 16
Pending the renovation of the
Provincial House in Wilton,
Conn., Mother Mary Paschal and
her aSaistants, Sister Mary Km
manner and Sister Mary Theo-
dore, are residing at Holy An-
gels.
The candlelight proccasion of
80 nuns reciting the Roeary ter
minatfd in the convent chapel
where Rev. John Haifcrt, 0.
Carm., celebrated Benediction.
MAGNIFICAT: Eighty School Sisters of Notre Dame
walked in candlelight procession, reciting the Kosary,
on the campus of Holy Angels Academy, Fort Lee, re-
cently. The Sisters visited the five campus shrines to
honor the feast of Our Lady of >tt. Carmel.
Israel
,
Ireland and Lourdes
DUBLIN (RNS)—A Jewish woman hew who is well known
as a concert singer but even better known as one who has sent
many Iruh invalids to the shrine of Lourdes in France is to
visit the Marian center herself
Golden haired Edith MirroUon was once described by *n
Irish priest as the woman who has "bridged the gap between
Israel and Ireland
She heard of Lourdes for the first time when she was sing
ing for the patients of a Dublin hospital and a paralysed boy
told her his dream was to be able to go some day to Lourdes.
Resolved to make The youngster’s dream come true, Miss
Mirrelson organised a series of concerts and raised the neces-
sary' funds. Every year since then, she has made it possible for
other Irish invalids to visit Lourdes
Now a group of Dublin citizens are showing Iheir appre-
ciation of her kindness by collecting money so that she hyrself
can see the place where so many have found apintual peace and
comfort.
Committees Organized
For IFCA Convention
NEWARK Final plans for the 21st convention of
the International Federation of Catholic Alumnae will be-
made at meetings to be held in the McCarter Galleries of
the Robert Treat Hotel here. Mrs. John Quincy Adams of
Montclair, convention chairman, will preside at the meetings
set for Aug. 11 at 8 p.m. and
Aug. 17 at 3:30 p.m.
The convention, to be hosted
by the New Jersey State Chapter
of IFCA, will be held at the Rob-
ert Treat Hotel Aug. 19-24. More
than 500 delegates representing
600,000 Catholic colleges, acade-
mies and high school alumnae
affiliated with the IFCA from the
United States and Mexico are ex-
pected to attend.
During the convention visits
will be made to the three Catho-
lic women's colleges located in
New Jersey.
There will be a tea Aug. 21 at
Georgian Court College, Lake-
wood, and a punch hour at Cald-
well College Aug. 24, followed by
a tea at St. Elizabeth’s College,
Convent Station.
MRS. ERNEST P. Tibbitts of
Montclair, international pres-
ident, is serving as honorary
chairman. Charlotte Kunst of
Nutley, state governor, is ar-
rangements chairman for the con-
vention.
They will be assisted by Mrs.
Ferdinand L. Ketterer, Mont-
clair; Sister Martha Maria, O.
S 8., Benedictine Academy, Eliz-
abeth; Mrs. Edgar J.. Moloney,
East Orange; and Mrs. I. Strick-
er Seitz, Allenhurst.
Other committee chairmen
named recently include: Mrs.
John Pfeiffer, New Brunswick,
and Mrs. M. Tierill O’Brien, New-
ark, Georgian Court tea; Mrs.
Roger Gerbino, Ridgewood, and
Mrs. William Johnston, New Mil-
ford, St. Elizabeth’s tea; Mary
Ann Minogue, Westfield, Cald-
well punch hour;
Sister M. Joanna, 0.P., Cald-
well College, Sisters reception;
Sister Mary Gerard, S.S.NJD.,
Archbishop Walsh High School,
Irvington, entertainment; Mother
Carolina, M.P.F. Villa Walsh,
Morristown, Sisters information;
Sister Martha Maria, 0.5.8., re-
ligious hospitality.
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As long
as you live
you will receive a
DEPENDABLE and
GOOD INCOME If
you invest your
• a v In g i In our
S. V. D. ANNUITY
PUN.
e You alto short In m
tho great work of
tho Millions and help In
•ducating Prioits and Broth-
•ri for tho Missions O Cer-
tain tax advantages • A
lasting Memorial and , re-
membrance in
many Mattes
and prayers.
Write for free Information
Society Of Tho Divine Word
ANNUITY DEPT.
OIRARD. PENNA.
r
CUSTOM-BUILT KITCHENS
wth T&PPIUi
BUILT-IN OVENS
LOMBARDI CABINET CO.
Itl IEUEVILLEAVI. lELLEVILLE, N. J. |
Plymouth 9-3294
1
WEDDING BANQUETS
...
FUU COURSE DINNER *a ca
Roast Beef, Chicken or Turkey
i
ORANGE RESTAURANT
tlt LANODON STREET
ORANOE, N. J.
- SAMPLE MENU -
• Fruit Cocktail
• Celery. Olivet
• Prime Roast Beef. Au Jut
• Vegetable
Potato
• Dinner Rolls and Butter
• Ice Cream Coffee
OTHER MENU ARRANGEMENTS AVAILABLE
4 Private Dining Rooms Accommodations to 500
Completely Air Conditioned
Call Banquet Manager ♦ ORANGE 5-4813 ® Ample Free Parking Area
z£crse£iitiS!f££
THE STORE FOR
ALL YOUR CHILDREN
MONDAY ONLY!
LOOK WHAT A
PENNY WILL BUYI
Purchase any of these items at regular price and you'll receive another one for 1 CENT.
GIRLS' DEPT.
FAMOUS MAKE
PANTIES
Spanky Styles Cotton Knit
Sizes 4-16
INFANTS' DEPT.
PINAFORES
Organdy and Nylon
Sizes 1-4
$2.98
far
S'2 - *2.99
85c
2 ” 86c
BOYS' DEPT.
Famous Make
SHORT SLEEVE
POLOS
Sizes 1-4 Sizes 3-7
$ 1.98
*1.992
IOBEI'S PINNY DAY IS SPCCIAL TO ADVOCATI NADIRS,
THEREFORE BE SURE TO MENTION THIS AD.'
YOUTH < EXTER
“Where Young America Shops”
THEM'S A LOBEL STORE NEAR YOU
HACKENSACK
ise main ST*in
Ufa Mm. Hen, M.
WEST NEW YORK
SHOINUNI AVI S H* It
OpM Lata Mm . Itnn, hi
EAST PATERSON
toun i iimwooo sHortiNo cintis
M.
BERGEN MAIL
PAAAMWt - BOWn 4
Something Now In Jortoy City
JUS
Ho*
Rcser
«
• sHOVrt*
• v/too\t*G
B,rI WOMt*s^
CfcU*t°
CO»*'
,vtn
. 0»*"*
r
is
2coc
tttu'
|(l»
Cl**'
Kriftuxdfit
2843 BIVD. JOURNAL SQ
HE. 2-58S8 JERSEY CITY
ftsfcfoHS fot
your
LA-NOR
BRIDAL
SHOPPI
84 SPRINGFIELD AVE.
at South Orongo Avo.
Newark MA 1-91*1
Open Mon.. Wed.. Trl. S to 9:30P M.
Tu««.. Thun.. Set 9 to S PM.
JJuFFMAN & JJOYLE
Light and Leisurely!
M~
28.95
3 Pieces
*tg. 39.93
Set consists of folding chair, stack chair, and chaise!
Sturdy, feather-light aluminum, with cool, durable
webbing FOUR webs for extra strength!
r-Tit*
vz.
29.95
3 Pieces
*•* 31 95
Decorative, strongly-built Chinese Peel is specially
imported' Set includes 2 chairs and settee. Use these
pieces anywhere, any season of the year.
M Hjtm— S I«rfe •*« MS la MO. M. to 4
HACKINJACK, SPKINOPIIID, OftANOI, POMPTON PLAINS
Nepotism Pays Off for St. Joseph's in Mack League
fIOGOTA Historians tell
m that nepotism —a word to
send chills down the spine of
any public official during 'an
election campaign derived
frofm the medieval practice of
uncles handing out largesse to
their nephews.
However, as practised during
the 1958 baseball season in
North Jersey, it is the nephews
doing the giving as they hand
their uncles handsome won-lost
records and a few titles to
boot.
First such instance came in
the scholastic campaign when
Jack Szeigis hurled Uncle Bill
Cochrane’s St. Peter’s team to
all kinds of honors, including
the mythical New Jersey title.
Now, a teammate of Jack’s,
Phil Martorelli, has paved the
way With a .487 batting average
as Uncle Frank’s St. Joseph's
CYO team won the Bergen
County Connie Mack League
WITH NO CYO league in
which to disport themselves
this summer, the St. Joseph’s
boys jumped into competition
against town teams from the
surrounding area and wound
up with a 12-2 league record.
This was more than enough to
qualify them for the state
playoffs where they meet Ruth-
erford in a first round game,
July 26, at River View Field,
Bogota.
Martorelli is not the only
member of the St. Peter’s
team active with the St. Jo-
seph’s crew. Fellow Advocate
All-Archdiocesan selection Bar-
ry Tyne is at first base, while
Wally Dorgan, the Petreans’
third baseman, is playing sec-
ond. Phil, the keystone man
during the high school cam-
paign, is at his favorite spot,
shortstop, with St. Joseph’s.
The fdurth man in the in-
field is Joe Blackgrove, a Bo-
gota High School all-stater,
who equaled Martorelli’s .487
batting mark during the league
season.
Joe is thus an adequate re-
placement for the boy who
played with Barry, Phil and
Wally during the Spring. That
was Don Melega, selected this
week as an all-star in the Hud-
son County Build Better Boys
Sandlot Association, where he
plays for Bayonne.
THE PITCHERS for St. Jo-
seph’s are righthanders Jim
Sheehan (4-0) John Patton (3-1)
and Cappy Poussoji (4-0). Shee-
han is a graduate of Seton Hall
Prep, and was a freshman at
Holy Cross this year. Pousson,
who also plays the outfield,
started at St. Peter’s, but
graduated from Bogota where
he was a teamate of Black-
grove.
Catcher, and sometime pitch-
er,. is DennW McCarthy, who
went through high school at
Power Memorial in New York
and has just completed fresh-
man year at St. Michael’s, Vt.
The outfield has, in addition to
Pousson, Gerry Mager of Bo-
gota High, Lou Triverio of All
Hallows and Richie Hammerle
of St. Peter’s.
Coach Martorelli, a familiar
figure at all St. Peter’s foot-
ball and baseball games, has
moved up with these boys
through Little League and
pabe Ruth League ball. His
major problem duripg the sea-
son has been to make sure
that aU of the boys show up
for the games —some of them
having to commute from their
shore homes for the week-end
games.
If St. Joseph’s gets by Ruth-
ford, it will meet the winner
of a game between Teaneck
and Oradell, also scheduled for
July 26, and Aug. 2.
After that comes the state
finals against the survivor of
the South Jersey bracket,
which includes Bridgeton,
Vineland, Trenton and the
Lakeland area. Then follow a
game between the New Jersey
and Pennsylvania champs and
finally the Eastern champion-
ships which end the cam-
paign.
YOGI CALLS ONE — Yogi Berra points out a.feature
of the new baseball field at Kearny Boystown to, left
to right, Gil McDougald, Rev. Robert Egan, director
and Elston Howard. The Yankee stars took some
batting practice later and Howard belted one almost
Into the Passaic River. The field was made possible
through a drive conducted by the evening division of
the New Jersey Federation of Women’s Clubs.
Mendes' One-Hitter Ties St. Joseph's
With St. Lucy's for Intermediate Lead
NEWARK Both of the Essex County CYO baseball
leagues have new leaders this week, the early pace setters
n the intermediate and junior loops having gone down to
their initial defeats. In both instances, the teams which
spoiled the unbeaten records took over the lead.
In the intermediate division, St.
Joseph’s Spanish, Newark, sup-
planted St. Anthony’s, Belleville,
after beating St. Anthony’s, «-o.
Again providing the heroics was
Joe Mcndes, ace pitcher on Ed
Hagan’s staff.
Mendes gave up just one hit, a
bloop single in the second frame,
and that was the only thing which
marred his bid for a perfect
game. He didn’t walk a man, en-
joyed perfect support and fanned
13. He aided his own cause with
a run-scoring double in the sec-
ond, scoring moments later on a
homer by Vic Gonzales.
BT. JOSEPH’S joy, however,
was not complete as the New-
arkcrs had to share the lead with
an old rival, St. Lucy's, another
Newark team. They were to have
settled their differences in a mid-
week twilight game played after
The Advocate went to press.
. Taking over in,the junior cir-
cuit was Sacred Heart, Vails-
burg, which edged St. Leo’s, Irv-
ington, 3-2, on a three-hitter by
John Simple. Later, Sacred Heart
added victory No. 4 with a 2-0
shutout of St. Thomas the Apos-
tle, Bloomfield.
Simple and Frank Heeney of
St. Leo’s were locked in a tight
duel in their game until the sixth
when John Insabella unloaded a
triple to feature a two-run rally
St. Leo’s tried a rally of its own
in the top of the seventh but
could only get one runner across.
SACRED HEART will be able
to rest on its laurels this week,
piclyng up a victory at the ex-
pense of St. Rocco’s, Newark,
which has withdrawn from the
league. But St. Joseph’s and St.
Lucy’s have their Wbrk cut out
for them.
St. Joseph’s must tackle St.
Francis, Newark, and St. Lucy’s
goes against Holy Cross, Harri-
son, in an exciting Sunday twin-
bill at Newark’s Memorial Sta-
dium. Holy Cross and St. Fran-
cis are tied for third with 4-1
records.
Holy Cross demolished St. Pe-
ter’s, Newark, in its latest out-
ing, while St. Francis -was beat-
ing Our Lady of Lourdes, West
Orange, 6-4, on the strength of a
four-run, •sixth-inning outburst.
Bob Pratola had two doubles .and
four RBIs for the winners.
WITH ONLY one loss each, St.
Anthony’s and Our Lady of
Lourdes are still very much in
the race and regardless of what
happens Sunday both figure to
pick up ground. St. Anthony’s op-
ponent will be St. Peter’s, New-
ark. Opposing Our Lady of
Lourdes will be St. Peter’s, Belle-
ville. The two Petrean teams
have lost eight of 10 contests be-
tween them.
While the leaders will be idle
in the junior circuit, there will
still be some interesting action.
St. Leo's, which started its come-
back with a 2-1 victory over St.
Mary’s, Nutley, will try to make
up ground at the expense of St
Francis. Both teams are tied for
second place with Our Ladv of
the Valley, Orange, 7-3 victor
over Blessed Sacrament, New-
ark, in its latest outing.
Our Lady of the Valley faces
St. Thomas, which is better than
its 2-2 record indicates. St. Thom-
as has been beaten only by Sa-
cred Heart and St. Leo’s, the
scores being 2-0 and 1-0.
The week’s schedule:
INTERMEDIATB LEAGUE
Sunday, July IT . .
..
At Newark School Stadium
St. Anthony's, Belleville, vs. St Peter’s,
Newark. 1 p.m.
St. Charles, Newark, vs. St. Ann's.
Newark. 3:30.
At Newark Memorial Stadium
Holy Cross. Harrison, vs. St. Lucy’s,
Newark. 1 p.m.
St. Francis. Newark, vs. St. Joseph's
Spanish. Newark. 3:30.
At Branch Brook Extension
O. L. Lourdes, West Orange, vs. St
Peter's. Belleville, 3:30
JUNIOR LEAGUE
Sunday, July 17
At Branch Brook Extension
st
-,
Lucy'S, Newark, vs. Sacred Heart
Cathedral. Newark. 1 p.m.
St. Francis. Newark, vs. St. Leo's. Irv-
ington, 1 p.m.
Blessed Sacrament. Newark, vs St
Mary's. Nutley, 3:30.
Watsessino Park. Bloomfield
St. Tnomai. Bloomfield. v». O. L. Val-
lays Oranie. 3:30.
O.L. Lake High Plans
Varsity Sports for '58-'59
(This ts the first of a series of articles oh the athletic plans
of the Mu>#r Catholic high schools of the area. Future articles will
deal with Essfx Catholic. DePaul. Morris Catholic and St. Mary's
of Jersey City).
LAKE MOHAWK Our Lady of the Lake Regional
High School will enter the lists of varsity competition in
basketball and baseball during the 1958-59 school year
under the guidance of Ken Slattery of Hackettstown
Slattery, a veteran coach and official, handled the
junior varsity teams in both
sports during the past school
year and also launched golf on
a varsity level. A physical educa-
tion teacher at the school, he will
again handle all three sports this
year.
Wasting no time with his sched-
uling, Slattery has already formed
an unofficial Paterson Diocesan
Regional High School League with
Bayley-Ellard and Morris Catholic
as the other “members.” The
three schools will meet on a home
and home basis in basketball this
winter, though Morris will have
only freshman and sophs, while
the Lakers will have only three
classes in attendance.
SLATTERY HAS a wide experi-
ence in scholastic sports, includ-
ing coaching terms at Oceanside
and Chaminade in Long Island
and at the now defunct Irving
Prep in North Tarrytown, N. Y.
Among the products of his Long
Isjand days were Ernie Vande-
weghe and Sam Mele, both later
professional stars in basketball
and baseball, respectively.
The major portion of the Lak-
ers’ schedules this year will be
against Group I public schools in
Sussex County Franklin, Sus-
sex, Hamburg and Washington.
They have already met these
schools on the junior varsity level
and had two varsity golf matches
with Franklin at the exclusive
Lake Mohawk Country Club, the
Lakers’ home course.
It is Slattery’s hope that the as-
sociations with Bayley and Morris
Catholic will lead to a larger
league composed of Paterson dio-
cesan teams outside the see city
itself. OePaul of Wayne would fit
this category, as would Delbar-
ton, presently a member of the
North Jersey Ivy League.
Our Lady of the Lake has a
capacity of 800 students, but will
not reach this figure for some
time. There will be about 90
boys, including freshman, in
school this coming year, leaving
the Lakers at a distinct numerical
handicap against all of their po-
tential rivals except Morris Cath-
olic. i
ONLY ONE freshman ever cap-
tained a Seton Hall varsity
team. Les Fries, now a dean at
Jersey City State College, had
this honor in the 1919-20 season.
League
Standings
Passaic City CYO
JUNIOR LIAOUI
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V,,
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St Charles. Newark
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JUNIOR LIAOUS
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test Week's Results
• Victory peer St Sines'!
■erred Heart tVI 3. St. Lea's 3
Cusack Leads
Legion Squad
PATERSON - Bob Cusack of
St. Bona venture, an Advocate All-
Paterson diocesan choice during
the past schoolboy season, hurled
Paterson Post 117, American Le-
gion, to the Passaic County title
July 19 via a 10-2 victory over
Passaic Post 200
The Paterson boys now await
the’ outcome of a be at-of three
playoff between the Bergen and
Sussex County champions before
entering the state tournament.
Cusack pitched seven-hit ball
in the decisive contest, a replay
of a previously protested affair.
It was Paterson's third county
title in as many yeart. The team
roster also includes BUI Croal
and Randy Reid of St Bonaven-
ture, and John Quigley and Joe
Mikulik of Don Boece Tech.
Miss Logan Takes
Golf Title Again
SUMMIT Terry Logan of
Belleville, a member of the Es-
sex Fells Country Club, came
through with four days of super-
lative golf to successfully defend
her Garden State Women’s Golf
Association title at the Canoe
Brook Country Club last week.
It’s no mean feat to take a
match play tournament two years
in a row, but Miss Logan left no
doubt of her superiority over the
field as she won three of her four
matches by decisive margins, in-
cluding the 6 and 5 whipping of
Mrs. Marge Mason of the Ridge-
wood Country Club in the final
round July 18. ' t
Not so lucky was Terry’s club
pro, Stan Mosel, who had to be
satisfied with a third-place finish
at 287 in the New Jersey State
Open championships, held July
1719 at nearby Spring Brook
Country Club in Morristown. A1
Mengert of Echo Lake Country
Club was a repeat winner in this
tourney with a 281.
MISS LOGAN goes now4o the
Women’s National Open at Dari-
en, Conn., nejt month. She is
rated as having an excellent
chance to show well enough in
this classic to earn a shot on the
tournament trail next season. On
the second nine of the morning
i round in the state final, Terry
shot a 35, equaling men's par.
The only close call Miss Logan
had in the four days was in the
semi finals against Mrs. Joseph
B. Cralle of Montclair. Even
here, she was ahead all the way,
being three up at the turn.
Passaic Archer
To Defend Title
PASSAIC Carol Hastic, a
member of St. Anthony's parish,
will defend her intermediate
girls' title at the National Arch-
ery Association championships,
opening July 28 at Gray-
ling. Mich.
The IS-year-old Passaic High
School student won the crown a
year ago at Watkins Glen. N.Y.,
shortly after taking up the sport
She will he in ‘ competition at
Grayling for tour days, July »
XL
Press Box Paragraphs
A Memorable Race
An anniversary of a special
sort slipped by this week, so
special that it’s worth even this
belated greeting card.
It was on July 24 that John-
ny Hayes of North Bergen cel-
ebrated the 50th anniversary
of his bizarre victory in the
Olympic marathon at Shep-
herd’s Bush, London. Now a
lively 74, ijayes is the last
American to have won this
classic athletic event at the
Olympic games.
We say “bizarre victory” for
good reason, for there was cer-
tainly never another Olympic
finish like it. Hayes’ own part
’ was normal enough he ran
the 36 miles, 385 yards at a
steady pace and finished in
good form. But what happened
before Johnny got to the finish
line made this race the most
memorable in all the history of
track and field.
THE 1908 Olympic games
had not been an entirely quiet
affair right from the start. In
fact, the pyrotechnics began
during the opening parade
when Ralph Rose, carrying the
American flag, failed to dip it
(as was the custom) as he
passed the King and Queen of
England.
This gesture, or lack of it.
was roundly condemned next
day in all English newspapers.
What the writers didn’t know
was that Rose, a gentle giant
of 300 pounds from California,
had been threatened with a
midnight dunking in the
Thames River if he allowed Old
Glory to drop so much as an
inch while passing their maj-
esties.
The threat was made in the
rather unconventio'nal for
athletes surroundings of a
London pub and its authors
were the famed Irish whales
of those days Matt McGrath,
Pat Flanagan, Marty Sheridan
and Pat Ryan. This was a time
when the feelings between
Irish-Americans and the Brit-
ish were slightly cool and the
boys let Ralph know that he
would be taking his life into
his hands were he to show
any courtesy to the Sassenach.
FROM THIS thorny
ning, things soon went com-
pletely wild. An American run-
ner won the 400 meters, but
British officials called a foul
and, when the U.S. stars
wouldn’t «rerun the race, an
English army captain waltzed
to the only “walkover" iti
Olympic history. _
What hurt the proud hosts
most was the way Americans
kept running away with the
track and field events which
athletes had felt their
special province. This was be-
fore .the day of the Flying
Finns, Kohlemainen and Nur-
mi, and Americans were win-
ning even the longer distance
races.
One event the English were
confident of taking was the
marathon. So confident were
they that they allowed Indian
Tom Longboat of Canada, al-
ready ruled a professional in
the U/iited StateSf to compete
ifl the race over anguished pro-
tests of American officials. No
one gave much thought to the
chances of Hayes or his team-
mates and, as far as the Ital-
ian entry was concerned, no
one even knew the correct or-
der of his name: was it Doran-
do Pietri or Pietri Dorando?
BUT HAYES went about his
training, confident that, over
the full marathon course, the
English runners - would wilt.
Johnny had the classic long-
distance build of that day
short and stocky —and could
run all day if needed. He had
done his training on the roads
of New York and North Jersey
under all sorts of weather con-
ditions.
Sure enough, when the race
started, the English runners
raced to the lead. They stayed
there for so long that everyone
in the stadium was sure of vic-
tory and were astonished when
a little, mustachioed runner
wearing the colors of Italy stag-
gered onto the field. Staggered
was the word, for Dorando (he
later ended the name confusion
by simply dropping Pietri) was
almost completely done in.
Still thinking that a British
runner was second, the offi-
cials carefully observed the
rules and left Dorando to his
own devices, which consisted
of staggering a few yards, fall-
ing, then getting up to stagger
some more. (It was the same
scene witnessed a few years
ago at the Empire Games in
Canada when England’s Jim
Peters collapsed before he
could finish the marathon.)
ALL OF A sudden came
word that the American Hayes
was in second place and about
to enter the stadium. Quickly,
all rules were forgotten as offi-
cials stumbled over themselves
to help Dorando to the line.
Thfey managed to half-carry
him there before Johnny could
finish, but so flagrant were the
rules infractions that it was ob-
vious Hayes would receive the
gold medal.
That was the high point of
Johnny’s career. Afterwards,
he returned home and engaged
Dorando in a series of profes-
sional marathon races, one of
them being held in the old Mad-
ison Square Garden’s 11-lap to
a mile track (that figures to
almost 300 laps; people were
more patient or something in
those days).
*
Later, Hayes coached the
American marathoners at the
1912 Olympics and put in a
trick as a sportswriter before
settling down in the food bro-
kerage business. He’s been a
resident of North Bergen for
more than 40 years now and,
each Olympic year, does his bit
to help raise money for the ex-
penses of- the American team.
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Cadillacs
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BROGAN
CADILLAC-OLDS CO.
If you are still a stranger
to the practical wisdom of
owning a Cadillac, hesitate
no longer. We have an ex-
cellent selection of quality-
value late model Cadillacs
—all well cared for, with
low original mileage. These
handsome Cadillac motor
cars offer greater luxury...
more miles of motoring
pleasure . . . more value in
every way, than many new
cars priced considerably
higher. We invite you to
spend sixty minutes behind
the wheel of the model of
your choice.' and discover
for yourself the thrill . . .
the sheer joy of Cadillac
ownership. If you can. af-
ford any car—you can af-
ford a quality-value used
Cadillac.
buy BROGAN, be sure
BROGAN
CAOftLAC-CHOS CO.
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Holy Nome Anniversary
Boston, Penn Corps Threatens Knights
GARFIELD The Holy Name
Cadets, oldest of the Catholic-
sponsored drum and bugle coi-ps
In North Jersey, celebrate their
25th anniversary with their 10th
annual Parade of Junior Cham-
pions contest, July 26 at Memo-
rial. Stadium.
As befits the perfect hosts, the
Cadets themselves will not take
part in the competition, but will
give an exhibition. Top entries
include the Hyde Park Crusaders
of Boston, the Blue Lancers of
Upper Darby, Pa., the Audubon
All-Girls Corps, the St. Vincent’s
Cadets and the Blessed Sacra-
ment Golden Knights.
The Knights will be favored in
this contest, as they have just
swept to their seventh victory in
eight starts this season, defeat-
ing Audubon, 91.68-91.00, at the
Bayonne PAL Pageant of Cham-
pions, July 19 at Bayonne City
Park Stadium.
St. Vincent’s placed third in
this hometown affair with 89.88,
while Holy Name was fourth with
89.24. A heavy inspection penalty
of .5 held down the Blessed Sac-
rament winning margin as the
Newark team outscored Audubon
in all-performance departments.
THE ADDITION of the Boston
and Pennsylvania corps to the
Garfield match will give Blessed
Sacrament its sternest test to
date as the corps tries to main-
tain its high level of perform-
j ance into the national VFW con-
test at Randalls Island, N.Y., on
Aug. 20.
Also in the Garfield meet are
Our Lady of Lourdes of Pater-
son and St. Ann’s Cadets of Fair
Lawn. A rain date of Sunday aft-
ernoon, July 27, has been set in
case of inclement weather on the
26th.
The contest is being sponsored
by the Holy Name Cadet Boost-
j ers with all receipts going to the
traveling and equipment expens-
|es for the current season. Rev
Sylvester Ahearn, 0.F.M., is
moderator of the corps, while
William J. Kemmerer is chair-
man of the contest.
HIGH KICKERS - Instructor Greg Risch and Kevin
Moore watch (left to right) Pat Tansey, Craig Shaw and
RaY Barry demonstrate their kicking form. The boys
are among those getting swimming lessons as members
of the Essex County CYO Swim Club at the Seton Hall
University pool.
Bayonne CYO
Vinnies, Mount
Meet for Lead
BAYONNE St. Vincent’s and
Mt. Carmel headed toward the
first big game of the Bayonne
Junior CYO League schedule
July 29, with the probability that
the loop title would be at stake
that night at Bayonne City Park
Stadium.
Both teams turned in their first
"official” victories last week as
St. Vincent’s shut out St. An-
drew’s, 6-0, while Mt. Carmel
trounced St. Henry’s, 7-2. (A pre-
vious 4-1 win for Mt. Carmel over
St. Joseph’s was wiped out when
the latter team dropped out of
the league.).
The leaders were due to switch
victims in games played late this
week, Mt. Carmel taking on St.
Andrew’s, while St. Henry’s
played St. Vincent’s. If form held
true, the July 29 contest will de-
cide the first round winner and,
if league officials decide against
a second round, that team will
play the Jersey City junior
champs for the county title.
John (Sully) Sullivan pitched a
one-hit game with 12 strikeouts
in St. Vincent’s whitewash of St.
Andrew’s. Ron Zolonowski of Mt.
Carmel was just a bit more gen-
erous as he gave up two hits to
St. Henry's, both in the sixth and
final inning.
Also on tap this week is a con-
test between St. Henry’s and St.
Andrew’s, which, at this point,
looks as if it will settle the ques-
tion of who finishes in the cellar.
The week’s schedule (all games
at Bayonne City Park Stadium'
starting at 6:15 p m ):
MONDAY, JULY II
St. Henry'* v*
St Andrew*
TUISOAV. JULY If
St. Vincent* v», Mt. Cirmel
Essex Plans
Teen Council
MONTCLAIR The Essex
County CYO will organize a coun-
ty-wide federation of teen youth
groups sponsored by Catholic pa-
rishes in the Essex-West Hudson
area this Fall.
Rev. Charles McDonnell of St.
Catherine of Sjena, Cedar Grove,
acting CYO director, said that the
federation will be known as the
Essex County Council of Catholic
Youth, Junior Division The sen-
ior council has been in opration
for eight years
Formal announcement of the
plan has been made in a letter
sent to all parish moderators
by Father McDonnell The parish-
es have been requested to or-
ganize their own parish councils,
consisting of youth delegates from
various organizations and adult
advisors. Two delegates then are
to be selected to represent the
parish on the county level
Purposes of the proposed fed-
eration are to bring youth lead-
ers from various parishes togeth-
er, to promote inter-paruh acti-
vities, to aid parish groups in
planning their own programs, and
to provide a vole* for the Cath-
lolic youth of the area
Passaic CYC
Alfieri, LoRe Hurl
St. Nicholas to Lead
PASSAIC As the Passaic CYO Junior Baseball
League nears the halfway point of its season, it becomes ap-
parent that the pennant race is going to settle down to a
chase of undefeated St. Nicholas by the other seven entries.
St. Nicholas confirmed its grip on the top spot July 18
with an 8-3 defeat of Holy Trin-
ity, which had the loop’s only
other perfect record until that
night. The leaders then went on
to an 8-0 shutout of namesake St.
Nicholas Ukrainian on July 20
to bring their record to 6-0.
The weekend’s action was high-
lighted by one fine pitching per-
formance aftef another, includ-
ing a combined no-hitter by Den-
ny Stock and Bob Marosits of
Holy Trinity in a 3-1, eight-inning
triumph over St. Mary’s on July
19.
STOCK WORKED the first five
innings, striking out five and
walking three. Marosits, the win-
ner, struck out three and walked
two over the last three rounds
and started the winning rally- in
the eighth with a single, scoring
the decisive run as' brother Bill
Marosits’ grounder was hobbled.
Richie Loße pitched a one-hit-
ter in St. Nicholas’ shutout of the
Ukes, striking out 14 and show-
ing perfect control. Bob Hrubec
spoiled the no-hit bid, while the
winners’ attack was paced by
Dick Knothe with two hits.
The victory over Holy Trinity
found St. Nicholas coming from
behind with four runs in the sixth
inning. Gerry Stefanacci and
John Alfieri singled to lead the
rally, with the former adding a
two-run triple for insurance in
the seventh and the latter get-
ting credit for the win as he
struck out seven batters.
ST. ANTHONY’S moved into
second place with a 4-1 mark,
compared with Holy Trinity’s 3-1,
on a 20-1 rout of winless St. Ste-
phen’s. The other weekend con-
test saw Holy Rosary drub Mt.
Carmel, 10-1, for its second vic-
tory in five starts, thus tying St.
Mary’s for fourth place in the
standings.
St. Anthony’s and Holy Trinity
will temporarily settle their sec-
ond place battle July 27 in the
second game of a twin bill at
Passaic Schools Stadium. The
former also has a game listed
with Mt. Carmel for July 26.
The only action for St. Nicho-
las this weekend sends the lead
ers against St. Mary’s in the sec-
ond game of the July 26 double-
header. Other action finds St.
Stephen’s matched with Holy Ro-
sary in a twilight encounter Aug.
1 and St. Nicholas Ukrainian
meeting the Rosarians in the
first game on July 27.
The week’s schedule (all games
at Passaic Schools Stadium):
Friday. July IS
St. Stephen'* v*. Holy Rosary, 6 p. m.
Saturday* July 26
Mt. Carmel v*. St. Anthony’*. 1 p. m.
St. Mary’* vs. St. Nichola*. 3 p. m.
Sunday* July 27
St. Nicholas CUk.) v*. Holy Rosary, 1
p. m.
Holy Trinity v*. St. Anthony’*. 3 p m.
Operate Farm
To Aid Church
DIMMICK, 111. (NC) Mem-
bers of Sacred Heart parish
here have turned 120 acres of
farm land into a means of sup-
port for their church.
The men of the parish, al-
most all farmers, have rented
the land from its owner during
the past two years and farmed
it in their spare time.
So far, proceeds from the
parish farm have provided a
new heating plant for the
church, new sacristy doors and
other improvements. Chief
crops on the 120 acres are corn
and soybeans.
Hudson Loop
In Slow Start
JERSEY CITY - Slow to get
under way, the Hudson County
CYO Intermediate and Junior
Baseball Leagues should hit full
stride this week with four games
listed in each circuit.
To date, only two games have
been played —one a tie in the
junior loop and the other a 4-1
victory for St. John’s over All
Saints in the intermediate league.
St. Paul’s picked up a forfeit vic-
tory over Our Lady of Sorrows
in the junior circuit and St. Ae-
dan’s did likewise over All Saints
in the intermediate division.
There is thus no way of truly
rating the teams at this stage of
the season. The league races
have a long way to go, with a
triple round robin set among the
four junior teams and a double
round robin for the six senior
entries.
Our Lady of Sorrows faces a
busy schedule this week in the
junior loop, meeting St. Aedan’s
on July 28, All Saints on July 29
and St. Paul’s on July 31. The
other game matches St. Aedan’s
with All Saints on the 31st.
In the intermediate league, Mt.
Carmel and St. Aedan's bear the
brunt of the schedule, the for-
mer meeting All Saints on July
28 and St. John’s on July 30 and
the latter taking on Sacred Heart
on July 29 and Our Lady of
Grace on July 31.
The week's schedule (all
games at Lincoln Park, starting
| at 6 p.m.):
JUNIOR LEAGUE
Monday, July 21
Our Lady of Sorrow* va. Si. Aadan’f.
Tuttday, July 29
All Saint* v*. Our Lady of Sorrow*.
Thurtdav, July 31
St. Paul’s v*. Our Lady of Sorrows.
St. Ardan's vi. All Saints.
INTERMEDIATE LEAGUE
Monday, July 21
All Saints vs. Mt. Carmel.
Tuatday, July 2t
Sacred Heart v*. St. Ardan's.
Wednesday, July 30
St. John's v* Mt. Carmel.
Thursday, July 31
(Our Lady of Grace v* St. Aedan’.
Make Dean's List
WINOOSKI PARK, Vt.-Among
those on the list at St.
Michael's College for the Spring
term were Paul Fisher of Fort
Lee, Ronald Brescia of Roselle,
Albert Tarleton of Ridgewood
and James Tobin of Bergenfield.
Bishops O'Gara, Pursley
To Speak at CSMC Affair
NOTRE DAME (NC) Bishop Leo A. Purslev of Fort
Wayne and Bishop Cuthbert O’Gara, exiled head of the
Diocese of Yuan Ling, China will be the principal speakers
at the 18th national convention of the Catholic Students’
Mission Crusade at the University of Notre Dame, August
21 to 24
More than 3,000 students, edu-
cators and' missionaries are ex-
pected to attend the sessions
whose theme will be "America’s
Vocation to the World Apoi-
tolate."
According to Msgr. Edward A.
Frcking, chairman o( the CSMC
executive board, Rishop Pursley
will keynote the convention with
an address on the evening of
Aug. 21.
Bishop O'Gara, now in resi-
dence at St. Michael's Monastery,
Union City, is scheduled to apeak
at the second general session on
the evening of Aug. 22.
THE CONVENTION program
has been planned, Msgr. Frcking
said, to picture as vividly as pos
sible the Church's present oppor-
tunities to expand despite the op-
position of communism and the
revival of pagan and non Chris-
tian religions
Most convention sessions will
be forums or work meetings,
Msgr Frcking said Groups of
students representing CSMC units
from all parts of the-United
States will question small panels
of missionaries laboring in dif-
ferent areas of apostolic work.
During the work meetings, stu-
dent leaders will work out pro-
grams of action for the CSMC
and set new standards of mission-
aid for the guidance of younger
Catholic groups in the United
States. Groups from St. Elisa-
beths Academy and Marylawn
of the Oranges will take part in
this activity
Among others scheduled to at-
tend the sessions are Auxiliary
Bishop Richard H Ackerman,
C SS.l* ,of San Diego, Archbish-
op Owen McCann of Capetown,
South Africa; Bishop Joseph Al-
ii petty of Verapoly, South India;
and Bishop Manuel Del Roearto
of Calbayog, Philippine Islands.
SCHOOL IS OUT—drive safely.
Pope Pius Boys
Attend Courses
WASHINGTON, D. C. Jo-
seph Cangialosi and Anthony
jFiory, students at Pope Pius High
[School, Passaic, have just com-
! pleted a four-week course for
high school journalists at Cath-
olic University.
The course was under the direc-
tion of Ur. Kegis L. Boyle and
included classes in news writing,
feature writing, editorials, copy-
reading, columns, reviews, head-
lines and sports writing
Institute students published the
summer session newspaper. The
Pioneer, interviewing campus per-
sonalities and covering local stor-
ies to fill their columns. The
"staff” included 87 young journal
ista from 11 states and the Di*
triet of Columbia
On the Institute staff, asaisUng
Ur. Boyle, were Miss Mary Mur-
ray, Miss Natalie Tholl, Mrs Vic-
tor Crawford, Mrs. Richard Pres-
ton and Rev. Donald Baydik,
CSV.
Miss Rapicano Wins
Camp Talent Contest
VERONA Marianne Rapica-
no look top honorr in the atna-
the Enn Conty CYO day camp
,at Our Lady o( the Lake partih
here lait week
Kelt contest! coming up are,
the "bombaMment” and marbles
tournaments on July 23 a one-
day carnival to which parent!
ware invited was held July 24. *
The Time of Your Life
Don't Be Too Satisfied
By Rev. Gabriel W. Hafford
They say that young people are always
looking for something better than they have at
any given moment. That could be called unrest.
It is a good sign, by the way. All people should
have a bit of unrest in their makeup. Nothing
on earth actually is good enough. That is why
we are constantly working to-
ward the perfection we hope to
attain in heaven. When you
are perfectly satisfied with life
as it is, watch out. Your goal
is. heaven, not perfect happi-
ness.
For All
We just cannot take a va-
cation from fire prevention. As
a matter of fact there are
many more chances during vacation that a fire
can break out. When we are carefree we tend to
become careless. Before you set out on your va-
cation be sure to check probable danger points
at home. It is so nice to have a home to come
back to after the vacation is over. Camp fires
cause millions of dollars in loss if campers leave
them smoldering. Lighting summer-cottage
stoves can be dangerous, too. If you are careless
about such things you can be sent farther than a
Care package.
Have Fun
Some parents say that their children never
tell them about the fun they are having away
from the family circle. There could be two rea-
sons for that. Some people are sure that their
parents would not approve of the kind of fun
they are having, and that is bad. Some others
have the mistaken idea that their parents, broth-
ers and sisters are not the least bit interested in
anything they are doing. Well, the silent ones
who are doing things that they are ashamed of,
are not really having fun at all. The others are
missing a great deal of fun by failing to share
their joys with their own families. Everything
that is pleasant becomes pleasant all over again
when it is shared with those who love you. If
you like something you can be rather aure the
folks will like it too, and they will enjoy knowing
that you are having a good time.
Short Plug
There is a neat little magazine called “San-
dal Prints” published by the Capuchin FriaM
about their mission work. It will leave ita im-
print on your mind for a dollar a year, and it
can be ordered from the good Fathers at 1740
Mt. Elliott Ave., Detroit 7, Mich. We need to do
a bit of mission work to appreciate whit others
are doing to give the gift of faith to pagans.
\ Good News
This is the time of year when some of the
best young people in the neighborhood start
leaving home for their life training as Brothers,
Sisters or priests. Just hearing the news about
this boy or that girl gives a shot in the arm to
the whole neighborhood. It makes many parents
realize that the old neighborhood isn’t so bad
after all. They come to the realization that it is
a good spot to raise their families. Some of them
even secretly hope that some of the good that
the future Brothers, Sisters and priests saw in
things around them will impress their own
children.
Decent Disks and Suitable Songs
A Certain Smile Seven Daughters (Vic-
tor) Andy Russell; The Mole In a Hole The
Nightmare (Pincus) The Yo Yo’s; Tell Me
She’s So Fine (Liberty) Andy Caldwell; So Hap-
py In Love Tulips From Amsterdam (Deeea)
Richard Hayes; Dandilyon Old Mac Donald
(Victor) The Chargers; When You’re Smiling—
Hello Love (Liberty) Barry Martin.
High Fidelity Department
As Long as There’s Music (Victor) Eddie
Fisher; Chuck Gould Plays a La Fletcher Hen-
derson (Vik) C. Gould; Music for Non-Thinkers
(Victor) Guckenheimer Sour Kraut Band; Off
the Cuff (Vik) Bobby Dukoff; Fireworks (Vic-
tor) Billy Mure’s Supersonic Guitars; The
Trembling of a Leaf and The Sound of the Sea
(Victor) Ray Hartley.
Assumption, St. Catherine
Meet for Union CYO Lead
ELIZABETH Assumption, Roselle Park, and St.
Catheiine s, Hillside, two of the three undefeated teams in
the Union County CYO Intermediate Baseball League,
meet July 25 in the first of three key games which should
decide the pennant race.
The Parkers held their unbeat-
en status despite a 9-2 setback at
the hands of St. Mary's, July 18,
when it was discovered that the
Rahway team had used ineligible
players. The resulting forfeit eli-
minated St. Mary’s from the lea-
gue as it had already lost to St
Catherine's in similar fashion.
Asa result of all St. Mary's
contests being dropped from the
standings, St. Catherine's and St.
Hedwig’s, Elizabeth, the loop’s
third undefeated club, lost credit
for victories and now show 2-0
records. Assumption is a half-
game ahead with a 3-0 mark.
THE OTHER two key (tames,
matching St. Hcdwig's with St.
Catherine’s anti Assumption, have
still to be rescheduled after being
postponed earlier in the season.
League director Ray Molnar is
currently working on these dates,
as well as those for other games
affected by bad weather.
Only one game was played" July
lfl to a decision and this found
St. Joseph’s, Roselle, hanging a
7-4 upset on St. Genevieve’s, Eli-
zabeth, thus tying their victims
for fourth place. Eddie Jones
pitched three-hit ball for St. Jo-
seph's and Bill Kenney starred at
bat with a two-run triple in the
fourth inning.
There will be only one other
game played July 25, this match-
ing St. Hedwig's and St. Gene-
vieve s. A game between St. Jo-
seph’s and St. Adalbert's, Eliza-
beth, had already been postponed
and the listed contest between
St. Michael's, Elizabeth, and St.
Mary’s is, of course, now wiped
off the books,
FRIDAY, JULY IS
St Hedwig's v* St. Genevieve's. Cnnant
Field. Hillside.
Assumption vs. St. Catherine’s. Warin-
anco Park, Elisabeth
Million Dollar Scholars
BOSTON More than a mil-
lion dollars worth of scholarships
have been earned by seniors in
the Catholic high schools of tha
Archdiocese of Boston this year.
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■uy from Factory—at Lowait Pricaa
MILAN/
SCICEL,
BAKU,
SUFLAY
Flower
Hats,
etc., at
$5.00
Others. $1.75 to $6.00
FINEST
MEN'S
LIGHT WEIGHT
SUMMER
Felts,
Milans &
Panamas
$4.00
Values $7.50
to $15.00
Tramandout salactlon of bridal haad-
waar. Most raasonably priced.
MODERN HATTERS
FILM DEVELOPED
Black and Whits Service
8 Exposure Roll .45
King Sizo Glossy Reprints .05
COLOR FILM PROCESSING
Kodacolor 8 Exposure Roll
developed and enlarged 2.75
Write for mailing envelopes
RYAN FOTO, BOX 24
CHATHAM, N. J.
BROTHERS OF MERCY
A nurtmo ordar stoking selfsacrificing
young man betwaantha aoas of 17-37
yoars to livo a Rtliflous Lit# to sacuro
salvationfor thalr own souls laboring In
Hfs vinavard In various dutlas of
caring
for tha sick and Infirm.
Addrass MV. BRO. PROVINCIAL
Ranson Road Clargnca, N. Y.
"THE WIDE EYES OF
FRIGHTENED CHILDREN..
Sister Anthony writes us, ‘‘are our history book. In them we read
the horror of the past and the fears of the future.’’ And Sister cer-
tainly must know since she is in charge
of a large orphanage in Beirut (Leba-
non). The continuing troubles in this city
have Increased the burden on these good
Sisters since so many children now find
3 themselves without a home
.
. . without
~
v
' parents . . . without relatives. They have
nothing in this world but vivid memories
of terror tilled nights, days of panic. Ths
Sisters are eager to put up with any pri-
vation which will aid these unfortunates
—BUT—they feel they could do so much
more to help these children if they could
bring them to the Divine Child! This they
cannot ds since they have nochapel at the present time. Will you
help to bring the strength of the Child of Bethlehem to the children
of Beirut? The Chapel will cost $2,000.
St
The Holy Fatheri Mission Ant
for the OrientalChurch
MASS OFFERINGS BRING FOOD TO MISSIONARY PRIESTS
AND SUPPLY YOU WITH THE STRENGTH OF HEAVEN. DO
NOT FORGET THEM IN THEIR PRESENT NEED.
WHAT’S IN A NAME? Not much perhaps
. . . but then again It
may be more than a mere coincidence that close to the feast of St.
Ann (July 26) and the feast of St. James the
Apostle (July 25) we have an urgent appeal for
two nuns, SISTER JAMES MARY and SISTER
MARY ANN who wish to continue their novi-
tiate training with the Clarist Sisters in India.
.Will you help these girls prepare for a life
worthy of the names they have chosen. The
cost for necessary expenses for each Is $300
for the two years of training. You may pay the
money in any manner convenient while your daughter In Christ
prepares to serve the Mystical Body in mission lands.
HUNGER CAN CLOUD EVEN THE SUNNIEST SUMMER DAYS!
THE REFUGEES MUST EAT EVEN IN GOOD WEATHER. $10
WILL FEED A REFUGEE FAMILY FOR A WEEK .
. . WILL YOU
HELP?
mm
‘‘THE ONLY HOPE OF THE CHURCH LIES IN A NATIVE
CLERGY,” the Holy Father has told us time and again. In answer
to the this plea of the Vicar of Christ, BA-
BELLA LILHAM and KURIACOSS ISCIO
wish to prepare for the prlsthood In the
Patriarchal seminary in Iraq. Their fami-
lies are too poor to do anything to support
these boys once they enter the Seminary.
If tbej are to follow the vocation to tha
altar a generous benefactor must volunteer
to pay $600 for each boy to cover the sis
year seminary course. You may pay tba
money In any
mannerof Installment con-
venient while your "son" prepares to give
his life to secure the foundation of the Chnrch In the mission lands
•f the Near East. Will you adopt one today?
THE HANDS OF THE HOLY FATHER ARE THE HANDS OP
CHRIST. FILL THEM WITH GOOD THINGS FOR THE POOR OP
THE MISSION LANDS OF THE NEAR EAST
MEMBERSHIP DUES ARESTRINGLESS
GIFTS ... and they are extremely important.
They make It possible for the Holy. Father
to meet many obligations Which arise sud-
denly and require prompt action . . . AND
. . . they make It possible for you to share
In the daily Masses . . . prayers . . . sacri-
fices
.
.
. merits of those In the mission field.
JOIN TODAY!
__
ANNUAL INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP $]
ANNUAL FAMILY MEMBERSHIP
, $5
PERPETUAL INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP $?#
$IMPERPETUAL FAMILY MEMBERSHIP
f&12ear£i$t(ni$sions
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPEUMAN. President
Ms«c. Peter P. Toohy, Natl Wc y
Send all tommwnlcotions to:
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
430 Lexington Av«. at 46th St. New York 17, N. Y.
• MAKE MONEY •
It's easy—ihow Catholic motion picture
procrimi, Our plan ouarantaaa results.
An Ideal way of rolitnp fundi and doino
an apotfolic work! Lat'i not only com
plain aboutthe badfilmi— let'i help put
on the pood onoti Write or call today
for details. Keep this ad.
CATHOLIC FILM LIBRARY SIRVICB
<• non profit organisation)
104 North tth Street
HUmboldtS-311S Newark. M. J.
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
S«NO A WIEKtND WITH GOO
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Ctndvtftd by tho «t«ki of
S«Ut PooPi Abboy
Pl#ato mok# r«i|f»olioni »a'lf
Writ# for information t«<
PATHIR DOMINIC, O I I.
Qooo* of Pooco Rotroot Howto
I* Abboy, Ntwtoo. Ni
A WEDDING
RECEPTION
*T THI
HOTEL
PLAZA
JOURNAL JOUAtI
jmir city n j
rroviois
• OIONIMIO lANOUIT
ROOM) (10 to >00)
• UIMIIOR CUISINI
• MODRII MICH
• CARRYUI ATTINTION
TO All DfTAILS
T«J«phon« tndal Cw'ivi'unl
OLdfiold 3-0100
AMUR rarkino jrac*
AIR CONOITIONfO
(STIMATH
CMIIRYUIIY OIVfN
SCHRECK &
WAELTY
SNuW GUARDS VBNTI LATINO
ROOFING and
SHEET METAL
NIXAUTE - Bird Barrlw
LIGHTNING RODS
25-27 HAGUE STREET
JERSEY CITY 7, N. J.
• Oldfield 9-4068 •
Benedictine Missionaries
Young men who fool called \o the monastic and missionary tlfo cm
priosts and Irothors of tho Order of St. Benedict may apply. Mako up
courses for those lacking Latin.
FATHER RECTOR St. Paul's Abbey Newton, N. J.
THE FRANCISCAN FATHERS
Third Order Regular of St. Francis
Offer to Young Men and Boys special opportunities
to study for the Priesthood. Lack of funds no obstacle.
For further Information, write to
FATHER STEPHEN, T.O.R.
> Franciscan Preparatory Seminary
P. O. Box 289, Hollidaysburg 11, Penna.
1 1111 ri i! 111 1 11111111 iii iu i iii 111 iTtTn unut?S»tmirttnratHa(dieortiSniiß
THE
TRINITARIAN FATHERS
offer an opportunity to young men and boys ofGrammar
School and High School to become a priest or a Brother
in the Trinitarian Order, lack of funds no impediment.
Write to:
VOCATION DIRECTOR, 0.5.5.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore 8, Maryland
PLAN
YOUR SUMMER
VACATION NOW
GO SOUTH WITH THE CVO
FOURTH ANNUAL
VACATION TRIP to MIAMI BEACH
AUGUST 33 - SEPTEMBER I
FEATURING
7 Days - 6 Nights in Florida
Your Ticket Includes
Plana or Train Far*, All Meal* In Air Conditioned Hotel*,
Traniportation to Hotel, Three Fabulou* Tour*
FOR INFORMATION! CAU, CYO CIN7IR I
3*o BERGEN AVI., JERSEY CITY, N. J. HI S49IS
Abstinence Union
To Meet in Newark
NEWARK The Catholic Total Abstinence Union of
America will hold its 68th annual convention here from
Aug. 4 to 6 at the invitation of Archbishop Boland.
Speaker at the banquet Aug. 6, in the Hotel Robert
Treat, will be Rev. David J. Pathe, chaplain, Villa Marie
Claire, Saddle River.
Formal opening of the conven-
tion sessions will take place Aug.
5, with Mass at 9 a.m. in St.
Patrick's Pro-Cathedral, celebrat-
ed by Msgr. Joseph M. Lynch,
director of the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith in the
Diocese of Worcester, Mass. The
sermon will be preached by Rev.
John W. Keogh of Philadelphia.
The Mass will be attended by
members of the National Crusad-
ers Youth Federation, which com-
prises the youth section of the
abstinence union and is affiliated
with the Youth Department, Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Confer-
ence.
New Leper Colony
FRANKFURT ON MAIN, Ger-
many (RNS) Plans for anew
leper colony in Wangnung, South
Korea, were announced here
Movie
Reviews
By William H. Mooring
Imitation Gen,eral
Good (Adults, Adolescents)
This farcical Army comedy is
set on the French front during
World Warl 11. To boost droop-
ing morale, a master sergeant
(Glenn Ford) masquerades as a
general, with a scared corporal
(Red Buttons) as his trembling
“aide.” Wartime combat may not
provide many occasions for fun,
but as a spoof this is hilarious
in parts and obviously evolves a
new comedy team, if Ford and
Buttons will go for it.
Never Love a Stranger
Fair (Adults
John Drew Barrymore is good
in'the part, but this melodrama-
tic yarn about a foundling who
becomes a gangster boss is rather
rambling and in parts implausi-
ble. Raised as a Catholic in a
Catholic orphanage, he becomes a
drifter, then finally a gang boss.
Criminal violence is relatively
well restrained, action in the
latter sequences brisk, but the
script never determines whether
this character is a failure in spite
of Catholic training or because of
(improbable) Catholic discrimina-
tion.
WHEN YOU buy from our ad-
vertisers, tell them you saw it in
The Advocate.
Television Film Ratings
Tbt Legion of Decency reted these films when they were first released. There may be changes
m
some, due to cuts made when the films were prepared for television use. Generally, however, the
Legion of Decency ratings may he accepted as correct moral evaluation of these television films.
SATURDAY, JULY 1*
,*• m- <*’ 8111 WO** Agsin (Family)10:30 a.m. (7) Black Beauty (Family)
12:30 p.m. (5) Return of Rin Tin Tin (Family) *
1 p.m. (») Home on the Prairie (Family)
2 p.m. (4) Riders to the Stars (Family)
2 p.m. (S) .Singing Marine (Family)
2 p.m. (9) Alaska Highway (Family) i
i o
e-no. Blue. (Adults. Adolescents)
3 p.m. (4) Melba (Family)
3’
able)
11 P m <9> Fl,htin * M »" ot ‘he Plains (Objection-
-3:30 p.m. (2) Harrigan's Kid (Family)
i 'Groom Wore Spurs (Adults. Adolescents)
8 p.m. (13) Clancy Street Boys (FamUy)
5:30 p.m, (2) Bandits of Corsica (Adults. Adolescents)
5.30 p.m. (11) Lawless Nineties (Family)
5-.n m
o,o
3,
,,
S!.o er Que *n <Adult »- Adolescents)7 3 °ao ?°' I1:
,
3? pm- <U) My D,rlln * Clementine (Adults,
Adolescents)
9 p.m. (5) Pennies From Heaven (Fantlly)
10 p.m. (11) Black Swan (AdulU, AdolescenU
11.15 p.m. (2) In This Our Life (Oblectionable)
11:15 p.m. (4) Champ for a Day (Adults. Adolescents)
12 30 « m. (4) I. the Jury (Objectionable)
1:10 a.m. (2) Heavenly Body (AdulU. AdolescenU)
SUNDAY, JULY 27, 1711
1 P.m. (2) Once Upon a Time (Family)
2:30 P.m. (2) Battle Taxi (Family)
3, 10 p.m. (5) Tulsa (Family)
4:3?^kT :3?; 1(L pm- l 9) Fighting Men of the Plains
(Objectionable)
12:20 a.m. (4) Act of Love (Objectionable)
MONDAY, JULY It, ltft
130 p.m. (7) Golden Boy (AdulU. AdolescenU)
2:30 p.m. (11) Blue. White and Perfect (AdulU, Adoles-
cents)
2:30 p.m. (13) Blonde Ice (Adults. Adolescents)
4 p.m. (11) Wing and a Prayer (Adults, AdolescenU)
<4, .Jlu j!,c ln M*nh *«»n (Adults. Adolescents)
5iJO p.m. (2) Dive Bomber (Family)
7:30. 10 p.m. (9) Having Wonderful Crime (Adults, Adoles-
cents)
7:30. 9:25. 11:20 p.m. (13) Down Argentine Way (AdulU,
Adolescents)
}} <»> Waterfront (AdulU. AdolescenU)
11:15 p.m. (2) Adam and Evelyn (Adults. AdolescenU)
..
TUSSDAY, JULY 17, 17St
10 a.m., 1:30 p.m. (5) Trapped (Family)
1:30 P.m. (7) Golden Boy (Adult*, Adolescent*’
4 p.m. (11) Win* *nd » Prayer (Adult*. Adoleerenta)
5 p.m. (4) Outpost In Malay* (Adult*, Adolescent*)
5:30 p.m. (2) Lady of the Tropic* (Adult*. Adolescent*)
• P.m. (5) Doctor Take* a Wife (Adult*. Adolescent*)
8:30 p.m. (11) Park Bow (Adult*. Adolescents) 5
11 p.m. (3) Port of New York (Adults, AdolescenU)
11 p.m. (9) Having Wonderful Crime (Adults, Adolescents)
11:15 p.m. (2) Objective Burma (Adults. Adolescents)
1:32 a m. (2) Kansas City Kitty (Adult*. Adolescents)
WtDNISOAY, JULY 10. 1831
1:30 p.m. (7) Golden Boy (Adults, Adolescents)
2:30 p.m. (13) Fabulous Suzanne (Adults, Adolescents)
4 P.m, (11) Win* and a Prayer (Adults, AdolescenU)
5:30 P.m. (2) Horn Blow* at Midnight (Adults, Adolescents)
11 p.m. (9) Having Wonderful Crime (Adults, Adolescents)
11:13 p.m. (2) Island Rescue (Family)
12:57 a.m. (2) North of Nome (Family)
,
THURSDAY, JULY 11, !«SI
10 s m. (5) Treasure of Monte Cristo (Objectionable)
1:30 p.m. (7) Golden Boy (AdulU. Adolescents)
’
2:3
cents')'
(11> Blu*- White and Perfect (Adults, Adoles-
-2:30 p.m. (9) Red House (AdulU. AdolescenU)
2:30 p.m. (13) Wife Wanted (Adults. AdolescenU)
4 P.m. (11) Win* and a Prayer (Adults. Adolescents)
*
JL'm' Tale of Five Women (Adults, Adolescents)
5:30 p.m. (2) Good Die Young (Adults. AdolescenU)
7:30 p.m. (13) First Legion (AdulU, AdolescenU) V
11 P.m. (9) Having Wonderful Crime (Adults. AdolescinU)
11:15 p.m. (2) Penny Serenade (Adults. Adolescents)
1:33 am. (2) Let’s Get Married (Family)
FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, IMS
2:30 p.m.(9) Seven Days to Noon (Adults, Adolescents)
2:30 p.m. (11) Blue, White and Perfect (Adults, Adoles-
cenU
2:30 p.m. (13) Texas. Brooklyn and Heaven (AdulU,
Adolescents)
4 P.m. (11) Win* and a Prayer (Adults. AdolescenU)
5:30 p.m. (2) Wagons Roll at Night (Adults, AdolescenU)
3:30 p.m. (11) South of Dixie (Family)
7:30. 9:35. 11:40 p.m. (13) A Bell for Adano (Adults,
Adolescents)
10 P.m. (9) Having Wonderful Crime (AdulU. AdolescenU)
11 p.m. (5) Dark Mirror (Adults, Adolescents)
11:15 p.m. (2) Kiss in the Dark (Adults, Adolescents)
12:37 a.m.,(2) Iron Curtain (Family)
Pray for Them
Brother Vincent, S.C.
METUCHEN The funeral of
Brother Vincent Barton, S.C.,
founder and principal of St. Fran-
cis’ School here, took place July
17 with a Requiem Mass in St.
Francis Church. He died July 15
after a brief illness.
A native of Harrison, Broth'er
Vincent attended Holy Cross
School there, and made his first
vows with the Brothers of the
Sacred Heart in 1917.
After teaching in Indianapolis,
Ind., Vicksburg, Miss., and Musko-
gee, Okla., he went to Africa in
1935 as director general of the
Order’s African Missions, with
headquarters at St. Louis College,
Gulu, Uganda.
Returning in 1945 he served as
principal at St. Rose of Lima
School, Brooklyn, and Coindre
Hall, Huntington, L. 1., until 1954
when he established St. Francis
School here.
Surviving are two brothers,
Gerard A. of Kearny and John J.
of Colonia, and a sister, Mrs. Lou-
is Saporito of Kearny.
William P. O’Neill
JERSEY CITY - A Requiem
; Mass for Wiljiam P. O’Neill was
| offered July 19 in St. Aedan’s
[Church here by Rev. Robert L.
! Daly, Our Lady of Lourdes, West
| Orange, a nephew. He died July
J l6 after a short illness. The final
absolution was given by Auxil-
! iary Bishop Martin W. Stanton.
Husband of the late Anne Trai-
nor O’Neill, Mr. O’Neill was the
brother of Sister M. Norbert,
O!P., and Sister M. Leo, 0.P.,
and uncle of Sister Dorothy Jo-
seph, 0.P., all of Mt. St. Domi-
jnic’s, Caldwell. Also surviving
j are two sons, a brother, three
| other sisters and a grandson.
Mrs. Agnes Grady
i JERSEY CITY A Requiem
| Mass for Mrs. Agnes Grady, 94
Bleecker St., was offered July 22
in St. Anne’s Church here. She
died July 19.
Four relatives of Mrs. Grady
are in religion. They are a broth-
er, Rev. J. Howard MacMurren of
Washington, two nephews. Rev.
James McFarland, St. Columba’s
Newark, and Rev. Francis X. Mc-
Farland, S. J., India,'and a sister.
Sister Grace De Paul, St. Rose of
Lima Convent, Newark.
Also surviving are two other
sisters.
Polish Pilgrims Going
To Auriesville Aug. 3
AURIESVILLE, N.Y. - Polish
pilgrims will assemble Aug. 3
at the National Shrine of the
Jesuit Martyrs of North Amer-
ica here to honor Our Lady of
Lourdes.
Mass will be celebrated every
hour from 6 a m. to noon. Sta-
tions of the Cross in Polish will
take place at 2 p.m,, followed by
Benediction of the Blessed Sac-
rament in the Ravine.
Climax of the pilgrimage will
be the Missa Cantata at 4:30
p.m. in the Great Coliseum. Bisti-
op Roman R. Atkielski of Mil-
waukee will preside and address
the pilgrims In Polish and Eng-
lish.
Ireland Donates Books
VATICAN CITY <NC) The
Irish government has presented
to the Vatican Library an import-
ant collection of books dealing
principally with Irish history.
Mail Rales Increase
Effective Aug. 1
NEWARK - A postal rate
increase will go into effect on
Aug 1, Postmaster Louis A.
Reilly has reminded
The rate for first-class let-
ters will be 4 cents an ounce,
air mail 1 cents an ounce and
postal cards 3 cents each.
Rates on other types of mail
will also advance
Prep Alumni Start
Membership Drive
NEWARK The annual mem-
bership drive of the St. Bene-
dict’s Prep alumni is now under
way according to Eugene E.
Walsh, president. Named as
chairman are James R. Barry
and, John J. Zieser.
Cana Calendar
PRE-CANA
July 27-Aus. 3—Sprinsfield, St. James.
EL 3-3597.
Au*. 3-10—Hackensack. St. Francis.
CO 1-4248.
Aut. 17-24 Newark. St. Francis
Xavier. BI S-4479.
MOVIES
Moral ratlht hv the Mew York office of
National Lesion, Of Decency with coopera-
tion of Motion. Picture Department. Inter-
nation*! Federation of Catholic Alumnae-
*W*"*'VS KS
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
NEW MOVIES: Flaming Frontier; Street of Darkness; Tank
Force; Wild Heritage
Abominable Snowman
Admirable Crichton
Acroaa tha Bridie ••
All at Sea •
All Mine to Give
Alligator Named Daiajr
Ambush at Cimarron
Pass i
Apache Warrior
April Love ••
Areund the World la
Eighty Dara
Attack ol the Puppet
People
Beast of Budapest
Beginning ol the End
Big Beat ••
Black Scorpion •
Bolshoi Ballet
Bombers B-S3 ••
Bridge on River Kwal
Campbell’s Kingdom
Chase a Crooked
Shadow •
Chasing the Sun
Cinerama South Seas
Adventure
Cole Younger. Gun-
lighter •
Country Music Boy
Courage ol Black Beauty
Cowboy ••
Crash Landing *
Crooked Ctrcla
Damn Citiien ••
Dangerous Exile
Deep Six •
Deerslayer
Desert Hell
Destination 60.000
Diamond Salari
Duel at Apache Well
Dunkirk
Enemy Below •••
Enemy Irom Space
Escapade In Japan
Escape Irom Red Rock
Escape Irom Terror
Pace in the Night
Port Massacre
Prom Hell to Texas ••
Gentle Touch
Ghost Diver
Ghost ol China Sea
Giant Claw
Gideon ol Scotland Yard
GUt ol Love ••
Girl Most Likely •
God la My Partner ••
Golden Age ol Comedy
Gun Duel in Durango
Gun Glory
Gunaight Ridge *
Handle With Caro ••
Hell Canyon Outlaws
High Flight
Hell Ship Mutiny
Hired Gun
Hong Kong Aflair
How to Murder a Rich
Uncle ••
I Accuse
International
Invisible Boy
It's Great to Be Young
Jacqueline
Jamboree
James Dean Story
Joe Dakota
Last ol the Fast Guns
Last Stagecoach West
Let's Rock
Man Irom God's
Country
Manhunt Jungle
Merry Andrew •• ’
Wisouri Travelers ••
Mustang
No Time for Ser-
geants ••
Old Man and the Sea
Octet
Old Yeller
One That Got Away ••
Operation Madball ••
Paris Holiday
Pawnee
Perri •••
Persuader
Plunder Road
Proud Rebel ••
Pursuit of Graf Spec ••
Quantrill’s Raiders
Raiders of Old
California
Rawhide Trail
Return to Warbow
Ride Out lor Revenge
Rising ol the Moon
“
Rockabilly Baby
Rock-a-byo Baby
Rooney •
Run Silent. Run Deep **
Sabu and the Magio Ring
Sad Sack *
St. Louis Blues ** -
Search for Paradise
Seven Hills of Rome
•••
Sheepman ••
Sierra Baron
Sing Boy Sing ••
Slim Carter
Snowflre
Space Children '
Spook Chaser
Spy In the Sky
Stopover Tokyo
Story of Mankind
*
Story of Vickie ,
Summer Love
"
Tale of Two Cities
Ten Command-
menU ••••
That Night
This Is Russia
Three Brave Men *
Thundering JeU
Thunder Over Tar-tor
Time Lock
Tin Star •••
Torero
Toughest Guy In
Tombstone
Town Like Alice ••
20 Million Miles to
Earth
Under Fire
Underwater Warrior* •
Up In Smoke
White Huntress
White Wilderness
Windjammer
Wolf Dog
World Was His Jury *
Young Land
Zero Hour ••
Morally Unobjectionable for
Adults and Adolescents
NEW MOVIES: Man Who Died Twice; Naked and the Dead
Astounding She Monster
Attila •
Awakening
Bitter Victory
Black Tent
Blonde Blackmailer
Blood Arrow
Bravados •••
Break in the Circle
Camp on Blood Island
Careless Years
••
Cartouche
Case Against Brooklyn
Cast a Dark Shadow
Cattle Empire ••
Chicago Confidential •
China Gate
Copper Sky
Colossus of New York
Count Five and Die ••
Cross-Up
Cry Baby Killer.
Curse of the Demon
Dalton Girls
Dangerous Youth
Dateline Tokyo
Day of the Bad Man
Death in Small Doses
Demoniaque
Dino •
Doctor at Large *
Escapade
Flame Barrier
Flood Tide
Fly
Fort Bowie
Forty Guns ••
French They Are a
Funny Race
From Hell It Came
Fury at Showdown
Fuzxy Pink Nightgown
Green Eyed Blonde
Gun Fever
Gunfire at Indian Gap
Guns Don’t Argue
Hard Man
Hatful of Rain •••
Hear Me Good
Helen Morgan Story ••
Hell on Devil’s Island
Hit and Run
Hold That Hypnotist
Hot Rod Girl
Hot Rod Rumble
Hunchback of Notre
Dame
Illegal
I Married a Woman x
Imitation General
.In the Money
'lron Sheriff
Joe Butterfly ••
Johnny Trouble ••
Journey to Freedom
Jungle Heat
Killer on the Wall
Kings Go Forth •••
Land Unknown
Last Bridge
Law A Jake Wade ••
Legend of the Lost x
Line Up
Lisa
Lure of the Swamp
Macabre
Man or Gun
Monte Carlo Story •
Murder Reported
My Man Godfrey •••
Naked in the Sun
New Orleans After Dark
No Down Payment ••
Oregon Passage
Oklahoma Woman
Once Upon a Horse
Outlaw’s Son
Parson and the Outlaw
Paths of Glory
Quantez *
Quiet American •
Raintree County
Restless Breed •
Return of Dracula
Revenge of Frankenstein
Ride a Violent Mile
Robbery Under Arms
Rock All Night
Rodan
Run of the Arrow
Saddle the Wind ••
Safecracker
Saint Joan •
Sayonara •••
Scotland Yard Dragnet
Sea Wife
Seventh Sin •
She Creature*
She Played With Fire
Showdown at Boot Hill
Sinner
Slaughter on Tenth
Avenhe
Snorkel
So Lovely, So Deadly
Something of Value
••
Space Master
Stakeout on Dope Street
Suicide Battalion
Tall Stranger
Taming Sutton's Gal
Teenage Bad Girl
Thing That Couldn’t Die
3:10 to Yuma
•••
Thunder Road •
Tiajuana Story
Time Limit ••
Time to Love and a
Time to Die ••
Tip on a Dead Jockey
Triple Deception
Trooper Hook
••
True Story of Lynn
Stuart •
Unearthly
Unholy Wife ••
Unknown Terror
Vampire
Vertigo •
Viking Women and the
Sea Serpent
Violators •
Voice in the Mirror
War of the Satellites
Weapon
Wink of an Eye
Witness for the
Prosecution •••
Woman in a Dreasing
Gown
Young and Dangerous **
Your Past la Showing
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
NEW MOVIES: Cat on a Hot Tin Roof; High School Hellcats
Adulteress
Another Time. Another
°lace x
BonJour Tristesse •••
Brothers Karamazov
Cabirla
China Doll
Cool and the Crazy x
Cry Terror •••
Darby's Rangers ••
Desire Under the Elms**
Fiend Without a Face
Fighting Wild Cats
Frankenstein 1970
Fraulein ••
Cates of Paria
GervaUe
Gigt *••
Girl in the Woods
Goddess
Going Steady *
Gunman's Walk •
Haunted Stranger
Hell’s Highway
High Cost of Loving *•••
Hot Spell ••
Indiscreet *
Kathy
Key x
Lady Takes a Flyer
•
Long Hot Summer ••
Maracaibo *
Marjorie Morning-
star •••
Muggers
Never Love a Stranger
Notorious Mr. Monks
Ordet
Outcasts of the City
Pagans
Peyton Place **•
R. X. Murder
Rouge Et Noir
Seven Guns to Mesa
South Pacific ••••
Stage Struck ••
Strange Case of Dr.
Manning
Teacher's Pet •
Ten North Frederick *•
This Happy Keeling ••
Time Without Pity
Too Much Too Soon
.Touch of Evil •
Undersea Girl
Unwed Mother
Vikings **
Wild is the Wind
Young Lions •••
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Affair in Havana
As Long as They’re
Happy
Attack of the SO Foot
Woman
Baby Face Nelson •
Back From the Dead
Beautiful But Danger-
ous *
Black Patch
Blonde in Bondage
Blood of Dracula
Bonnie Parker Story
Bop Girl Goes Calypso
Bride and the Beast
Bride Is Much Too
Beautiful *
Confessions of Felix
Krull
Cop Hater
Curse of Frankenstein
Decision at Sundown
Deep Adventure
Designing Woman *
Devil’s General
Devil’s Hairpin •
Disembodied
Domino Kid
Don’t Go Near the
Water *
Dragstrip Girl
Dragstrip Riot x
18 and Anxious
*
Escape From San
Quentin
Every Second Counts
Face in the Crowd
Farewell to Arms
Female Animal
Female Jungle
Fernandel the Dress-
maker
Forbidden Desire
Adorable Creatures
And God Created
Woman
Bandit. The
Bed. The
Blue Amgel
Ceeer
Devil in the Flesh
Desperate Wensen. The
Freneb Use
Fire Down Below •
Flesh and the Spur
Gang War
Girl in Black Stockings
Girls In Prison
Girls on the Loose
God’s Little Acre •
Gold of Naples
Gunbattle at Monterey
Hell Bound
Hell Drivers
High Hell
High School
Confidential ••
Hot Car Girl
House of Numbers ••
Invasion of the Saucer
Men
I Was a Teenage
Frankenstein
I Was a Teenage Were-
wolf
Island in the Sun **
Island Women
Jeanne Eagles *
Jailhouse Rock *
Jet Pilot *
Joker Is Wild *
Juvenile Jungle x
King Creole *
Kiss Them for Me •
Lafayette Escadrille *
Land of Destiny
Last Paradise
Left Handed Gun
Les Girls ••
Little Hut x
Live Fast. Die Young
Long Haul
I-ost Lagoon
Love In the Afternoon
Love Slaves of the
Amazon
Machine Gun Kelly
Mam’zelle Ptgalle
Condemned
Frtc-Frae
Game of Love
Gigi (Fr.)
Husband fer Anna
I Am a Camera
Letters From My
**
Windmill
Mtlsou
Moon la Blue
No Orchids fer Mias
Man in the Shadow ••
Man of a Thousand
Faces •••
Mr. Rock and Roll
My Gun Is Quick
Naked Africa
Niked Paradise
No Sun in Venice
1.000 Years From Now
PaJama Game **
Pal Joey x
Panama Sal
Panic in the Parlor
Paris Does Strange
Things
Parisienne
Poor But Beautiful
Portland Expose •
Portrait of an Unknown
Woman
Pride and the Passloa
Razzia
Reform School Girl
Screaming Mimi
Short Cut to Hell
•
Silk Stockings *
Sorority Girl
Story of Esther Costello
Stowaway Girl
Sun Also Rises •
Sweet Smell of Success*
Tarnished Angels*
Teenage Doll
Teenage Wolf-Pack
This Angry Age
Three Faces of Eve
Town on Trial
Until They Sail ••
Valerie
Wayward Bus ••
Wayward Girl
Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter
Woman of the River
Young and Wild a
Blandish
One Summer mi
Happiness •
Seven Deadly Mas
Sins of the Borglas
Snow Is Black
Smiles of a Summer
Night
Yeuag aad the Demand
Catholic Radio, Television
TELEVISION
SUNDAY. JULY 27
Noon IT) Chrtalopher Program.
'‘'Hamm That Pawar." Richard Ar-
lan and Joan Italia.
1 am. ill) Btahop Pultaa J. Shaan.
"Lila la Worth Llvlaa
“
THUMDAY, JULY 11
Ia m. (11)—Tha Chrtatoahere.
RADIO
SUNDAY, JULY IF
• IS am. WNRW—"Sacrad Heart.”
TANARUS: IS a m WRCA-Hour al SI Trancl.
* *» a w WMTR—Hour ol St Pranda.
IB3S am wAH "An Amartcan
It OS a m WMTR—Thraahald a( Ser-
anlta.
*■» am. WRCA - Catholic Hour.
“Tha Imaaa of Ma«.“ Rev Harold C.
Gardnar.
** »* WMCA Ava Maria Hour,
“St John Planer ”
WVNJ - Tha Llvlaa Roaary.
Rav Daaatnlr A Pacua.
>* * * WOR Idarun Thaaiar.
Talaal lac U«ai." Kirk Douslaa.
Diana Doualaa.
MONDAY, JULY It
• am. WSOU iTM) - Sacred Haart
Procram.
HSO am. WSOU (FM) Tamila Thaa-
TUIIDAY, JULY IP
l am. WSOU iFM) - Sacrod Haart
Procram.
WIDNIIDAY.JULY It
1 a m WSOU IFM) St Anna da
Baauara.
'SmSfiJSS!1 - *■
THURSDAY, JULY 11
l am. WSOU (FM) - Sacred Haart
Prafraat
Wiou <T*>
- Aea Maria
PRIOAV, AUd 1
P^r.m
SOt 'Jr *® ~ *Mn4 Heart
kid a m. WSOU (FM) Hour ol St
Fraarta.
*nc»aat WlN * ~ f»raatual Hala
•^a^L W,OU »**> - “~c 1 tha
SATURDAY, AUD. 1
in am. WOR—Family The.Ira,
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Rent or buy this famous Everest & Jennings
• tM*
'trs e»t» n if
mtMMimtttur
My good looking Erereet and
Jennings wheel chair has be-
come more than a comfortable
and easy way to get about. To
me it means freedom and in-
dependence regained.
Learn more about these won-
derful modern chairs •..write
or telephone for FREE
Booklet.
■vihct a j—anos dcaur
COSMEVO SURGICAL SUPPLY CO
216 PATERSON ST., PATERSON, N. J.
GRegory 3-2310 SHerwood 2-6986
Donahue's Florist
170 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
HUmboldt 3-2224
NEWARK NEW JERSEY
don McCracken
FUNERAL HOME
(formerly th«
Frank T. Burnt Home)
2124 ST. GEORGE AVENUE
Elizabcth-llndcn Lint
ELiiabtlh 2-2270
InTtme of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
1Civ ii'Al
ESSEX COUNTY
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
JOSEPH I. FINNERAN
102 SO. CLINTON STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-0022
L. V. MULLIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
OORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
COOEY S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntclair 2 0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N. J.
ESiex 3-1020
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661.FRANKLIN AVENUE
"tl NUTIEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
. , NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
ROBERT LEE FUNERAL HOME
394 PARK AVE. cor. High St.
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-0935
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
BERGEN COUNTY
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
THOMAS J. KELLY, Inc.
37 WEST MAIN STREET
BERGENFIELD, N. J.
DUmont 4-1286
JOHN J. FEENEY
70 MONMOUTH ROAD
GLEN ROCK, N J.
MUlberry 4-4396
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbiter 2-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATla* 8-1362
HUDSON COUNTY
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N J.
HOboken 3-1455
HOboken 3-1456
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 -451 h STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNion 7 0120
LAWRENCE O FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 9 0579
James A. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOurnal Square 2-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1,914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
UNION COUNTY
PATRICK 8 WERSON
635 NORTH WOOD AVENUE
LINDEN, N. J.
Linden 3-4119
GORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
GROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070NORTH BROAD STREET
HlllSlbE, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD 8 SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. j.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MILLER FUNERAL HOME
Leo F. Bannworth, Director
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 7-0141
GORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 Harding avenue
CLIFTON, N. J.
PReicott 7-3002
Per lilting in thie section call The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY
For Information regarding your AD in thin Directory
Call MArket 4*0700 and ask for Classified Advertising.
APARTMENTS TO LET
UNION
IN UNION “C” BERRY
Four room apartment, and floor
oflove-
ly two family, heat and hot water aup-
plied, garage. Asking *l5O per month.
Convenient location.
CHAS. V. BERRY, INC.
1865 Morria Ave., Union MU 8-3800
Cloaed Wednesdayduring July 4c Aug.
APPLIANCES
REPAIRS
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BRQILERS
And All Household Electrical
Appliances at Low Prices
AMHERST
APPLIANCE & SUPPLY CO.
493 CENTRAL AVENUE
ORangs 3-7939 EAST ORANGE
SUPREME AP PLIAN CiTs E R VICE
ALL AUTOMATIC WASHING MA
CHINES REPAIRED: GAS AND ELEC-
TRIC CLOTHES DRYERS REPAIRED.
Garfield, N. J. PReacott 8-8080
FLORISTS
MAYFAIR FLORISTS
"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY FLOWERS"
Joe Core, Prop.
1030 So. Orange Ave., Newark, N. J.
ESsex 34433
HELP WANTED FEMALE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
TEACHER NEEDED
for full time position
In
BENEDICTINE ACADEMY
•40 N. Broad St.. Elisabeth
Generolls salary.
Phone:
ELizabeth 2-0330 or ELizabeth 3-3248
LUMBER AND FUEL
SPECIALIZING
IN MILLWORK. KITCHEN
CABINETS. FORMICA TOPS,
WARDROBES AND CORNICES
WOODWARD
Lumber & Coal Cos.
3T Linnet St.. Bayonne FE 9-0013
MONUMENTS
ALBERT H. HOPPER, INC.
Manufacturer of
MONUMENTS AND MAUSOLEUMS
339-341 Ridge Rd . N. Arlington
. WYman 1-2260-
Opp. Holy Croaa Cemetery
We are the largeet manufacturer of
memortala In the etate. and are paaalng
on to our cualomera a aavtnga of 30%
by aelllng direct to purchaaer
MONUMENTS MADE OF GRANITE
FROM THE ROCK Or AGES QUARRY
E. L SMITH QUARRY—BARRE GUILD
MONUMENTS—bronze MARKERS
WAR MEMORIALS
Barre Guild Monuments
DE PAOLA
MONUMENT COMPANY
(For the Ftneat In Memortala Completely
Manufactured in Barre, Vermont
909 Franklin Are.. Newark. N. J.
HUmboldt 10*1.1
Future Dtaplay Opp Gat* of Heaven
Cemetery.
PAINTING l DECORATING
JOSEPH"HANSON
I FOR GOOD JOB BY MECHANICS
(INSIDE. OUTSIDE PAINTING. IA
| PAPERIIANOING; MINORCARPENTRY;
FINANCED; INSURED OR. STOSS
PITS
DOGS GROOMED - PETS BOARDED
Naoaa and Anaal*. • far (1
CkMM Iron 100 min. M ud u*
KAZIMIR'S
U Andnraon St , Hack. HU T Ull.
(>wo HI t
PICTURES and ART SOPHIES
JOHN nighland *
PtctuiM and Ultima
Artiata’ Malaria la
11 Midland Aaa. Montclair. N. J.
Ptlarlm I tilt
Clo*»ifi*d Rate*
1 Insertion $.40 per line
4 Insertion* Ml per line
~*N»Ui • UM
PLUMBING A HEATING
COAL OIL
PROMPT DELIVERY
COURTEOUS SERVICE
NUT or
STOVE
20.95
RYAN
REALTORS
If
you are thinking of buying or tolling,
call
HOWELL S. COGAN
Realtor Insuror
303 Broad St.. Bloomfield
Pilgrim 8-2734
SAFES
ALL TYPE
NEW AND USED SAFES
Vaults Bought, Sold and Repaired
Safe interiors made to specifications.
All kinds of Fireproof equipment for
Institutions. Industry. Residence
MAFFEY'S KEY SHOP (est. 1910)
1172 E. Grand St.. Elizabeth. N. J.
EL 21902
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BAYVILLE
WATERFRONT LOTS From *MO.
•hell, from *2.300. Glen Cove. Mable
Brother., owner., 3 mile, .outh of Tom.
River on Rt. 0-4 at Bayvtlle, N. J. or
north of Forked River 9 mile, on Rt
#•4.
EAST ORANGE
237 Dodd St. corner Midland Ave.
At Holy- Name Church and School
Near the new E. O. Catholic H. S.
4 rms. and lav. on Ist fl.; 4 rms. and
bath on 2nd fl.; 3rms. and storage on
3rd fl. Gas-steam heat; 2 car garage.
Ampere-Newark bus stops at corner.
Inspect today SO 3-3113
ELKA PARK, NEW YORK
must sacrifice! seven ROOM
HOUSE WITH DRILLED WELL AND
GARAGE AT ELKA PARK IN CATS
KILL. N. Y. EIGHT ACRES OF LAND.
BEAUTIFUL SETTING AND MILES OF
VIEW. PRICE *7.500 TEL. JERSEY
CITY. DELAWARE 3-4113 AFTER <
P.M.
FLORHAM PARK
FLORHAM PARK
IN HOt.Y FAMILY PARISH
NEW PAROCHIAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL
ORANGE COURT
SPACE , . . la The Key Not.
Colonial Split Levels
Wooded 1/3 Acre Plot*
Plenty of Garden Space
Everythin! la Large
(Rut the price)
FROM *33.300 .
33 Yr. Mortgage Available
Choice of 3 and4 bedroom homes: brick
front: breathtaking science kitchens, fin-
ished recreation rooma: ltv & 2<t baths,
full basements: an outalandlng buy!
DIRECTIONS; Morris Turnpike to Madl
son right on Greenwood Rd. to Ridge
dale
Ave. right on South Orange to
Crescent Rd. and Model, or from New-
ark: South Orange Ave. to Crescent Rd
and Modal.
SALES AGENTS
THE BOYLE CO.
.133
Jersey Ave. ELiubeth 3-4300
LAKE VALHALLA
Prim* club community, • rooms. 2
bsths. 2 car (am* on 1 acr* dogwood
and
landscaped lot. dlroctly overlooking
lake. Tennis, swimming. hiking leal all
year living MArket 27SS« or Room 620.
7(4 Rroad St . N*wark. tor appointment.
SUMMIT
Vear old. tour bedroom, spilt, level
Has *v*rrthln(. Priced In lb* Ws Call
owner l Rest new 3 SSI7
RELIGIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
THE MIRACLE SHOP
314 RIDGE ROAD
topp. mu Theatre!
Lyndhurtt. N J,
Summer Hours
Inman • P M to • P M
Saturday (JO AM to • PM.
WBMetor »*US
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
US Broadway. Paterson. N. J,
Mllborry 4-SSI4
Mart* • Betas Omit
DISTINCTIVE: Exceptional homes including split levels, ranch
and colonial styling have been designed by Jack Pineles
and Morton Kaplan, builders of Autumn Ridge Estates in
Mountainview, Wayne Township. The split level, pictured
above, features a flagstone entrance hall and large cathe-
dral ceiling, living room with an all brick fireplace with
raised hearth. Autumn Ridge Estates is ideally located to
parochial grammer and high schools. School buses pass at
corner. Shopping and all transportation is convenient.
AERIAL VIEW: Before (top) and after (bottom) aerial photo-
graphs of 250-acre Baywood-on- Barnegat community
fronting on Barnegat Bay in Brick Township, Ocean County,
which is rapidly being transformed into a 1,100-home
seashore resort colony by the American Land Investment
Corp,, North Plainfield. Network of 30 navigable lagoons
interlaces sprawling community.
Final Section
Being Opened
TOMS RIVER (PFS)
— A final
section consisting of 100 plots is
being opened to the public at
Dover Shores on Barnegat Bay,
summer and year-round commun-
ity on Route 37 approximately
seven miles east of Garden State
Parkway exit 82 in Toms River.
The 72-acre community with its
network of lagoons just off the
bay is being developed by Shore
Builders, Inc., of Teaneck. It will
have 500 homes when completed.
The developers offer both la-
goon and bayfront building plots
with a minimum of 5,000 square
feet. Lagoon plots are priced
from $1,890 to $2,500 while bay-
front sites are priced from $5,000.
Building plots can be purchased
with $50 down and three years
to pay.
The property also has three
sandy beaches and a marina.
Lagoon Lots
Being Sold
FORKED RIVER (PFS) — The
developers of Forked River
Estates on Barnegat Bay are of-
fering as part of their expansion
program choice lagoon lots priced
at $995 starting this weekend.
The expansion program in-
cludes swimming, boating, fishing
and a community park with paved
roads. Forked River Estates is
located on Route 9, nine miles
south of Toms River.
I ty WW me ABTOCAfi 15
Real Estate Section
FORKED RIVER
ESTATES
ON BEAUTIFUL BARNEGAT BAY
A,COMPLETE SELECTION OF CHOICE
llUAfl®
off®
LAGOON
ILOTSHSO100
995
Never before has anyone dared auch a fantastic offer. Thla
tremendous expanaion program at Forked River Estates in-
cludes swimming, boating, fishing and even a community
park with all paved roads and other conveniences. Nearby
to Seaside, Asbury Park and Atlantic City.
FORKED RIVER ESTATES
FORKED RIVER, N. J.
DIRECTIONS: Garden State Parkway to Exit 74 and east to Route 9 and
blinker light. Turn left (north) on Route 9, Vi mile to Forked River
Estates. OR: Route 9, nine miles south of Toms River.
MYrtle 3-2312
WATERFRONT HOME SITES
***** SHORE’S
LAGOON PARADISE
A
YOUR BOAT
IN YOUR BACKYARD
DIRECTIONS: Garden Stale Pkwy. to
EXIT 91; GO STRAIGHT an At 549 ta
Hooper Aye. (continuation a# Rt. 549)
ta Red lion tavern; tarn left, fallow
Drum Faint Rd. ta "Haywood". Otbome-
i»ick Township, Ocean County, N. J.
°N BARNEGAT ba^
s "AM
SOUTH or POINT PIMSANT
2 SALTWATER POOLS
PRIVATE SANDY BEACH
CHOICE LAGOON
BUILDING LOTS
$lBOO
• BOATING
• SWIMMING
• FISHING
• CRABBING
WOODLAND LOTS MM. •
See Model Homes
Op»n Dally 10 A M.- Dark
Telephone
TWinbrook 2-5100
..CD COMMUNITY
'LEONE BUILT*
Silver bay point
ON BARNEGAT BAY
(Off Rt. 549) TOMS RIVER, N. J.
Here it porfoct vacation yaar 'round or
relaxed ratirament living offering the
finest bathing, boating, fishing and crab-
bing for which tha Barnagat Bay area
is so justly famous. Churchas and shop-
ping arm within a faw minutes drive and
school bus transportation is available to
Toms River's excellent schools.
BUY NOW...BUILD LATER
CHOICE BAYFRONT,
LAGOON AND
WOODLAND PLOTS
$
l5 A MONTH
AFTER SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT
CITY WATER
NO
WELLS
e
VISIT OUR 2 8.
3 BEDROOM
MODELS
TERMS
•
Writ* or Call
today lor
WCf
Illuitrated Brochur*
SILVER BAY POINT
SILVER BAY ROAD
TOMS RIVER. N. J.
TO 8-344*
e
FAIR LAWN, N. 1.
SW 4-4500
I B. LEONE
SUMMER YEAR 'ROUND
RENTALS AVAILABLE
DIRECTIONS: Garden State Park-
way to Exit 01; continue straight
ahead on Rt. 540 to Hooper Ave.
(continuationof Rt. 540). turn left
on Polhemua Rd. to end of road
and Silver Bay Point.
SUNRISE
BEACH
ON
BARNEGAT
BAY
Thn Frn»n (.It Tan. *t tha
Oh* Im . Thn leant at Pina
...
A Vaullaa Hamatar
Manna
Sumrnar Activitta. .van aa
•aatinn. Iwlmmlnt. Plahina . .
an* a Mayan tor Ry.ntual Vaar-
Raund nr Rntlrnmnnt Llvina
75 FT. WIDE
WATERFRONT
LAGOON LOTS
LARGE WOODLAND LOTS $l5O down, $l5 Mo.
2 and 3 BEDROOM RANCH HOMES
Finished Homes Solid Year-Round Construction
SHELLS from
..
.
*2,645 Open 'til Dark
Rt. 9, P.O. Box 171, Forked River, NJ. MY 3-3921
DIHCTIONS: Cardan Stnla Pkwy to Mad Rivav laid Na. 74. tvr. Ml
mt anal •# a»4 and t- 1 miton la kknfcnr ■«
Rt •, Nana Ml an ft
«, •• W mto to Samian Bam* OR from Toth tram Sot* m *L *.
BAY WAY HOMES
ONLY $250 DOWN $99 closing fee
$56 PER MONTH 30 YEAR
INCLUDING TAXES FHA MORTGAGE
$8250
LUXURY 50-FT. 3-BEDROOM RANCH
• One of lowest tax rates
• Lar*e homesite, Vi acre plot
included
• G.M. Dclco Automatic Oil Heat
• 2 or 3 Bedrooms (no extra cost)
• Hollywood Tile Bath
• Colored American Standard
Fixtures
• Natural Birch Kitchen Cabinets
• Automatic Electric Range
• Exhaust Fan Over Stova
• DoubleSink
• Automatic Hot Water Heater
• Dinette Area
• Large Living Room
• 9 ft. Picture Window
• Flower Box and Shutters
• Double Oak Flooring
• Copper Plumbing
• Connections for Washing
Machine included
• Lifetime Aluminum
Sliding Windows
St. Joseph’s
School and Church
nearby.
Bus service.
Enov Year "Round
Suburban Living
Quiet, relaxed liv-
ing is yours away
from the noise and
congestion of the
city.
Recreation
Unlimited
Walking distance to
beaches, boating A
fishing on world
famous Barnegat
Bay.
FAMILY ROOM AND GARAGE OPTIONAL
AN ACHIEVEMENT IN LOW COST HOUSING FOR
GROWING FAMILIES . . . RETIRED FOLKS
DIRECTIONS TO FURNISHED MODEL — Garden State Parkway to Exit
82 (Toms River) go east on U.S. Highway 37 to fourth traffic light
(Fischer Blvd.) turn left, then straight ahead approximately l mile to
Bay Ave., turn left 500 feet.
luiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiMiiiH
Choose your year-round or
vacation home at the location
picked by many fine familiesl
DOVER
SHORES
f
..
BARNEGAT BAY
TOMS RIVER
SUMMER HOMES — RETIREMENT HOMES
IN A
BOATING — SWIMMING — FISHING PARADISE
Delightful bay front and lagoon locations
LOTS $50 DOWN • HOMES FROM $5500
Very best terms can be arranged
Visit our attractive decorated model home
Rt. 37 at Bay Bridge, Toms River
(If you can't come down now — send for free picture
or phone ISIand Heights 4-0683)
FLORIDA COMES
TO THE JERSEY SHORE
(Florida Room and Gorag. Optional)
T“t*r
v:
YEAR 'ROUND
3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOME
on 100‘ x 100' lot
Picture-Windowed Living Room
Family-Size Dining Area
Colored Tile Bath
Natural Birch Cabinet*
Hollywood! Sliding Door Cloiet
Rockwool Inflation
G.M. Delco Heating Sy»tem
LAGOON LOTS...
The ONLY Lagoon ...110 feet wide and 16 feet deep in New Jeney
NO DOWN PAYMENT • SMALL MONTHLY PAYMENTS
A FREE DOCK LAGOON LOT*
5 OF A
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Berkeley shore
ON bFAUTIFUI BARNIGAT BAY
DIRECTIONS Garden 'ate Parkaay to fit SO Beecheoofl
fut take Route 9 utntound slay on Routt 9 lor ipprm
3 mile. It Brkeity $f ref .fates directly on lout* 9on e ( t
*-y.
Lakeforest
RESERVATION
AT UPPER HOPATCONG
Your Yeor'Round
Home Address
You'll enjoy living in this new,
exclusive Club community located in a
beautifully wooded area, 1000 feet above
sea level, and bordering New Jersey’*
i largest and finest mountain lake.
I-akeforest Reservation provide* excel*
lent year 'round recreational facilities for
•he entire family: swimming, fishing,
boating, skiing, ice-skating,etc., yet this
friendly community is within easy com-
muting distance to the metropolitan area.
Choice lake front or hillside sites now
available at reasonable prices.
i . • Wonderful investment with real poten-
tial for future profit
%*. • Easy budget terms.
'-s
* See Sample Houses.
. .
Founders of Lake Mohawk
ArthurD. Crane Companq
Entrance 6 miles North of Dover on N. J. Route T 5
l/tc (iom» moil likely In aureed
AUTUMN RIDGE ESTATES
SECOND StliiiuN nuii ui
Distinctive Split
Ranch llonica
from
*28,500
Mountain View Section, Wayne
MOuntain View 8-1513
GRAND OPENING Colonial Split
The nnrtil advance in the dramatic combination of
Traditional and Contemporary
You'll be proud to tomehomo to Autumn Rid|« Estate! .
your pride of ownership ia enhanced many times over by tho
features that distinguish theto hornet at tho very finest!
• J A i bedrooms • bathi • finished recreation n
• extra site dining room and living room • air-conditioning
• houie-wide intercom ‘hot water heat • 2-car garage
• patio • extra tise GE kitchen
* minimum IOOxISO
wooded lots
AUTUMN RIDGE ESTATES
•IIItTIIII: tt u la tnalaea aalt—Wise iltaa te
ta FraaiS lilt It. ta rtllll 11.
Mt tt Ufa ta nttsl
Holy Cross Parochial School Bus Sarvict on Parish Dr. and
Alps Road. DcPaul High, Alps Road.
MOOtl HOt!
EXCELLENT MORTGAGE
TERMS AVAILABLE
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Jersey City and Seton Hall Ratify
Medical, Dental School Agreement
JERSEY CITY-r-The protracted affiliation negotiotions
between the Seton Hall College of Medicine and Dentistry
and the Jersey City Medical Center finally resulted in rati-
fication of a satisfactory pact last week between the Board
of Trustees of the school and the Jersey City Commission.
Completion pf the agreement
clears the way for third and
fourth-year Seton Hall medical
and dental students to receive
practical training within confines
of the Medical Center.
Under terms of the pact, the
city will permit access to the
hospital and facilities of the Med-
ical Center by the Seton Hall
faculty and qualified students for
teaching and research purposes.
In return, the college will assist
in recruiting interns and res-
idents and Will make the faculty
available for training interns, res-
idents and nurses. The Seton Hall
faculty will give lectures, semi-
nars and conferences on new ad-
vances and techniques in the
medical and dental field.
THE COLLEGE will advise in
setting up and staffing various
departments of the hospital in
order to achieve the highest
standards of medical and dental
care. The Seton Hall faculty will
also provide demonstrations in
operating rooms, laboratories and
clinics and at periodic staff and
clinic conferences and discus-
sions. The faculty will also assist
and advise in training ancillary
professional staffs, such as labo-
ratory and X-ray technicians, di-
etitians, physio and occupational
therapists, medical social work-
ers and dental hygienists.
Seton Hall will also make
available its staff and faculty
to advise and assist in render-
ing medical and dental care to
patients in the wards and in
the ln-patlent and out-patient
clinics, including assistance
and research in diagnosis and
treatment of such patients.
In addition, Seton Hall will pro-
vide through its faculty and staff,
when completed and in full oper-
ation, not less than 4,000 hours
per month in rendering advisory
and cooperative services re-
quired. Under terms of the con-
tract, Seton Hall agrees that its
salaried faculty members in
staffing any out-patient clinic or
department now existing or here-
after established shall limit their
care of patients to medically in-
digent or to such private patients
as may be referred to it by pri-
vate physicians.
SETON HALL will also assist
in establishment of such labora-
tories for treatment, diagnosis
and research as artificial kidney,
virology laboratory, isotope lab-
oratory and others which may
prove to be necessary from time
to time.
The college will also conduct
in the hospital medical or dental
research projects upon which
shall be expended by the college
not less than $25,000 during each
12-month period of the contract.
Seton Hall will arrange, when
feasible, for services by its qual-
ified third and fourth-year med-
ical students in the hospital fa-
cilities as specified by the medi-
cal director of the hospital.
The school will also secure
the services of advanced quali-
fied dental students for the hos-
pital dental clinical facilities.
Sc ton Hall also agrees to ex-
pend not less than *lOO,OOO in
equipping the out-patient dental
clinical facilities.
Under terras of the agreement
the city will permit the faculty
and students of the college the
use of its present hospital library
facilities and the city and col-
lege, as soon as possible, will co-
operate to provide further library
facilities as required to comply
with standards of the American
Medical Society. All medical and
dental books and periodicals be-
longing to the college will be
made available to the hospital.
JERSEY CITY will make avail-
able to the colloge a total of 15
beds at all times, without
charge, for indigent patients res-
ident in Jersey City who may be
selected by the college for pur-
poses of teaching and research.
The ratified agreement empha-
sized that all the services to be
rendered by the college to the!
city shall be under the specific!
administrative direction of the;
medical director of the hospital.
The college will have no author*
ity in the operation of the hospi-
tal, nor shall anything contained
in the agreement be deemed a
delegation of the powers and au-
thority of the city. Nothing in
this agreement shall affect the
privileges of staff doctors to ad-
mit their patients to private and
semi-private accommodations in
the hospital.
AS COMPENSATION to Seton
Hall for providing these services,
the city will pay, subject to au-
dit; 50% of the college's costs of
operations of _ the clinical depart-
ments and services of its College
of Medicine and its College of
Dentistry; and beginning with
the college’s Fall term of 1958,
20% of the cost of operations of
its pre-clinical department of pa-
thology; 20% of its pre-clinical
department of bacteriology; 10%
of its pre-clinical department of
Biochemistry; 5% of its pre-clin-
ical department of pharmacolo-
gy; 5% of its pre-clinical depart-
ment of physiology; and 5% of
its department of anatomy, com-
mencing at the time these de-
partments take active participa-
tion in hospital services.
The terms of the contract
commence on July 1 of this
year and will terminate in 47
years. This will make the affil-
iation agreement run concur-
rent with the 50-year lease
which the school entered into
with the city for the use of the
Clinical and Isolation Buildings
as basic science teaching facil-
ities in 1955.
FOLLOWING THE ratification
of the agreement in South Or-
ange, the Board of Trustees of
the College of Medicine and Den-
tistry issued the following state-
ment:
“Seton Hall is happy and a
forward step has been made to
bring about better medical and
dental health in New Jersey by
the consummation of the agree-
ment between Seton Hall and Jer-
sey City.
“It is our objective to produce
within the boundaries of the Jer-
sey City Medical Center, a teach-
ing hospital that will reflect cred-
it on the citizens of Jersey City
and the entire state. Medical and
dental health has made great
strides by the signing of this!
agreement which will bring out-
standing leaders and educators in
the medical and dental profes-
sions and their vast store of
knowlege to this state so that
indigent patients will be able So
obtain medical and dental care
never before believed possible.”
OFFICIAL: Members of the board of trustees of Seton
Hall College of Medicine and Dentistry meet to ratify
the affiliationagreement between the college and the
Jersey City Commission. Msgr. John L. McNulty, Seton
Hall president, affixes his signature whileRev. Michael
I. Fronczak, James P. Mylod and Bishop McNulty
look on.
AnotherSuit
Filed Against
Medical School
JERSEY CITY The Jersey
City Association for the Sep-
•rtion of Church and State filed
suit last week against Seton Hall
College of Medicine and Den-
tistry and Jersey City, question-
ing the settlement of the back
rent dispute between the city
and school authorities. Seton
Hall informants pointed out that
some newspapers last week had
misinterpreted the suit and as-
sumed that the court action chal-
lenged the validity of the origin-
al rent agreement and the re-
cently, signed affiliation pact.
Seton Hall officials were quick
to point out that the original suit
brought by the Association,
which has been an opponent of
Seton Hall since the first talks
began ,on the establishment of
a medical-dental college, was
thrown out of court by the Su-
preme Court of New Jersey. A
subsequent legal action involving
non-payment of rent was also
dismissed by a lower court re-
cently without prejudice.
Asa result of the delays
caused by litigation and by the
non-occupancy of certain facili-
ties in the medical center leased
under the terms of a 1954 agree-
ment, 45eton Hall withheld pay-
ment of the full $275,000 rent
fees, claiming that an adjustment
should be made.
Jersey City finally agreed to !
settle the dispute for (250,000
fat return for the release of
claims of damages by the col-
lege.
This settlement fs the amount
questioned in the suit brought
last week in Trenton and no
other point is involved, Seton
Hall officials declared. In the
new suit, the Association main-
tains the acceptance by the Jer-
sey City Commission of $250,000
constitutes a violation of trust
owed by the City Commission to
the taxpayers. Ezra Nolan, cor-
poration counsel for Jersey City,
termed the suit "another nui-
sance" attempt by the group to
undermine the affiliation. He
said the city will ask the court
to dismiss the action.
Renovations Started
At Essex Catholic
NEWARK One year of its existence completed,
Essex Catholic High School is busily preparing for the
next with an extensive renovation program under way dur-
ing the summer months.
Brother Francis I. Offer, F.S.C.H., principal, this week
revealed some of the changes
taking place currently and indi-
cated others which are part of a
longer range program.
On July 21, workmen started
acUvities on the third floor of the
huge building, formerly the Mu-
tual Benefit Life Insurance Cos.
headquarters. Plans have been
designed by Anthony J. DePace
of New York.
THE IMMEDIATE project is
transformation of the third floor
into 23 rooms, including a study
hall and biology laboratory. Dur-
ing the past year, classes have
been held in large office areas
on the second and mezzanine
floors.
Although temporary in nature,
these accommodations were ad-
equate for instruction of the
freshman class. In September,
however, the 225 sophomores will
be joined by an incoming class
of 400 new freshmen, bringing
the total enrollment of Essex
Catholic to 625 boys in only the
second year of its existence. The
new facilities are expected to be
ready for them by September.
As time goes on. further
changes will he made in the
building so as to accommodate
the school's ultimate expected
enrollment of 3,000. Essex Cath-
olic High School has been set
up to serve all the parishes of
Essex County.
KEEPING PACK with the ren-
ovation program and the increase
in enrollment (or next year, the
local community of the Christian
Brothers of Ireland who staff the-
school will tie doubled. This year,
the boys have been taught by
five fnembers of the community
Next year there will be 10 and
In addition. Brother Offer said,
there will be six or seven lay
teachers
Major renovations arc also In
prospect for the fourth and fifth
floors Eventually. Essex Catho-
lic W'lll have some 70 classrooms
In addition, a very extensive
pro jest will get under way on
the first floor
Here, at present, there are
three very large open areas One
is planned to house Use library,
another a chapel to seat approx-
imately WO. and the third will be
organised into administrative of
[flees. No date has been set for
completion of Uw project.
The living quarters of the
Brothers will also have to under-
go a change. Presently the Broth-
ers have their bedrooms and
chapel in the old executive of-
fices on the second floor. These
accommodations will continue for
the coming year, t
With the steady increase in
numbers in the community,
however, plans have already
been drawn for establishment
of the community quarters on
the sixth floor. Eventually, it
is foreseen that the community
will number some 40 Brothers.
The sixth floor presently con-
tains the cafeteria for the boys
and the Brothers' dining room
and community room.
Faculty Children
St. Peter's
Paying Tuition
JERSEY CITY - Si. Peter s
College will pay $3OO a year to-
ward tuition exoenses of a college
education for the daughter of a
full-time faculty or administra
live member, it was announced
this week by Very Rev. James
jj. Shanahan. S.J., president.
The provision is the outcome
of the findings of a subcommit-
tee of the president's advisory
council which has studied the
program for the past year.
Provision for the college edu-
cation of the sons of faculty
members has already been in
force for some years The sons
of full-time faculty and employca
and of part lime faculty and em
gloves who have been in the col-
lege family for five years are
granted free tuition and fees. A
reduction of 30% is granted to
sons of part time faculty and em-
ployes during the first five yeais
of their employment.
Archbishop's
Appointments
SATURDAY, AUG. I
It a.m.. Preside, ZSih anni-
versary ef ordination of Very
Rev. Magr. John J. Dougherty,
S TX.. S.S.D., Chapel ef Christ
the King, Immaculate Cancep
lieu Seminary, Darttagtq*.
WE’LL DO IT THIS WAY: The 50th anniversary of the Holy Name Rally in Newark to taka place next October,
is already being planned by a committee of the Essex-West Hudson Federation. Here, the committee checks a
few details with Msgr. Cornelius J. Boyle, spiritual director. Members are, left to right seated, Eugene T. Reilly,
Edward J. Dwyer, general chairman, Msgr. Boyle, Walter L. Joyce, president, and Hugh X. Connell. Standing,
Thomas M. Kane, Daniel McCann Jr., Anthony B. Costa, Harold T. Seekell, Andrew J. Kearney, Francis T. Walsh,
William V. Jakuc and Francis J. Tansey.
Named Provincial of
S.M.A. Fathers
DEDHAM, Mass. Very Rev. Patrick O’Donoghue,
S.M.A., of Tenafly is the new Provincial of the American
Province, Society of African Missions (S.M.A.) Fathers.
.
Father O’Donoghue, previously procurator, was elected
to the top post July 15 at the provincial chapter held at
Queen of Apostoles Seminary
here. He succeeds Very Rev. An-
thony McAndrew, S.M.A., who
served as Provincial since the
death of Very Rev. Peter Har-
rington, S.M.A., in December,
1956.
Named vice provincial was
Very Rev. Sean Sweeney, S.M.A.,
superior of Queen of Apostles
Seminary, Washington.
Provincial councilors will in-
clude Very Rev. Alphonsus Sit-
tler, S.M.A., St. Anthony’s Mis-
sion, Tenafly; Very Rev. Fran-
cis Hynes, S.M.A., of the semi-
nary here, and Very Rev. Fran-
cis Gillis, S.M.A., of Savannah,
Ga.
Born in County Leix, Ireland,
Father O’Donoghue served for 10
years in the missions in the Arch-
diocese of Lagos, Nigeria, West
Africa, before coming to the
United States in 1942. He was as-
signed to organization work in
the American Province, which
was created in 1941, and in 1945,
established a house at Tenafly,
with a staff of priests of the so-
ciety aimed at continuing the
work of the society both in Afri-
ca and in the Negro missions in
the United States. Father O’Don-
oghue celebrated the silver jubi-
lee of his ordination in 1957.
Father O’Donoghue
Msgr. Dougherty
Marks Jubilee Aug. 2
DARLINGTON His silver jubilee in the priesthood
will be observed by Very Rev. Msgr. John J. Dougherty
on Aug. 2.
,
With Archbishop Boland presiding, Msgr. Dougherty
will celebrate his Solemn Mass of Thanksgiving at 11 a.m
in the Chapel of Christ the King,
Immaculate Conception Semina-
ry, where he is professor of Sa-
cred Scripture.
The sermon will be delivered
by Bishop Justin J. McCarthy of
Camden, formerly spiritual direc-
tor at the seminary. Also present
will be Auxiliary Bishop Martin
W. Stanton and Auxiliary Bishop
Walter W. Curtis, professor of
moral -theology at Darlington.
Archpriest at the Mass will be
Msgr. James A. Hughes, Vicar
General of Newark. Deacon of
the Mass will be Msgr. John F.
Gannon, Vicar General of the
Diocese of Worcester, Mass, sub-
deacon will be Rev. James. C.
Turro of the seminary.
Msgr. James F. Lonney, chan-
cellor, will be master of ceremo-
nies to the Archbishop. The mas-
ter of ceremonies of the Mass will
be Rev. John H. Koenig of the
seminary.
Deacons of Honor to the Arch-
bishop will be Msgr. Joseph H.
Brady, rector of Immaculate
Conception Seminary, and Msgr.
James J. Owens, pastor, St. Ma-
ry's, Nutley.'
Bishop McCarthy will have as
his deacons of honor Rev. Alo-
ysius J. Welsh and Rev. John F.
O'Brien, both of Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary.
Bishop Stanton will have as his
I deacons of honor Rev. Henry G.
! Beck and Rev. Przezdziecki, both
i of the seminary.
The deacons of honor for Bish-
| op Curtis will be Rev. Stanley J.
1 Adamcxyk and Rev. Robert G.
iGibney, both of the seminary..
MSGR. DOUGHERTY was
born in Jersey City, the son of
John and Christine Farrell
Dougherty. He attended St. Pe-
jter * Prep, Scton Hall University
j and after theology at the North
American College in Rome, was!
I ordained there on July 23, 1933.!
j He holds the licentiate in sacred
theology and a doctorate in Sa-
cred Scripture.
He has served as assistant pas-
tor for short tours at St. An-
drew's. Bayonne: Monte Vergine,
Garfield: and St. Luke’s. Hoho
kus. and has been on the faculty
of Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary since 1937. Since December,
1951, he has been a member of
the editorial board of The Advo-
cate.
Msgr. Dougherty is particular-
ly well known for his appear-
ances on "The Catholic Hour,”
national radio and television pro-
gram sponsored by the National
Council of Catholic Men.
More recently, be was editorial
•dvieer of and appeared on the
specially prepared Him program,
“Rome Eternal,” produced by
NCCM together with the NBC
television network.
The film, photographed in
Rome, was an outstanding suc-
cess in its first presentation and
will be .shown again on the first
four Sundays of August from 5
to 5:30 p.m.
In Maplewood
To Break Ground
For School, Convent
MAPLEWOOD Ground for the new school and
convent in Immaculate Heart, of Mary parish here will be
broken at 12:45 p.m., July 27 by Rev. Edward P. Looney,
pastor.
The new church —and the auditorium-gymnasium
were dedicated on Nov. 16, 1957.
Both new facilities were de-
signed by Arthur Rigolo of Clif-
ton and are of contemporary ar-
chitecture matching the other
buildings. Completion is expect-
ed by September, 1959.
THE NEW SCHOOL will be a
one-story structure containing
eight classrooms, principal’s of-
fice, nurse’s room, and other ad-
ministrative offices. There will
also be « general all-purpose room
which may be used as an assem-
bly and meeting hall.
Immaculate Heart of Mary
School was started last year with
two grades. This year there will
be three, with at least one added
each subsequent year. The pres-
ent enrollment is 100 children
but the new facilities will accom-
modate nearly 500.
CLASSES, TAUGHT by lay
teachers, have been held in tem-
porary quarters in the auditorium-
gymnasium building. Upon com-
pletion of the convent they will
be joined by members of the Sis-
ters of Charity of Convent.
The convent, also a one-story
building of contemporary design,
will provide accommodations for
six Sisters. It will also contain
a chapel, refectory, community
room, reception rooms and vari-
ous utility rooms. Both the school
and convent can be expanded as
necessary.
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Aw you plflHHoty fo
TRAVEL
FEDERAL TRUST
will
provide
funds
for your
travel
or vacation
purposes
thru a
#
PERSONAL LOAN
imtmrtU rsUit
Call Now Mitchell 2-820 L
FEDERAL
TRUST
YOURS
For The Asking ...
A Preview of Your
Visit to BERMUDA
Thinking about going to Ber-
mud*? Then by all meant get a
free copy of“A Key To Bermuda.1*
Thii colorful and informative
folder containt an excellent map
of the Itlanda, and overflows with
helpful Upt onclothing, shopping,
cuitomt duty, transportation,
things to see and do.
We'U gladly send you one of
these useful folders - or. if you
prefer, stop in, pkk one up. and
let us help you plan your trip.
Jos. M. Byrne Cos.
TRAVEL SERVICE
•2B BROAD STRUT
NIWARK 2, N. J.
• MA 3-1740 •
Special Pilgrimage
LOURDES
VIA
PAN AMERICAN
WORLD AIRWAYS
VISITINO
Germany, Switzerland, Italy,
France and Ireland
RT. REV. MSGR.
WILLIAM C. HEIMBUCH
Spiritual Director
25 Day*-$lOl5 Per Person
Leaving Sept. 18, 1958
rOH RESERVATIONS AND
INFORMATION CALL
TRAVELONG, INC.
1«1 N. BROAD STRCET
RLiiab«th 4-3515
Seton Hall University
University College
„„
Attention
Men Engaged in Law Enforcement
High School Graduates
Interested in Police Careers
\ •
ENROLL NOW
Seton Hall University
Police Science Program
LEADING TO
Degree of Associate in Arts in
Police Science
APPLY NOW FOR SEPTEMBER CLASSES
ALL POLICE SCIENCE COURSES WILL BE OFFERED AT
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
31 CLINTON ST., NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
(You may pursue daytime or evening programs or a
combination of both)
WRITE FOR INFORMATION OR PHONE
EDWARD J. FLEMING, Dean
Seton Hall University College
31 Clinton St., Newark, N. J. Mitchell 2-BSOO
MIRIAM O'DONNELL, Director of Admissions
Seton Hall University College
3055 Hudson Blvd., Jersey City, N.J. SWarthmore 8-2100
nurlNG *' 6th National Pilgrimage to
ftHSO'*" IRELAND * LOURDES • ROME
HONORING CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION AT
SHRINE OF OUR LADY OF LOURDES
visiting - IRELAND -TRANCE -SWITZERLAND - ITALY
Under Personal Spiritual Leadership of
HIS EXCELLENCY, MOST REVEREND
MERLIN J. GUILFOYLE»»
SAILING from NEW YORK AUGUST 16
in the R.M.S. MAURETANIA of the CUNARO LINE
ALL ARRANGEMENTS IY CATHOIIC TRAVEL LEAGUE
roe INFORMATION mm
*s?*'*"* “‘
M’
(Eatljolir ulraupl fipague
1141 MOADWAV. NIW TOOK 23. WW TOMA
